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ABSTRACT 
 

i 
 

ABSTRACT 

Over the years, the continuous expansion of cities has drawn the attention of engineers and 

researchers to the need to support sustainable planning. As cities expand, they would be more 

prone to geohazard risk, which could cause severe costs. Therefore, a system to provide 

information of geohazard risk could support sustainable urban planning. A suggested 

application is proposed in this thesis to assess settlement risk caused by tunnelling. 

A framework methodology is proposed to aid the assessment of urban geohazard risk. The 

settlement risk assessment analyses and the associated building damage and cost assessment 

form the structure of the framework. Building Information Modelling (BIM) provided and 

supported the information for the data processes used in the whole analysis and the 3D geology-

tunnel-building model creation.  

The resulting risk assessments are presented using 3D visualisations. From these visualisations, 

further investigations could be focused on the ‘higher-risk’ outcomes presented. This forms a 

preliminary assessment a tool. 

The final oucome of this research is an integrated information system based on advanced 

analysis and 3D modelling tools for urban geohazard risk. The research also provides 

information which contributes to knowledge and understanding for relevant associated 

problems and supports sustainable decision-making. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to the topic 

Geological and geotechnical hazards have always impacted on humanity. Numerous 

catastrophes over the years in the ancient world are linked with such phenomena, inducing 

human and economic costs (de Rienzo et al., 2008; Gibson and Chowdhury, 2009). Clues for 

ancient cities around the world to have been seriously hit by such events as earthquakes, volcano 

eruptions and other disturbances. In addition, many aspects within civilisations throughout 

history are related to the understanding and interpretations of those geohazards, which in many 

cases led them to be associated with gods and legends or myths. Over the years, people tried to 

understand their origin and characteristics, which became easier in the last decades with the 

advent of current technologies. However, while technologies advance there has been another 

issue increasing the geohazard risk in urban areas: urbanisation (Griffiths, 2016).     

Urbanisation has been a growing phenomenon. Approximately half of the Earth’s population 

lives in towns and cities (Price et al., 2016). While cities expand, sustainable urban planning is 

required to avoid more severe costs associated with natural hazards when occurring within the 

cities’ limits. This led to numerous sustainable applications to be created over the years, one of 

which aligned with the increasing use of urban underground space – the lack of space on the 

ground surface makes the underground useful for infrastructure and other construction 

developments, such as tunnels and underground car parks (Rogers, 2009; Hunt et al., 2016). As 

a result, underground structures are being constructed beneath cities to a great extent, globally. 

This increase in subsurface construction is enhancing the risk of geohazards and makes the need 

for a better information, understanding and knowledge of the subsurface even more important.  

The current and future safety of cities from these causes has become an urgent focus for several 

research groups, industries and authorities (Bridge et al., 2005; Mielby et al., 2017). A need to 
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know, understand and demonstrate in detail the underground features and their interactions with 

the built environment has been gaining attention to assess urban geohazard risk effectively 

(Price et al., 2016). Among many methods and tools used to provide this information, Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) proved to be a powerful tool to deal with structural engineering 

problems to date (Zou et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018).  

Therefore, an advanced system that could provide information for ground condition changes 

and the interactions of ground with adjacent buildings, to predict geohazard risk would be 

clearly valuable. This system could be used to indicate and demonstrate hazardous areas, and 

hence provide the understanding required for sustainable land-use planning and decision-

making. 

 

1.2 Problem statement 

Geohazards pose an increasing risk for urban areas as they expand. As cities make more use of 

their underground space, the settlement risk to adjacent buildings caused by tunnel construction 

has become an important geohazard to consider along with many other factors. Hence, better 

understanding and knowledge of the ground and its potential response to geohazards, in this 

case to tunnelling, is required to support sustainable urban planning by enhancing underground 

information, data management and visualisations. 

 

1.3 Research Hypothesis 

As cities expand, sustainable urban planning is needed to avoid more costs related to 

geohazards. Therefore, geohazard risk needs to be clearly assessed to inform for urban planning 
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and decision-making. A framework providing urban geohazard information is required in cities 

that would contribute to a more sustainable future, which includes the following considerations: 

• A better understanding of the urban subsurface and its interactions with the built 

environment is an important aspect for better decision-making in urban environments. 

• Geohazards can be significant in certain urban areas and they need to be considered 

within sustainable urban land-use planning. 

• A thorough assessment of geohazard risk, such as tunnelling-induced settlement risk, 

which would be based on integrated analysis methods and 3D visualisations, could 

provide a framework for an urban geohazard risk assessment tool. 

• The development of a BIM-based method could provide a robust assessment of 

geohazard risk by extending investigation and visualisation aspects. BIM could provide 

the information ‘platform’ required, which is based on data integration/exchange, and 

clearly present the outcomes of a geohazard analysis. This would improve sustainable 

urban planning and decision-making in relation to urban geohazards.  

• The principles of sustainability can be supported using the power of BIM, and the 

associated environment of advanced software and multidimensional visualisations. 

Open-source software, low cost computational and communication power and common 

and widely used formats will enable advanced analyses and data integration/exchange 

methods, where all aspects are linked together through BIM. Hence, an integrated and 

‘multi-applicable’ information tool for assessing geohazards could be created. This tool 

could support global sustainable ‘targets’ and align with the UN sustainable 

development goals. These goals indicate that decision-making and urban planning for 

sustainable cities need urban geohazard resilience, which is closely associated with 
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developing methods of integrated information, such as the integrated information tool 

for urban geohazards (United Nations, 2015). 

• A BIM-based interactive environment of information for geohazard risk could help 

planners, scientists and engineers, and other users who are involved in relevant 

assessments. It could be used as an early-stage tool for various urban planning 

applications, associated with knowing in real-time important information of subsurface 

and its risk. To be important for users, this information needs to include visualisations 

of certain ‘areas’ of geohazard (tunnel-induced settlement) and damage risk. In addition, 

costs due to the damage risk would also be important to be indicate via clear risk-based 

visualisations. This information could support the ground investigation, i.e. it could 

extend desk studies by a ‘multi-applicable’ tool for potential urban construction and 

provide further/more detailed digital modelling applications on targeted areas, if 

required. It could expand on subsurface information though aiming at specific areas of 

potential risk and accompany other tools for urban expansion or further research in 

urban development projects. In this way, decision-making that advances the principles 

of sustainability is enhanced. 

• A preliminary assessment tool for geohazards such as tunnelling-induced settlement risk 

would provide the information (and understanding) required to support urban land-use 

planning. 

• The area around the new construction of the National Buried Infrastructure Facility 

(NBIF) within the campus of the University of Birmingham provides a representative 

example of a built-up area, which could be used in demonstrating such a preliminary 

assessment tool. The area has several structures exhibiting the characteristics of a typical 

urban area (close to the city centre), in this case a university campus. As the city 
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expands, sustainable urban developments associated with a crowded area (i.e. the 

campus), such as the tunnel construction, could take place in the area. Hence, the 

scenario of a potential tunnel construction in the area, as part of, for example, the local 

transport system expansion, could provide an efficient case study for modelling the 

consequent (tunnelling-induced) settlement risk. In addition, the known and commonly 

UK-wide found ground conditions of the site and its geological data, which is available 

from ground investigation, would play an important role in the selection of the specific 

area for the model. As a result, this case study could provide an interesting scenario for 

planners, users and engineers, to easily adapt their own models for assessing the 

settlement risk due to tunnel construction. 

 

1.4 Aim & Objectives 

The aim of this PhD project is to provide an integrated computer-based system that has all the 

required information to assess the risk due to geological hazards in an urban area to support 

decision-making for sustainable and resilient urban planning.  

The objectives of this PhD are, to:  

• study the ground conditions in an urban area and interpret them in 3D, using borehole 

data; 

• establish a risk assessment for any given geohazard; 

• select a geohazard (tunnelling-induced settlement risk) that would enable the 

application of an information system to clearly model and assess the risk;   

• understand the (3D) ground condition changes and interactions with the built 

environment, with respect to the construction of a tunnel; 
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• provide a 3D geological model including the tunnel and adjacent buildings to generate 

and demonstrate clearly all the geological/geotechnical/structural information required 

for a risk assessment; 

• integrate within the 3D model the geological, geotechnical and structural modelling 

information required to align with an urban assessment; 

• establish a basic tunnelling-induced settlement risk assessment and define its 

components by advanced analyses based on developing a custom-made code (and 

adapting/integrating tools) to produce a framework tool; 

• estimate the tunnelling-induced settlement hazard of adjacent buildings damage; 

• provide the tunnelling-induced settlement vulnerability of an urban area by 

investigating impact factors; 

• explore the probability of building damage costs caused by the tunnelling-induced 

settlement (hazard);  

• provide the resulting integrated 3D visualisations of the tunnelling-induced settlement 

risk assessment; 

• discuss the outcomes and the potential of this geohazard assessment tool within a 

geohazard information system for supporting better decision-making in sustainable 

planning of urban areas. 

 

1.5 Introduction to the Chapters 

The structure of the thesis provides a clear understanding of the integrated system for the 

geohazard risk assessment that has been developed during this study. Initially, the literature 

review describes the relevant state-of-the-art literature in the field – associated with the 

characteristics of this system. Then, the methodology chapter is provided, indicating how this 
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framework will be developed. This will be based on the reported geohazard risk assessment and 

detailed data management and integration processes. A flow chart is presented to show clearly 

the overall concept this study used. Then the methodology is applied in the three following 

chapters to build and demonstrate this integrated information system. Chapter 4 explores the 

Settlement Hazard using analytical models and Building Information Modelling (BIM), and 

presents its results. The settlement vulnerability using 3D spatiotemporal analyses and BIM, 

with its results then follows (Chapter 5). Finally, the settlement economic risk of buildings 

using uncertainty analysis and BIM and its results are described in Chapter 6. The discussion 

of the Chapters (4, 5 and 6) results combined, follows in a discussion chapter to expand on the 

outcomes, analysis resultants and resulting (3D) visualisations of the analyses. The conclusions 

of this PhD study, including a future work section, indicate the importance and describe the 

substantial contributions of this study. Then, after the references, the appendices follow with 

details such as further visualisations of the analyses used and other modelling aspects. The 

detailed description and specifications of the MATLAB scripts developed are included in the 

appendices. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction  

As urbanisation grows, the sustainable future of urban areas is important to be considered 

(United Nations, 2015). This has drawn the attention of scientists and engineers, who focused 

on the effects and the measures that need to be taken to ensure the sustainable urban expansion. 

Hence, sustainable urban planning plays an important role, and therefore relevant (contributing) 

methods have been considered. Among many, an increasingly adopted method is the use of the 

urban underground space, which requires ground-related information (Hunt et al., 2016). In 

addition, previous research demonstrates that information for ground-related or geological 

hazards risk needs to be accounted for when planning for construction developments within an 

urban area (Hunt et al., 2016). Therefore, knowledge and understanding of the subsurface is an 

important aspect for sustainable urban planning, as presented in the current literature review. 

More specifically, geohazard risk to the (adjacent) built environment due to ground movements 

and instability, would be crucial. These could be caused by natural phenomena and ground-

structure interactions or interactions with underground structures, such as tunnels. As a result, 

geohazard-related decision-making is important for sustainable urban planning, to avoid 

economic and human costs (de Rienzo et al., 2008).  

Tools to provide geohazard information to be used in decision-making in relation to urban 

planning have been provided (Griffiths, 2016). This was carried out by conducting geohazard 

risk assessments, which have been extensively used in the field (de Rienzo et al., 2008; Griffiths 

et al., 2012). These assessments were based on various risk assessment analysis techniques. 

Successful and widely used methods are provided from past research to demonstrate their 

characteristics and advantage. Multi-criteria analyses considered the ground-related parameters 

and provided efficient outcomes for relevant decision-making (Rozos et al., 2011; Nezarat et 
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al., 2015). In addition, geostatistical analyses were also widely used (Sun and Kim, 2016). 

Interpolation methods have been also widely employed in relevant geohazard assessments (Kim 

et al., 2019; Qi et al., 2019). Likewise, probabilistic analyses had also extended the relevant 

research with successful and useful outcomes. This specifically supported geological 

uncertainty estimations, which are important to be considered for accurate resultants in ground-

related (geological) analyses (Phoon and Tang, 2019).   

To provide an efficient geohazard risk assessment, the results of the analyses need to be 

presented effectively using digital tools. Therefore, 2D maps (using Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS)) have been widely used in relevant geoengineering applications, and hence 

important examples for decision-making are provided in the present literature review 

(Bathrellos et al., 2017; Weidman et al., 2019). However, due to their limitations, the 3D ground 

(geological) models have been employed in relevant assessments. These provide a principal 

tool of geoengineering in relation to ground characteristics (investigation), which enhanced 

ground representations significantly. The wider use of 3D geological modelling supported 

geohazard assessments and provided a robust knowledge and understanding of subsurface using 

many methods (Gakis et al., 2016; Burke et al., 2017). Previous research using 3D modelling 

applications is presented, demonstrating key data limitations. Building Information Modelling 

(BIM) has been a concept with a wider utilisation, due to its efficient performance in numerous 

construction data applications. As shown in prior research, this provided successful applications 

in other fields, including the use in geotechnics where it is shown to be promising (Chang and 

Lin, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). 
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2.2 Literature Review 

2.2.1 Urban sustainability 

In recent years, there has been a rapid expansion of cities, globally. This significant expansion 

drew the attention of scientists and engineers to the sustainability of cities (Owens and Cowell, 

2011; Rogers et al., 2012). There are many direct effects accompanying urbanisation, such as 

the transportation management, water and resources supply, and waste disposal and pipeline 

systems demands. Other or indirect accompanying effects could be due to the impact of 

natural/manmade hazards that may have on urban areas (Dai et al., 2001). 

The problems arising from the expansion of cities in combination with climate change made 

people and civil authorities to take measures (Grimm et al. 2008; Owens and Cowell, 2011; 

Rogers et al., 2012). As described in the report of the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE, 2009), 

there has been a demand for sustainability in urban areas in the UK to reduce these problems 

with the support of accompanying legislation. Sustainable development would be the initiative 

which is effective without affecting (negatively) potential aspects (Brundtland, 1987). Hence, 

sustainable measures are definitely needed for implementing a proper planning system for the 

future, where sustainability would be based on environmental, social and economic integration 

(Price et al., 2016). Therefore, it is evident that an emphasis has been given on urban planning, 

to align with sustainability and resilience (Giddings et al., 2002; Rogers, 2009; ICE, 2009).  

An important aspect which aligns with sustainable planning in construction and infrastructure 

is related to the land use planning within an urban area. Consequently, urban land-use planning 

could successfully mitigate potential risks and costs (Delatte, 2008). More specifically, the land 

use refers to the suitability of an area for a potential construction by evaluating specific criteria 

(Dai et al., 2001). Those criteria would be factors which have an impact on the urban area. 

There has been a large amount of research that studies specific effects of social, economic and 
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environmental factors (Giddings et al., 2002). Among researchers, Dai et al. (2001) emphasised 

the importance of geoenvironmental factors in relation to their impact on land-suitability 

evaluation, and the need to be accounted for and for measures to be taken. This was important 

to be taken into consideration because these factors are associated with aspects of civil design, 

economics of proximity to resources or contamination and natural hazard impact (Dai et al., 

2001). 

It is important to be noted that sustainable planning is a complex task due to a combination of 

systems acting together, which has been challenging (Hall et al., 2014). In addition, Hall et al. 

(2014) noted that adapting different or custom scenarios could be useful for obtaining effective 

decisions while incorporating a planning strategy for multidisciplinary sustainable aspects. This 

is valid because, in this way, safe city developments (and expansion) could be ensured, as noted 

by Giddings et al. (2002). In the same fashion, a large amount of research has been done on 

investigating methods and tools to contribute to sustainable planning of urban areas by focusing 

on the previous factors and using specific applications (Giddings et al., 2002; Hunt et al., 2009; 

Rogers et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2014). Hence, robust methods or tools to ensure sustainable 

urban planning are needed. 

One of these methods is related to urban underground space. This refers to the space below 

cities, which is capable of offering resources to the inhabitants (Hunt et al., 2016). Thus, there 

has been an increasing use of the underground space of urban areas (Rogers, 2009). In addition, 

there has also been a large amount of research in many fields of sustainable urban 

developments, which used the urban underground space and relevant applications (Hunt et al., 

2016). By way of example, Hunt and Rogers (2005), Metje et al. (2007), Hunt et al. (2008) 

Rogers (2009), Hunt et al. (2016), Tengborg and Sturk (2016) and Hojjati et al. (2017) provided 

underground space applications and methods for sustainable development of urban areas 
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involving the underground. Hunt et al. (2016) demonstrated the past, the present and the 

potential opportunities for further use of the urban underground space, alongside the increasing 

demand for urban space and resources. 

To align with sustainability, an appropriate urban (land-use) planning is required (Hunt et al., 

2016). Nevertheless, underground space and urban planning aspects are closely connected, to 

ensure a sustainable future of cities, as implied by Giddings et al. (2002), Hunt et al. (2008), 

Rogers et al. (2012) and Admiraal and Cornaro (2016). More specifically, Hunt et al. (2016) 

presented the potential of using urban underground space to align with a sustainable and 

resilient future of cities via an accompanying planning and regulation framework.  

The use of urban underground space provided an example to initially demonstrate a widely used 

method which supported sustainable cities. This is linked with sustainable urban planning. 

However, ground conditions and their characteristics play an important role in the underground 

space utilisation and related construction activities. 

Beyond underground space, knowledge and understanding of ground-related information 

would be important for any (above-ground) sustainable construction within urban areas 

(Griffiths, 2016). A significant body of literature presented that subsurface information could 

be key in relation to the safe and sustainable future of an urban area (Price, 1971; de Rienzo et 

al., 2008; Gibson and Chowdhury, 2009; Dindarloo and Siami-Irdemoosa, 2015; Kim et al., 

2015; Bathrellos et al., 2017). Hence, it was considered in urban (land-use) planning 

applications and in UK national planning process (de Rienzo et al., 2008; Culshaw and Price, 

2011; UK National Ecosystem Assessment, 2011; Griffiths et al., 2012). 

Therefore, a large amount of research aimed at advancing knowledge and understanding of 

ground conditions, to align with sustainable urban planning purposes, such as Thierry et al. 
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(2009), Culshaw and Price (2011), Kim et al. (2015) and Bathrellos et al. (2017). In fact, 

understanding and investigating ground conditions within an urban environment has always 

been a key objective in Engineering Geology, as noted by Price (1971) and Griffiths et al. 

(2012). More specifically, this is extensively studied in the field of ‘Urban Geology’ (Bridge et 

al., 2005; de Rienzo et al., 2008). 

Hence, it is evident that changes of ground conditions can have an impact on the built 

environment (Griffiths et al., 2012). The importance of geological aspects due to ground 

condition changes alongside urban construction developments has been studied extensively by 

Griffiths et al. (2012) and Griffiths (2016). The need to incorporate a number of geohazards 

and their relevant severity is crucial. Price et al. (2016) have also correlated the changes of 

urban ground properties and interactions, and then showed the significance of investigating 

these changes in relation to a potential land use, which would align with sustainable planning. 

These changes are associated with natural or geological hazards, which need to be accounted 

for when planning (McCall, 1998; Gibson and Chowdhury, 2009). 

2.2.2 Geohazards 

Thus, key area of research within this thesis is the consideration of geological hazards or 

‘geohazards’ that are caused by ground condition changes. These hazards and their subsequent 

considerations are important because they pose risk, inducing human, economic and 

environmental costs in urban areas, globally (McCall, 1998; Delatte, 2008; de Rienzo et al., 

2008; Gibson and Chowdhury, 2009). 

Geohazards occurring within an urban area pose a significant risk and should be considered in 

urban planning (McCall, 1998; Gibson and Chowdhury, 2009). There has been a large body of 

literature studying these geohazards in relation to their characteristics and effects. Geohazards 
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could be associated with both natural and manmade geological properties alterations, which are 

strongly caused by specific interactions with the built environment (Griffiths et al., 2012). 

Among many geohazards, movements of the ground has been investigated as a common issue 

of building susceptibility in urban areas (Simons et al., 2002; Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007; 

Amorosi et al., 2019). Ground movements have been considered more than other geohazards, 

such as floods, by construction regulations in the UK (Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007).  

More specifically, many research studies have focused on ground movement risk in urban areas, 

such as the examples by Thierry et al. (2009), Chakeri et al. (2013), Li et al. (2014) and Amorosi 

et al. (2019). Simons et al. (2002) described ground movements, as the movements induced by 

shear forces (due to earthquake events), loads of buildings or other sources, such as landslides. 

Pacheco-Martínez et al. (2013) indicated that ground movements, and especially urban 

subsidence in relation to the groundwater pumping and exploitations is regarded as a significant 

impact factor in urban regions in Mexico, where it has been causing human and economic costs 

due to poor geotechnical investigations. Rawlins et al. (2015) emphasised on the importance of 

clay properties and soil-structure interaction characteristics within urban soils. They indicated 

that these should be considered by geotechnical/environmental experts, as major causes of 

building susceptibility. More specifically, settlement and subsidence are related to the 

downward, and heave to the upward movement of foundations (in relation to buildings) (Simons 

et al., 2002). Thus, among urban geohazards, ground movements have been a major challenge 

for both scientists and engineers.  

It is important to note that the increasing use of urban underground space has had an effect on 

ground movements (Hunt et al., 2016). Among urban geohazards, ground movements caused 

by underground construction, such as tunnels, have been considered significant, and has been 
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widely assessed, for example by Clarke and Laefer (2014), Giardina et al. (2018), Ding et al. 

(2019), Xie et al. (2016) and Providakis et al. (2019). Therefore, tunnel construction needs to 

align with safe settlement predictions (O’Reilly and New, 1982; Rankin 1988, Chapman et al., 

2017; Avgerinos et al., 2017). Several examples were proposed, assessing potential damage 

from ground settlements on the built environment caused by tunnelling (Burland and Wroth, 

1974; Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996; Schindler et al., 2016; Amorosi et al., 2019). In addition, 

important geotechnical criteria that affect building susceptibility and can cause considerable 

risk have been also widely assessed and are more likely to be found within 20m of depth from 

ground surface (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Mair et al., 1996; Bartolomey et al., 2003; Bauduin, 

2003; Dindarloo and Siami-Irdemoosa, 2015). Hence, tunnel-induced ground movements have 

been considered a major urban geohazard, and consequent risk needs be taken into 

consideration in relevant decision-making. 

Other types of geohazards have been also affecting urban areas, and hence need to be considered 

to support urban sustainability. For example, the framework developed by DCLG (2012) 

acknowledged a number of important urban geohazards apart from the ground movements, 

those of flood and land contamination risk, as well as the lack of potential for underground 

exploration and construction materials. These risks are increasingly accounted by European 

geo-industries to avoid costs (Baynes, 2010). Clayton (2002) provided a review on particular 

aspects related to rigorously assessing a geotechnical risk by focusing on challenges of ground 

conditions, their investigation problems to date and the potential approaches to handle them 

efficiently. 

In addition, urban ground instability, for example, due to compressible soils or karst could also 

be critical. These issues (geohazards) in relevant susceptible areas have been extensively 

studied within urban environments. In fact, Gibson and Chowdhury (2009) proposed to account 
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them particularly when working within an urban area. By way of example, Papadopoulou-

Vrynioti et al. (2013) provided the severity of geological factors causing a karst-induced 

collapse in an urban area. The findings showed the role of planning in mitigating such aspects 

(Papadopoulou-Vrynioti et al., 2013). Thus, risk due to karst collapse needs to be also 

considered in urban planning schemes due to the geology of the urban area investigated. This 

could accompany other types of geohazards.  

In addition, flood risk has also been an important urban geohazard that would need consequent 

urban planning, as implied by a large amount of research in the field.  Examples of studying the 

impact factors and causes of potential urban flooding events have been studied by Skilodimou 

et al. (2003), Ferrario et al. (2015). Among many examples, Lo et al. (2015) and Papaioannou 

et al. (2015) successfully revealed the risk by proposing applications to manage and predict this 

risk. They concluded that sustainability is clearly connected with a proper planning to tackle 

this risk and consequent planning should be adapted (Ferrario et al., 2015). 

Hence, a large body of literature on urban geohazards revealed their severity, which needs to 

be accounted for when planning. However, they were more focused on providing a study of a 

specific geohazard effect than a tool aimed at assisting both scientists and engineers (i.e. ground 

investigation aspects) with sustainable decision-making. As a result, urban geohazard studies 

to date have a limited (‘real-life’) application, i.e. as sustainable urban planning tools.  

In addition, to promote sustainable city applications, subsequent planning needs to consider 

various ground (geohazard) characteristics/criteria and manage their potential issues in 

decision-making (de Rienzo et al., 2008). Thus, relevant urban planning would need to consider 

a number of geohazards and their associated criteria, using specific methods that support 

decision-making. 
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2.2.3 Geohazard decision-making 

Culshaw et al. (2006) proposed a method associated with sustainable urban planning to manage 

geohazards (and relevant issues), which have been increasingly drawing the attention of 

scientists and engineers in the UK. Thus, the Environmental Information System for Planners 

(EISP) was developed, which had a database focusing on geohazard applications for urban 

sustainability of many cities in the UK (Culshaw et al., 2006). 

Geohazard consideration is key in decision-making for sustainable urban planning purposes 

(United Nations, 2015). This could provide the knowledge and understanding that is needed for 

decision-making, which aligns with sustainable urban planning. To ensure this, the proper 

geotechnical/geohazard information needs to be available (to be processed) (Price et al., 2016). 

This information could then indicate the potential geohazard risk posed to an urban setting. A 

system to demonstrate geohazard information in ‘real-time’ would be useful for accurate 

decision-making, which could be used in geotechnical applications. 

Over the years, this has not caught the attention of planners, which led to issues. One recent 

issue affecting urban sustainability is related to the ignorance of the subsurface. In fact, Culshaw 

and Price (2011) mentioned that authorities tend to neglect the importance of the geological 

information within urban expansion and development planning. There has not been national 

legislation concerning underground aspects or changes, although the number of investigations 

for potential developments has been rising, as noted by Whitebread et al. (2016) in a Glasgow 

report for urban developments. An explanation could be the lack of communication to put the 

matter right within the geoengineering sector, which needs to be addressed (Culshaw and Price, 

2011). However, as Price et al. (2016) proposed, understanding geohazard behaviour is 

significant for sustainability, and therefore this needs to be incorporated within planning and 

decision-making regimes. 
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Insufficient understanding due to limited geological data also led authorities/engineers to 

neglect subsurface characteristics in urban planning and developments across Europe, while the 

communication has been often skipped until mistakes were evident. (Mielby et al., 2017). Price 

et al. (2016) revealed the importance of collating information on subsurface conditions, because 

they have a great impact on the buildings, which made it important to for the ground suitability 

information planning. Likewise, Marker (1998) emphasised on the importance of geological 

and geotechnical factors information within the area for development, which was neglected in 

planning and led to many problems caused by geohazards within urban areas. 

Therefore, obtaining information of geohazard risk is key in geohazard decision-making. In this 

way one can manage geohazards in an urban area properly. Relevant methods for providing 

information that can be used for decision-making have been created and used. These 

incorporated advanced applications to manage or assess various geohazard risks. Technological 

developments and applications to reduce human and financial costs have been extensively 

accompanying the geohazard risk assessment process (Price et al., 2016). This process, by 

definition, is based on the fundamental concepts for assessing a risk. 

2.2.4 Geohazard risk assessments 

To manage effectively ground conditions and minimise cost risk, the thorough prior knowledge 

and understanding is needed, as noted by Aldiss et al. (2012). This would involve a risk 

assessment, to produce all the required information for decision-making (and planning). There 

has been extensive research on numerous aspects of geohazard risk assessments, providing 

numerous applications, as for example these by Kazakis et al. (2015), Papaioannou et al. (2015) 

and Hyun et al. (2015).  
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A risk assessment process has been a useful tool for engineers/authorities to provide a thorough 

urban planning assessment, after realising its importance to avoid costs. As cities expand, 

sustainable urban planning and decision-making has incorporated geohazard risk assessments 

to prepare for costly consequences with time (Price et al., 2016). Rawlins et al. (2013) named 

such an assessment as a ‘Platform of cities’ Ecosystem’, which served for above and below 

ground surface (Corvalan et al., 2005; UK National Ecosystem Assessment, 2011; Price et al., 

2016). This is closely associated with geological and geotechnical knowledge to provide 

efficient evaluation of risk with accurate interpretations and estimations (Huber et al., 2015). 

Culshaw et al. (2006) indicated that a geohazard risk assessment is needed for sustainable civil 

design and urban planning. In addition, a key point was noted by Lee and Jones (2004) and 

Griffiths et al. (2012), who considered geohazards as natural alterations of 

geological/geotechnical parameters, which pose no risk until they have a direct impact on the 

built environment. These key findings explain the link of a geohazard risk assessment with the 

built environment. 

In addition, Sigtryggsdóttir et al. (2015) indicated that construction problems could be predicted 

in advance by a risk assessment implementing various parameters. Huber et al. (2015) added 

that the geohazard risk management is complex due to the ground variability, and hence 

analysis may be needed for efficiency. This is common in urban geological studies that 

combines environmental, geotechnical and social aspects (Dai et al., 2001). Such 

interdisciplinary studies have been provided, as for instance building damage costs information 

in relation to geohazards, which was introduced by Blong (2003). 

Previous research revealed that the selection and use of a particular geohazard risk assessment 

is typically based on using basic risk ‘components’, such as hazard, vulnerability and risk 

(Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007). Further integration could be provided, as required by the aim of 
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the assessment. This would be defined by the assessment per se, which would be crucial for the 

prediction of the risk in an urban area. In addition, there has been a lack of geohazard risk 

assessments that could be rapidly employed within geotechnical applications. Their multi-

applicability that could benefit ground investigation is also limited. Hence, a tool (system) of 

assessing the risk that could directly integrate a large amount of geohazard/geotechnical 

information could be useful, and advance sustainable urban decision-making. 

Geohazard risk assessments within urban areas have used various analysis methods (before 

using 2D maps or 3D models to demonstrate their outcomes) (Papadopoulou-Vrynioti et al., 

2013; Griffiths, 2016).  

2.2.5 Geohazard risk assessments analysis 

Geohazard risk assessment analyses are required to complete a risk assessment and produce the 

desired outcomes. The accuracy of the risk predictions (results) depends on the selection of the 

appropriate analysis method. They have been selected based on the aim of research, limitations, 

and available data. Numerous analysis methods have been used in the past and representative 

and widespread examples follow.   

Due to the very nature of a geohazard study, the associated parameters provide important 

features, upon which complex models are based (Dindarloo and Siami-Irdemoossa, 2015; Yang 

et al., 2016). To provide accurate urban geohazard risk assessments, different types of 

parameters were correlated to support decision-making (Papaioannou et al., 2015). Among 

analysis methods, the methods that provide the severity between different factors (criteria) have 

been popular (Papaioannou et al., 2015; Kazakis et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2019). These methods 

have been useful for providing successful predictions for accurate urban ground-related 

decision making. Such approaches are known as multi-criteria decision-making analyses, such 
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as the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) by Saaty (1977), which has been widely and 

successfully employed. In this type of analysis, a system of hierarchy is being developed 

between those geo-parameters, which has been extensively used to estimate geohazard risk, 

such as in the studies of Neaupane and Adhikari (2006) and Rozos et al. (2011). In addition, 

this type of decision-making analysis has been widely adopted using borehole data. More 

specifically, examples of such a system have been used successfully in correlating geotechnical 

(Kolat et al., 2012; Hyun et al., 2015; Nezarat et al., 2015; Taheri et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) 

and hydrogeological parameters (Fernández and Lutz, 2010; Papaioannou et al., 2015) provided 

effective (and successful) geohazard risk predictions. An example correlating several factors to 

assess related geo-information for flood susceptibility of an area has been also adapted by 

Kazakis et al. (2015). The risk of slope instability has been studied by Yoshimatsu and Abe 

(2006), Yalcin and Bulut (2007), Ayalew et al., (2005), Liu and Chen (2007) and Kayastha et 

al. (2013). Among numerous studies presenting the environmental impact within urban 

planning, such analytical risk assessments have been successfully produced for contaminated 

land management (Bello-Dambatta et al., 2009) and land-suitability aspects (Marinoni, 2004; 

Lee and Chan, 2008; Ersoy et al., 2013). Similar examples of analysis estimations have also 

been employed by correlating factors to assess underground risk, such as by Benardos and 

Kaliampakos (2004) and Chakeri et al. (2013). Bottero and Peila (2005) applied similar 

techniques to select across micro-tunnelling and trench excavation in an urban setting. Finally, 

Hyun et al. (2015) effectively assessed the safety of a tunnel using Tunnel Boring Machines 

(TBM). 

Geohazard risk assessments have also used analysis approaches to deal with ground condition 

changes with time successfully (Yun and Reddi, 2011; Mercado et al., 2015; Varouchakis, 

2017). Their results advance geological/geotechnical risk assessments, aligning with 
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sustainable decision-making (Chetouani, 2008; Berendrecht and van Geer, 2016). For example, 

the AutoRegressive eXogenous (ARX) analysis has been used in providing successful time-

dependent estimations (Chetouani, 2008; Oskay and Zeghal, 2011). Similar applications of 

dynamic analysis have been used extensively for groundwater, and related successful examples 

are presented from Bierkens et al. (2001), Knotters and Bierkens (2001), Berendrecht and van 

Geer (2016) and Varouchakis (2017). Likewise, earthquake assessment risk analyses were also 

provided by Glaser and Baise (2000) and Oskay and Zeghal (2011).  

Other analysis methods have also been proposed to solve ground-related problems by 

correlating parameters. For example, the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) method has been 

successfully used in geotechnical (Suwansawat and Einstein, 2006; Santos Jr. and Celestino, 

2008; Costalago Meruelo et al. 2016; Kim et al., 2019) and groundwater analysis 

(Daliakopoulos et al. 2005). Shahin et al. (2004) and Costalago Meruelo et al. (2016) noted the 

potential of ANN for use in non-linear and dynamic systems, although they depend much on 

available data. This was an important limitation for ground-related problems.  

In addition, numerical methods such as the Finite Element Method (FEM), have been widely 

applied in relevant analysis. FEM analysis has become one of the most common technique in 

engineering, which has also been successfully used in solving relevant ground-related problems 

(Potts et al., 2001; Xie et al., 2016; Amorosi et al., 2019). Hence, a huge body of research used 

such numerical analyses to analyse soil-structure interactions and other (dynamic) geotechnical 

aspects in detail (Xie et al., 2016; Avgerinos et al., 2017; Amorosi et al., 2019 and Ding et al., 

2019). Efficient ground estimations that used FEM analysis for the urban geotechnical risk 

assessment were performed by Marache et al. (2009), Amorosi et al. (2019) and Ding et al. 

(2019). The seismic hazard tool for an urban area by Sun (2012) is another such example. The 

past research using FEM analysis provided successful individual outcomes, however their use 
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within a framework for an urban geohazard risk assessment is limited due to software and data 

incompatibility. In addition, FEM analyses depend on available (geotechnical) parameter data 

(Potts et al., 2001). This could be critical when dealing with scarce data (such as in frequent 

geotechnical/geological problems dealing with complex ground conditions). A subsequent 

demand for computational power (and costs) would be needed, which is shown to be 

particularly challenging, and hence makes decision-making difficult. These limitations would 

imply that a post-analysis or more targeted assessment using FEM could be useful. 

In addition, geostatistical analyses (and spatial analysis tools) have been widely used in similar 

assessments to provide successful outcomes and distribution of the geohazard-inducing factors 

(Khakestar et al., 2016; Sun and Kim, 2016; Pinheiro et al., 2018; Fisonga et al., 2018; Rahimi 

et al. 2019). Probabilistic analyses, for example, by González-Garcia and Jessell (2016) and 

Mashhadian et al. (2018) broadened the horizons in the field. Successful statistical outcomes 

showed useful predictions about geohazards and ground interactions. 

Over the years, other techniques have supported geohazard risk predictions. For example, the 

interpolation methods have been a widely used tool in geological and geotechnical modelling 

(He et al., 2008; Qi et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019; Rahimi et al., 2019). This provided a reliable 

way of estimating information between known points (Thierry et al., 2009). Among research 

examples, Marache et al (2009) and Al-Bittar et al. (2019) have used kriging interpolation 

successfully to provide geotechnical risk assessments in relation to urban planning. In addition, 

geostatistical analyses using borehole values and kriging have been widely adopted within a 

Geographical Information System (GIS) environment (Masoud, 2014; Rahimi et al., 2019). 

In the same context, a key point to carry out a robust relevant assessment is related to the 

uncertainties involved. This is due to the nature of ground problems, which is associated with 

the variability of the ground.  
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2.2.6 Uncertainty analysis 

Uncertainties have been widely considered in geological and geotechnical analyses (Zhang, et 

al., 2009; Wang et al., 2016; Phoon and Tang, 2019). Uncertainty analyses (and evaluations) 

have been used to provide more accurate predictions by quantifying a risk as shown for example 

by Gilbert and Tang (1995), Zhang, et al. (2009), Zhang, et al. (2012), Wang et al. (2016), Sun 

and Kim (2017) and Phoon and Tang (2019). However, most of relevant past research consists 

of individual studies, which tends not to provide useful information for sustainable planning, 

i.e. uncertainty information as a part of a complete assessment is missing. The geotechnical 

factors used are important to carry out uncertainty analyses. These depend on ground 

variability, which makes such an analysis complex, and hence needing further evaluation to 

model the uncertainty (Zhang et al., 2012; Mashhadian et al., 2018). The efficient input of these 

factors is related to geotechnical expertise or available data (Tang, 1984; Phoon and Kulhawy, 

1999; Wang et al., 2016; Phoon and Tang, 2019). Phoon and Kulhawy (1999) also explained 

that limitations have been always an issue in this input in this type of analyses.  

Applications using geostatistical and probability analyses, such as Probability functions, have 

been widely employed in geohazard uncertainty estimations to analyse geotechnical/geological 

processes (Juang et al., 2005; Cheung and Tang, 2005; Zhang et al., 2009; González-Garcia and 

Jessell, 2016; Mashhadian et al., 2018). They have been successfully used, although they tend 

to limit to individual research results, again. However, by way of example, Nguyen and 

Chowdhury (1985) noted that geotechnical risk assessments associated with design and cost 

analyses involve uncertainty, and hence its evaluation would enhance those processes. This 

could be carried out successfully by combining (closed-form) analytical methods, and 

probabilistic methods, such as the Monte Carlo method, which is commonly employed in 

geotechnics (Nguyen and Chowdhury, 1985). 
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Monte Carlo simulations have been widely used to analyse geotechnical problems via random-

sampling tests to define the parameters needed, as shown by Peng et al. (2017) and Cao et al. 

(2019). These simulations have also been used to analyse uncertainties successfully, with 

relative literature employing them in geotechnical risk assessments, such as by Rowe and Fraser 

(1995) and Zhang et al. (2012). This has also supported assessing slope stability and landslide 

hazards (Hammond et al., 1992; Wang et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2017). For example, a risk 

assessment to the use a TBM was provided successfully by Benardos and Kaliampakos (2004), 

who indicated potential hazards successfully by using Monte Carlo analyses for uncertainty 

evaluations. Their results could be extended using structural factors within the analysis. Then, 

Marache et al. (2009) provided an integrated parametric modelling for geotechnical hazards, 

where the Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis and the Monte Carlo method were 

successfully used in forming uncertainty analyses to provide a geotechnical risk assessment. 

According to Marache et al (2009), these demonstrated the efficiency of the geostatistical 

approaches and the Monte Carlo method for ground uncertainty estimations, aligning with 

evaluating ground variability. 

However, it is important to note that a relevant assessment analysis needs to be presented to 

model the resulting geotechnical risk assessment information (data). This aligns with 

sustainable applications (Rogers, 2009). Initially, this was performed using maps. 

Representative examples of geohazard assessments using 2D maps to promote sustainable 

urban aspects follow. 

2.2.7 Geohazard maps  

2D Maps provide an efficient and widely used way of presenting a geohazard risk assessment 

(Bathrellos et al., 2017). Geohazard maps use several tools and each one of those tools provide 

a different demonstration of the analysis outcomes (depending on the assessor and its focus) 
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(Bathrellos et al., 2009; Papadopoulou-Vrynioti et al., 2013; Bathrellos et al., 2017). However, 

it is evident that the interpretation of results would focus only in 2D aspects and could lack in 

data and attribute information (such as geological features information) aspects, which is key 

as technology and urban planning needs advance. 

A widespread tool that has been extensively used in geoscience (and geohazards) and relevant 

mapping is the Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which could present any type of 

(thematic) map data to show the geographical (spatial) extent of a (risk) factor (Bathrellos et 

al., 2017; Weidman et al., 2019). El May et al. (2010) and Weidman et al. (2019) used various 

criteria to provide urban geological/geotechnical risk-based zones using GIS and integrated 

them with the urban area aspects (factors) successfully. GIS is an important tool for 

geoscientific applications, having successfully been used in demonstrating outcomes from 

numerous research studies (Busby et al., 2012; Sun and Kim, 2016; Weidman et al., 2019; 

Freeborough et al., 2019). Resulting maps have been very significant for assessing risks which 

can be used by planners (Entwisle et al., 2008; Bathrellos et al, 2017). This could be done by 

integrating different hazards into a map, providing tangible outcomes for a research study. The 

urban geohazard risk assessments using 2D maps (GIS) have been widely used over the years 

and led to important findings to support land-use planning. By way of example representative 

past research follows. Entwisle et al. (2016) provided a GIS tool to be used in informing for 

urban area developments using geological and geotechnical data from ground investigations of 

a study area (Glasgow). This successfully provided effective outcomes for decision-making, 

although data communication and the corresponding visualisations could be extended.  

An application for informing the user of the earthquake hazard by a relevant assessment in an 

urban area in South Korea has been conducted using GIS and the Finite Element Method (FEM) 

(Sun, 2012). It revealed its efficacy for providing information on earthquake risk of an area, 
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although the need for integration with further data would be needed. Likewise, Sun and Kim 

(2016) provided a framework using GIS for seismic zones, which showed the same limitations. 

The significance of combining earthquake risk with land use planning was indicated by 

Sengezer and Koç (2005), who included in their research parameters such as the construction 

time, the building height and geology. Then, Berhane and Walraevens (2012) indicated the land 

suitability through assessing the risk of geological parameters of an expanding urban area in a 

region of Ethiopia with high seismicity. This is important revealing the common use of 2D 

mapping to present geohazard risk assessments used for planning, although the need for data 

compatibility and communication to form a geohazard framework remains challenging. 

Papadopoulou-Vrynioti et al. (2013) demonstrated the importance of karst within land-use 

planning due to the ground instability during an earthquake. GIS maps evaluating geological 

factors inducing karstic collapsibility, were also developed (Papadopoulou-Vrynioti et al., 

2013). Hence, it is shown that several parameters could be presented by risk assessment maps, 

such as the instability due to karstic environments (rocks). 

Masoud (2014) has also used GIS to assess alluvial soils in Egypt, using geotechnical factors 

with their spatial likelihood to occur and hence provide zones of urban land-use. Lamelas et al. 

(2009) have also provided a platform to provide similar information in relation to 

geomorphological hazards using GIS. This has been done providing an integrated model using 

several ground-related and other factors used in sustainable decision-making predictions 

Lamelas et al. (2009). Hence, a key point of urban land-use planning is the suitability of an area 

according to factors, in this case, geological and geotechnical factors are considered. A relevant 

example is provided by Bathrellos et al. (2012) who proposed a sustainable urban planning 

approach using geohazard maps conducted by GIS and multi-criteria decision analyses to 

develop suitability maps for industrial developments. These maps used 
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geological/geomorphological (geohazard) parameter data apart from the typically used 

socioeconomic for an urban area in Central Greece (Bathrellos et al., 2012). Bathrellos et al. 

(2017) also expanded on earlier research, using the same methods (GIS) although applying a 

large amount of information to an enhanced thematic map to provide the land suitability for 

urban developments. The example of the seismic hazard map is provided in Figure 2.1 

(Bathrellos et al., 2017). Youssef et al. (2014) studied geological and geomorphological 

characteristics/parameters of an area to provide land suitability maps from several natural 

hazards, using GIS and decision-making techniques. However, urban planning aspects would 

need to combine parameter (data) information to extend the understanding in geohazards, and 

hence align with sustainability. This is due to the different types of relevant information 

involved. Therefore, an integrated system which could integrate this information could be 

suitable. 
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Figure 2.1: A seismic hazard map of an area in Greece (Bathrellos et al., 2017). 

 

Coutinho-Rodrigues et al. (2011) included social and economic factors via a user-friendly 

decision support system for urban planning using a multi-criteria analysis. However, more 

factors would be needed for a complete decision support system. Weber (2003) demonstrated 

the importance of providing potential urban expansion zones to align with sustainability. They 

provided information for decision-making process using an interaction model supported by GIS 

and remote sensing, and hence established a database system to assess this information which 

could advance relevant decisions (Weber, 2003). Likewise, Marinoni (2004) provided an 
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automated land use risk assessment using a criteria decision system tool, which was presented 

using 2D maps (Marinoni, 2004). These examples of land suitability assessments provided the 

geotechnical risk, which demonstrated useful information for urban planning. However, their 

assessment was only focused on certain impact factors, and hence they lack in accurate 

assessment outcomes due to the complexity of the ground. An integrated framework that could 

combine and link different type of data together, would be capable of providing a robust risk 

assessment and align with sustainable decision-making. 

Another geohazard that affects urban areas which needs to be considered by planners is 

landslide risk. A landslide risk map can be achieved contributing to the landslide analysis and 

producing results useful for sustainable planning (Dijkstra et al., 2015). The landslide-inducing 

factors have been studied extensively by incorporating factors and provided susceptibility maps 

showing corresponding risk zones (Yoshimatsu and Abe, 2006; Bathrellos et al., 2009; 

Kayastha et al., 2013; Prashad Bhatt et al., 2013). Risk of urban slope instability has been also 

indicated by combining ground investigation methods with geostatistics to model similar 

potential risk zones in Lisbon (Guillard and Zezere, 2012). In addition, a GIS-based tool using 

a rock quality index known as Rock Engineering System (RES) integrated with a multi-criteria 

assessment analysis using landslide-inducing risk factors successfully produced landslide 

susceptibility maps (Rozos et al., 2011). This showed the successful integration of multi-criteria 

analysis methods with 2D mapping tools. A rockfall analysis using ground investigation data 

demonstrated the associated vulnerable areas to provide efficient urban planning by Guzzetti et 

al. (2002) and Lacroix and Helmstetter (2011). Yalcin and Bulut (2007) also integrated 

successfully photogrammetric images with other factors to obtain earthquake-induced rockfall 

risk assessment using 2D maps. However, this application was again focused only on a 

particular assessment and not providing a common framework for geohazard information. 
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Besides, past research demonstrated a successful combination of geotechnical risk (such as 

landslide risk) factors with 2D mapping, providing accurate outcomes. 

Flood risk has also been presented extensively using 2D maps. Skilodimou et al. (2003) and 

Chen et al. (2015) produced flood risk maps including events with related geological indications 

and groundwater table level fluctuations in the long term. They pointed out that manmade 

changes had been an important factor to increase this problem (Skilodimou et al., 2003). Lo et 

al. (2015) followed on using real-time evaluations for visual sensing of groundwater table 

fluctuation, which is an efficient tool for predicting flood risk. Ferrario et al. (2015) made a tool 

assessing geotechnical features in association with flooding in Como area in Italy, using a 

detailed geological and geotechnical data (boreholes), to provide a risk management to be used 

in urban planning. GIS and 2D risk-based mapping has been done using hydrogeological factors 

by Papaioannou et al. (2015). They classified flood-inducing factors using historical data as 

well, to provide areas of flood vulnerability to support infrastructure and authorities 

(Papaioannou et al., 2015). The susceptibility to flooding for an area in Greece was also 

assessed by Kazakis et al. (2015), who used (flood) impact parameters to develop a system for 

estimating the vulnerability and produced maps. However, this was limited to 2D. 

The urban groundwater risk modelling has also been studied over the years to support urban 

planning aspects. Dai et al. (2001) also conducted a suitability map using GIS and multi-criteria 

analyses of geological groundwater and land-use factors with respect to the type of a potential 

building development. Urban planning data in relation to manmade changes was successfully 

used to evaluate hydrogeological risk and became available by combining GIS with post-

processing analyses data (Morelli et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2017). However, the data 

communication aspects were limited. 
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Contaminated land and groundwater have been additional aspects which affect urban risk. By 

way of example, Fordyce et al. (2005) provided 2D maps of risk assessment data concerning 

water quality and contamination information for the UK, to support urban sustainability and 

environmental aspects in industrial and research applications.  

Geohazard risk outcomes based on maps have been successfully used in producing suitability 

assessments by assessing the geohazard risks. These 2D maps indicated critical zones based on 

geohazard risk analysis, which can be used in urban planning and decision-making. However, 

data integration is shown to be challenging due to the nature of urban geohazards (and the 

variability of the ground), which requires more parameters to be included. By way of example, 

this would be more evident in ground-building interaction problems (and relevant risk 

assessment analyses information), where 3D ground models could be more efficient. In 

addition, 2D visualisations mainly incorporate assessments using risk-based zones, whereas a 

3D ground model would be more indicative (i.e. preferable) (Rosenbaum, 2003; Culshaw, 

2005; Wycisk et al., 2009). Therefore, to obtain better knowledge and understanding with more 

efficient findings, the 3D (conceptual) ground models had been increasingly used. 

2.2.8 3D ground models 

Conceptual ground models have been a widespread method to accompany analyses to produce 

geotechnical/geological risk assessments in 3D (Culshaw, 2005). Thus, ground modelling plays 

an important role in a geological study (Turner, 2005). Representative examples of relevant 

urban geohazard risk assessments that employed 3D ground models have been developed by 

Gakis et al. (2016), González-Garcia and Jessell (2016), Burke et al. (2017) and Thornton et al. 

(2018). A 3D ground model provides the whole information on the geological/geotechnical 

characteristics of an area, which is more detailed than the 2D maps (Kessler et al., 2008; 

Griffiths, 2016). Thus, it supports relevant assessments by totally demonstrating the desired 
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features and modelling dynamic changes with respect to available data and the natural processes 

(Rosenbaum, 2003; Culshaw, 2005; Wycisk et al., 2009). Hence, it contributes to the better 

identification and understanding of geoenvironmental information (Parry et al., 2014). This is 

because a 3D geological (ground) model could provide an effective way for the geometrical, 

lithological, spatial input of data for a specific geological layer (Dong et al., 2014). As Parry et 

al. (2014) stated, Commission 25 noted the importance of 3D ground models, being key in 

geological applications. Geological and geotechnical engineering applications have been using 

conceptual ground modelling, which supports ground investigations efficiently (Griffiths, 

2016). Turner (2005) also noted that 3D modelling advanced geotechnology to align with 

ground investigations. In fact, it has been established as a key in Engineering Geology research 

and formed the basic design tool (Culshaw, 2005; Turner, 2005). This is due to its use as a tool 

for the better hazard management in constructions (Griffiths et al., 2012). Therefore, it has been 

widespread in geological/geohazard assessments in relation to urban planning (Culshaw, 2005; 

Entwisle et al., 2008).  

The advance in utilisation, the potential for communicating the data and the development of 

risk assessment techniques for decision-making (using scenarios and advancing geological 

expertise) using 3D modelling were indicated by Gibson and Chowdhury (2009). Turner (2005) 

and Gakis et al. (2016) added that a more robust understanding of the underground could be 

obtained by integrating 3D modelling with analytical applications. Advances in 3D geological 

models to support construction projects, along with their limitations in relation to uncertainty, 

scaling and ground variability have been noted by Hack et al. (2005). A review of 

(representative) past research that used 3D ground models to accompany their assessments, 

which are associated with sustainable planning of cities follows. 
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Howard et al. (2009) provided an information exchange between organisations responsible for 

the geo-analyses that had been an issue, and the introduction of 3D modelling provided an 

environment to deal with it regarding geoscientific purposes in the UK. Geological survey 

organisations have already developed an international database framework to provide 

knowledge in the geological/geohazard context based on using 3D models (Howard et al., 

2009). 3D geological modelling and simulations have been established in geotechnical research 

in Norway and globally, providing thorough resultants in many fields (Jarna et al., 2015). An 

example is the 3D geological model of Phnom Penh, Cambodia has been conducted by Touch 

et al. (2014). This included geotechnical and other engineering properties data, which have been 

analysed to provide results to support the understanding of the subsurface of an urban setting 

(Touch et al., 2014). 

A 3D model was developed using geostatistical analyses and interpolation to define the 

geological strata boundaries, with a property assigned for all the stratum either by discretisation 

or variability analyses (Dong et al., 2014). This has provided successful visualisations to carry 

out geological investigations (Dong et al., 2014). 

Royse et al. (2008) produced another example of a 3D geological model, which was used in 

combination with geological records and GIS, as shown in Figure 2.2. This was employed to 

provide visual information for the construction of London Thames Gateway in a geologically 

complex area (Royse et al., 2008). These evaluations of the geotechnical parameters of the site 

were done successfully by the 3D model developed by the British Geological Survey (BGS) 

(Royse et al., 2008). However, it focused more on displaying the hydrogeological/groundwater 

information of the study area in 3D (using 2D datasets), and hence not on providing a risk 

assessment framework for involving complex interactions or other integrated risk assessments. 

Likewise, the geoenvironmental assessment used in the 3D ground model of the developments 
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in Sheepcote Valley, Brighton, is another 3D modelling tool developed in the UK (Tame et al., 

2013). A similar study has been conducted for the Farringdon underground railway station by 

Gakis et al. (2016). 

 

 

Figure 2.2: An example of a 3D geological model (near Thurrock) (after Royse et al., 2008). 

 

Jørgensen et al. (2015) combined different techniques to provide a fully informed 3D geological 

model of Denmark to handle scarce borehole data. More specifically, remote (visual) sensing 

was integrated with probabilistic modelling to provide successful results, which demonstrated 

the importance of combining several methods to obtain geological data (Jørgensen et al., 2015). 

However, the use of this approach is limited due to the lack of data by utilising the particular 

technique. In addition, Wu et al. (2005) provided a method for 3D geological modelling when 

the borehole data is scarce using integrated data from several sources. This resulted in 

advancing geological thinking through a new geo-related information management and had 

successfully implemented in a complex area in China by Wu et al. (2005). The lack of borehole 

data alongside the alluvial changes made to the creation of 3D models challenging, as shown 
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by de Rienzo et al. (2008). Methods for borehole data integrations in relation to a model and 

consequent simulations were also developed (de Rienzo et al., 2008). 

The 3D geological model of sedimentary strata using an automated approach that tackled data 

limitations via interpolation and ‘discretisation’ of borehole information in specific spots in the 

model has been developed by Zhu et al. (2011). The application of this information in several 

projects improved automation, and enhanced the 3D geological models (Zhu et al., 2011).  

Another technique of 3D modelling was provided by Zhu et al. (2013), who noted that 

engineering-geological value may comprise of two types of data, that is the geological structure 

and the attribute of a parameter. They combined them to develop a 3D model of properly 

assigned spatial and geological data using interpolation (Zhu et al., 2013). A technique of error 

correction was then applied which provided information to the resulting 3D model combined 

with geological information (Zhu et al., 2013). However, communicating this information and 

assigning assessment data would enhance this 3D model. 

Vanneschi et al. (2014) provided a 3D geological model of a quarry in the Italian Alps, using 

laser scanning photos data and combining the results for supporting excavation projects. 

Vatcher et al. (2016) built a 3D model of a mine focusing on geomechanical and relevant 

aspects, using rock quality indices in combination with geostatistics and geological information. 

It was applied successfully in Kiirunavaara, Sweden, providing the geological interactions 

within the 3D model, which could be useful for mining technology (Vatcher et al., 2016). 

Kessler et al. (2008) focused on two different methods to provide the 3D geological modelling, 

to assign a bulk volume to a layer (Thames Gateway project in London), or to use spatial 

analysis such as interpolation when extra detail is needed (a construction project in Boston). 

Lázaro et al. (2014) presented 3D geological structures by developing an application that 
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described their information using 2D surfaces that could be located or Digital Terrain Models 

(DTMs). This could be done by a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) increasing the efficiency 

(Lázaro et al, 2014). The tool by Maesano and D’Ambrogi (2017) is also a very good example 

of using a detailed 3D model to reach important conclusions.  

Available database to create a 3D model of the subsurface to investigate the geotechnics of an 

urban soil and potential geohazards have been provided using geostatistical methods, a 3D 

geological model and 2D maps by Marache et al. (2009). Another urban geological tool was 

developed by Devleeschouwer and Pouriel (2006) to provide a thorough understanding of the 

subsurface of Brussels based on 2D/3D GIS models for decision-making. Olde Scholtenhuis et 

al. (2015) focussed on assigning geo-property data within 3D models and presented the 

potential of those integrations to enhance urban land-use planning and decision-making. 

Djamaluddin et al. (2012) produced a 3D model capable to comply with time indications 

alongside mining explorations, to conduct a subsidence risk for an urban area through 

combining GIS with geostatistical methods.  

Huang et al. (2012) provided important and successful findings for planning using 3D 

underground models for an urban development in China. Similarly, a 3D ground modelling 

approach for a subsurface model of Turin in Italy provided the land suitability regarding alluvial 

soils (de Rienzo et al., 2008). Likewise, the Selby area’s superficial deposits have been 

extensively studied by Burke et al. (2017). 

Velasco et al. (2013) developed an advanced urban hydrogeological/groundwater modelling, 

using 3D geological models via GIS. Statistical modelling alongside spatial distribution 

analyses were combined to create the surfaces needed for the model (Velasco et al., 2013). The 

results indicated the importance of the layer integration, as shown in the 3D model used 
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(Velasco et al., 2013). This research was based on sediment analyses, where the data sharing 

and communication problems still existed. The geothermal potential using 3D geological 

modelling using a FEM mesh, borehole data along with temperature flow measurements has 

been adapted by Calcagno et al. (2014), advancing geothermal exploration. 

Another aspect of ground modelling is the knowledge of groundwater flow that can be 

demonstrated in 3D (Wycisk et al., 2009). 3D modelling enhanced Environmental Impact 

Assessments (EIA), as specific geological and contaminant data could be easily drawn, as 

explained by Wycisk et al. (2009). In addition, unpredictable features that can affect 

groundwater, which can improve ground investigation and risk management practice, were 

provided by Aldiss et al. (2012). More specifically, the application for an underground station 

in London has been adapted to support ground investigations (Aldiss et al., 2012).  

The gypsum dissolution susceptibility in Paris has been extensively assessed using a 3D 

modelling approach by Thierry et al. (2009). This was carried out by adding geological strata 

based on borehole data, which is taken from piezometer records (Thierry et al., 2009). These 

proved a groundwater risk to exist and 2D maps demonstrated the outcomes by risk-based areas 

taken from the 3D modelling analysis to support decision-making (Thierry et al., 2009). 

Chakeri et al. (2013) studied tunnel induced settlement parameters for tunnels, using numerical 

methods in 3D in their analysis. The results showed the importance of this hazard and confirmed 

the implementation of 3D numerical methods (Chakeri et al., 2013).  

In addition, research examples were based on adding more dimensions to 3D models by 

employing similar processes. This advanced 3D modelling using extra indications or tools, 

regarding aspects that are important in construction projects. More specifically, Kim et al. 

(2013) have indicated the advantages of a 4D CAD model of a bridge construction, which could 
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be updated and could be used in scheduling phase to inform about construction aspects, and 

hence improve decision-making. They provided a method of image-processing using the same 

multidimensional modelling method to build a 3D CAD model and then adding the 4th 

dimension, as shown in Figure 2.3 (Kim et al., 2013). Likewise, an expansion of 3D to 4D 

(CAD) modelling was studied by olde Scholtenhuis et al. (2016) to show its capabilities and 

efficacy on design processes and utilities’ management. This was generated as a 

multidimensional subsurface model that could advance construction information management 

and scheduling (olde Scholtenhuis et al., 2016).  

 

 

Figure 2.3:  An example of a 4D (CAD) model of a bridge construction (Kim et al., 2013). 

 

Previous research demonstrated that a wide use of 3D ground models has taken place to provide 

geohazard risk assessment outcomes. They have also been widely used in ground investigation. 

However, 3D models showed a lack in demonstrating all the (risk assessment) information 

required to be effectively used in urban planning. This was due to the variability of the ground 

(data) and the complexity of information associated with ground-building interaction problems 
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(which are commonly related to urban geohazard risk predictions). As a result, a geohazard risk 

assessment that could be used in decision-making would be challenging. Hence, an integrated 

system (based on 3D modelling) using different types of data and being capable of processing 

this data, could provide a useful framework for ground investigation by providing all the 

relevant information needed, which aligns with sustainable urban planning.  

Until recently, geohazard risk assessments which have used analyses and 2D and 3D models 

lack in geological uncertainty due to the complexity of the ground. Problems consisting of 

ground-building interaction needing the use of integrated data and sustainable systems also 

remained challenging in terms of the information required. Therefore, subsurface information 

in relation to the previous limitations (of past applications), which have caught the attention of 

scientists and engineers follows. 

2.2.9 Subsurface information modelling  

Beyond 3D ground models, the previous research demonstrated the data sharing and 

management limitations, and the subsequent need for relevant geotechnical information 

applications. Such an application was provided, for example, via a 3D modelling tool to inform 

infrastructure projects by Tegtmeier et al. (2014). This showed the importance and the wider 

application of aspects of geological/geotechnical information. 

Mielby et al. (2017) noted that there is a need for geological and geotechnical data utilisation, 

which could be managed by any user, while being widely available and avoiding computer-

power limitations (Mielby et al., 2017). The Association of Geotechnical & Geoenvironmental 

Specialists (AGS) has provided geotechnical data formats in the UK (AGS, 2019). Thus, 

geotechnical data management and sharing has been important among researchers and 

engineers in the field, to improve tools, analyses and functions in planning and decision-making 
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applications, as indicated by Luo (2014). Construction and development projects need to be 

associated with these types of modelling tools, as Harding (2004) explained. However, they are 

sometimes neglected, and this has resulted in information transfer and communication issues 

within the project teams (Harding, 2004). This is due to the lack of understanding of the 

significance of geohazards in those projects which could then affect costs (Parry et al., 2014).  

Turner (2000) and Parry et al. (2014) noted that developing a system, which is capable of 

providing geological information through multidimensional modelling processes, would be 

important for construction/infrastructure understanding. The related data mining, management 

and communication has always been of importance, which is associated with these processes 

(Parry et al., 2014). Hence, as Miettinen and Paavola (2014) stated, these could evolve recent 

(ground) modelling methods. 

It is evident that there is a lack of data integration among tools used for geotechnical problems. 

Thus, the data processes required in a corresponding geohazard/geotechnical assessment, i.e. 

processing and managing/storing of, for example, the geohazard risk assessment analysis data, 

is limited. This is critical for supporting ground investigation and sustainable urban planning 

applications, where data integration is needed (Bridge et al., 2005). The previous examples 

demonstrate the need for an information system, which could be used in geohazard assessments 

that would be capable of handling all these data aspects effectively to provide an ‘automated 

modelling’ tool that can improve knowledge and understanding for geohazards (and ground-

building interactions), and advance ground investigation and sustainable decision-making. This 

could be based on an advanced modelling concept that can support these data processes. 

2.2.10 Building Information Modelling (BIM) 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a concept that is capable of storing, sharing and 

visualising in 3D all the structural features, such as the geometrical, spatial and 
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properties/semantics information, used through all the phases of a (building) construction 

project (Eastman et al., 2011). The use of BIM throughout the lifecycle of a construction is 

shown in Figure 2.4. There have been many definitions of BIM and everyone has its own 

importance. It is defined by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), the Construction 

Project Information Committee (CPIC) and buildingSmart as ‘digitally representing the 

information for all the characteristics relating to all stages of a construction’. As Miettinen and 

Paavola (2014) stated, it is the “digital representation of a building, an object-oriented 3D 

model, or a repository of project information to facilitate interoperability and exchange of 

information with related software application”. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The use of BIM for the lifecycle of a building construction (Chapman et al., 2019). 

 

According to Eastman et al. (2011), it is utilised for generating information for all building 

assets that could be used by any user, transforming conventional ways of delivering a 

construction project. Liu et al. (2015) implied that the communication of data (interoperability) 

in relation to the use in whole lifecycle of a project is key in its broader implementation in 

construction and civil engineering industry, which aligns with sustainable technologies. This is 
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confirmed by the tools developed within BIM, handling building models with relevant 

information and demonstrations (Miettinen and Paavola, 2014). In addition, BIM is regularly 

updated by adopting up-to-date design standards to provide an efficient tool for structural 

information management (Silva et al., 2016). In fact, BIM’s advantages are mainly related to 

the interoperability of all the semantic information that BIM stores and uses for a construction 

project. This is provided by the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (buildingSMART, 2017). 

This has been a widespread format in BIM used in construction projects across the world, which 

advanced interoperability, such as Abanda et al. (2015), Zou et al. (2017), Liu et al. (2017) and 

Zhang et al. (2018). In this way, data management through BIM has achieved high levels of 

efficacy and productivity within construction management (Miettinen and Paavola, 2014). 

These are main reasons why it has been considered to advance sustainability, and therefore 

being widely used in application development. 

More specifically, Alwan et al. (2016) stated that BIM has a potential of being used in producing 

applications which advance sustainability. This could be done through data integration and 

sustainable, design, using digital methods, which could improve decision-making (Alwan et al., 

2016). As already mentioned, BIM owes much of its wider use to its integrated data(-related) 

advantages. The advent of technology and the need for sustainable buildings made construction 

management aspects to advance from 2D sketches to 2D/3D CAD (Georgiadou, 2016). BIM 

provided the next level of CAD by introducing an environment capable of storing and 

communicating information for all stages of a construction, including cost and asset 

management (Georgiadou, 2016). Hence, BIM combines successfully structural data related to 

visualisations, asset information and geometry, and building functions (NBS, 2014; 

Georgiadou, 2016). Therefore, BIM could accommodate not only the (semantic) information 

of a project, but also the functions that accompany a building (Succar, 2009; NBS, 2014). In 
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addition, it combines different sectors together, such as those handling the computer/modelling, 

and the engineers and institutes involved (Georgiadou, 2016). In addition, Liu et al. (2015) 

proposed a method for improving sustainable buildings using a BIM optimisation method for 

costs and carbon emissions for building in Hong Kong. They demonstrated that BIM could 

support such efficient sustainable applications (Liu et al., 2015). Likewise, Ladenhauf et al. 

(2016) have developed a method to improve sustainability through energy efficiency of a 

building. In their study this is done by integrating thermal properties with the geometrical 

information using BIM (Ladenhauf et al., 2016). 

Kim et al. (2015) employed BIM in providing an automated evaluation and visualisation of the 

outcomes of a sustainable planning strategy for large-scale construction developments. This has 

been developed by considering, evaluating and visualising different design scenarios of these 

constructions to support sustainable decision-making (Kim et al., 2015). A similar example was 

provided by Lee et al. (2015) who produced an efficient warning-based system using a rule-

checking in BIM. Such systems have been useful and could be adopted to improve decision-

making (Lee et al., 2015).  

In terms of its implementation in the UK, the research from Eadie et al. (2013) demonstrated 

that process-related aspects were considered important, whereas collaboration was shown as its 

most favourable characteristic. Bryde et al. (2013) also found that cost and time savings, along 

with general management aspects were also considered important. In addition, Miettinen and 

Paavola (2014) demonstrated that BIM could be widely used as an urban development tool. Its 

data management and visualisation capabilities which combines several engineering disciplines 

together has a potential for urban construction developments (Miettinen and Paavola, 2014). 

These are key reasons behind its wider utilisation in engineering, supporting sustainable 

decision-making applications. Chi et al. (2015) studied the impact and future of BIM-based 
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structural design and demonstrated the significance of the all the advantages of this technology 

(collaboration, information, visualisations, evaluations and relevant potential for further 

research). 

Until recently, BIM has been significant in the design processes for (risk) management 

information throughout a construction (Zou et al., 2017). However, it is found that it can also 

serve efficiently as a centralised data platform to support other modelling tools and integrations 

and provide other/further risk assessments or analyses (Zou et al., 2017). Kang and Hong (2015) 

also studied the efficient BIM-GIS integration, and hence presented an advanced system for 

data management of a facility, which confirmed the advances of data integrations associated 

with BIM. GIS was combined successfully, although its limitations using 2D maps remained a 

challenge.  In addition, Rafiee et al. (2014) employed BIM in combination with GIS to generate 

an environmental analysis application for the sunlight exposure of a building. The example of 

the BIM-building investigated is shown in Figure 2.5 (Rafiee et al., 2014). The semantic and 

geometry information was provided using BIM by a georeferenced model. It demonstrated 

important aspects regarding geo-environmental problems for decision making (Rafiee et al., 

2014). However, a broader assessment (using for example an advanced analysis) combining 

additional criteria could provide further understanding. Deng et al. (2016) provided a 

framework for the providing the traffic noise using a noise mapping and evaluation by 

integrating BIM with GIS 2D maps, to obtain outcomes for the built environment. Noise 

estimations have been conducted in several level of detail, using parameters adapted from BIM 

to provide the resulting model and support urban planning (Deng et al., 2016).  
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Figure 2.5: An example of an IFC model using BIM of a building (after Rafiee et al., 2014). 

 

The flood risk to buildings was studied by Amirebrahimi et al. (2016). They integrated BIM 

with GIS to provide the potential risk, using a 3D model with spatial indications (Amirebrahimi 

et al., 2016). This advance was generated by combining BIM with the widely used Unified 

Markup Language (UML) (in geo-related studies), to provide a 3D building damage assessment 

due to flooding (Amirebrahimi et al., 2016). This showed the data integration aspects of BIM, 

enhancing flood assessments (Amirebrahimi et al., 2016). Another data application was 

produced by combining the Geographic Markup Language (GML) and BIM for geological 

modelling associated with large infrastructure developments (Tegtmeier et al., 2014). 

Eleftheriadis et al. (2015) developed an early-stage design concept based on BIM that 

incorporates the lifecycle information of a building. In particular, it involved an Application 

Programming Interface (API) and program development tools of BIM software to provide a 

method to present solutions on materials and structural assets design. This example improved 

BIM’s sustainable application in a construction project (Eleftheriadis et al., 2015). It also 

showed the advantages of combining it with API tools.   

The application in deconstruction management using BIM was explored by Akbarnezhad et al. 

(2014), who developed a framework that can handle all information required for this task. 

Physical/material properties were needed to be combined with the functional and the processes 
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of deconstruction to carry out this task, while potential developments using this technique could 

be adapted (Akbarnezhad et al., 2014). 

The previous literature provided examples of applications where BIM could be effectively used 

and increase the productivity and efficacy of projects. Hence, it is evident that other fields 

relating to construction and infrastructure could also benefit from using BIM’s advantages (and 

provide their own objectives). This could be carried out by enhancing BIM through sustainable 

applications where new concepts could be based upon, exploring sustainable tools and methods 

in other sectors, such as geotechnics. 

2.2.11 BIM in geotechnics 

Migilinskas et al. (2013) proved that the communication between users, the various applications 

methods and the conventional methods of the geotechnical industry have been causing issues 

in construction developments. In particular, sharing could have been improved if visualisation 

could enable a better understanding of ground condition information for ground investigations 

(Migilinskas et al., 2013). 

Until recently, BIM was mainly adopted for structural design and related applications. 

However, relevant research suggested that it was promising in handling geotechnical 

information (projects) (Morin et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015; Kessler et al., 2015; Tawelian and 

Mickovski, 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019). More specifically, Tawelian and 

Mickovski (2016) showed that BIM applications in this sector would be advantageous, aligning 

with industry demands. In addition, Borrmann et al. (2014) and Kim et al. (2015) considered 

the data integration and advances that could take place within a BIM environment applied in 

underground aspects. Svensson (2016) focused on subsurface modelling applications, where 

ground data would benefit by BIM’s data communication advances, although uncertainties 
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should be accounted for while providing a study (Svensson, 2016). Its potential to enhance 

ground investigation aspects was also noted (Svensson, 2016). However, this concept among 

many others, focused more on demonstrating the visualisations and data processes using BIM, 

and not on a complete application, for example, by assessing (geotechnical) parameters 

involved. its study was focused more on demonstrating. In addition, Kessler et al. (2015) 

emphasised on the increasing direct use of BIM, which was approved by geotechnical 

engineers. This is rather due to the data communication and visualisation advantages that can 

advance ground modelling. Then, Zhang et al. (2017) investigated a data management strategy 

using BIM for geotechnical information. This used BIM as a centralised database by collecting 

and managing the geotechnical data throughout a construction project (Zhang et al., 2017). This 

could be a key aspect in using BIM in geotechnical engineering applications. 

In addition, Chandler et al. (2011) considered examples of ongoing highway projects to point 

out that BIM’s advantages in data processes and tools could contribute to the geotechnical 

industry/sector via efficient design applications (Chandler et al., 2011). Chandler et al. (2012) 

provided a review of the BIM potential in infrastructure projects and showed how geotechnical 

data implementation in BIM could support and improve the relevant decisions-making.  

Likewise, Morin et al. (2014) demonstrated the same potential, using recent case studies, which 

showed that the use of BIM in design could avoid future costs from issues from, for example, 

geotechnical hazards. This could be carried out in designs that could support ground 

investigation by a type of ‘interactive’ modelling (Morin et al., 2014). Specific points on the 

effort utilising BIM within geotechnical industry were drawn with respect to the curve of 

MacLeamy (2010), as shown in Figure 2.6 (Morin et al., 2014). 
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Figure 2.6: The MacLeamy effort curve (MacLeamy, 2010; Morin et al., 2014). 

 

The demands of the construction industry for geotechnical (parameter) data selection and the 

potential for a strategy to be integrated within BIM were noted by Tawelian and Mickovski 

(2016). More specifically, after reviewing BIM applications in construction projects, they 

presented the importance of this process to geotechnical engineers, and the need for their 

support due to its cost and time-saving advances (Tawelian and Mickovski, 2016).  

The potential of geotechnical data models was also demonstrated by Breunig and Zlatanova 

(2011) and Wang et al. (2019), who demonstrated that integrating BIM with GIS could provide 

efficient assessment systems, owing much to the visualisation power of BIM. However, the 

issues associated with 2D maps still existed, without a proper study of development of the 

ground condition changes (using for example an analysis). Similarly, geotechnical data was 

integrated with GIS in a city scale by Luo (2014), to provide a ground investigation database. 

Wang et al. (2019) provided a system to manage the underground utility network maintenance. 
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There have been many examples using BIM to provide various geotechnical applications. By 

way of example, Kim et al. (2015) showed the underground visualisation capabilities of BIM 

using another application. They developed a cadastral (surveying) system in South Korea using 

BIM successfully, where cost and time dimensions were also involved, and provided efficient 

outcomes for underground indications (Kim et al., 2015). Xie and Xie (2015) studied the 

maintenance management of a metro station using BIM, showing its effective application with 

managing all the information required for this task electronically and not conventionally.  The 

application for underground infrastructure developments in Taiwan was successful, and future 

enhancements in pipelines and pipeline management could be promising and effective (Chang 

and Lin, 2016). Chang and Lin (2016) showed engineers, consultants and authorities that the 

use of BIM in geotechnics is efficient. However, this example focused again only on the 

(geotechnical) information management capabilities of BIM.  

Likewise, Liu and Issa (2012) provided a framework based on 3D visualisations (information), 

which combined GIS maps of underground (mechanical, electrical and plumbing) pipeline 

systems with BIM for operation and maintenance information. Although, BIM was only used 

for storing information, as an asset management. In addition, more tools would be needed to be 

integrated with BIM to study underground data completely. 

Zhang et al. (2018) provided a workflow on managing geotechnical data using BIM, for the 

whole life of a hydropower station construction, showing the potential of applying a complete 

geotechnical data repository (Zhang et al, 2018). However, again the focus was on geotechnical 

data management aspects. Zhang et al. (2016) proposed a workflow for using BIM in ground 

investigation to improve the indications and data management and confirm the findings of 

complex geotechnical data. The outcomes showed that there is a potential using the proposed 

framework, which could be adapted for ground investigations easily (Zhang et al, 2016). 
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Another geotechnical application in BIM was presented by Svensson (2016), who incorporated 

relevant data to accompany large infrastructure projects in Sweden. 3D geotechnical modelling 

tools within BIM were developed, and provided relevant information needed for data and 

visualisations to communicate design information across users (Svensson, 2016). However, a 

complete risk assessment was not clearly presented to obtain outcomes for utilisation in 

decision-making. 

BIM has also been used in tunnelling applications. Among many, the construction of a subway 

station by Li et al. (2013) is another example of a geotechnical-BIM application, as shown in 

the pipelines BIM model used in Figure 2.7. They proved that construction time was reduced 

by nearly 15% by using it throughout the design stage (Li et al., 2013). It is important to be 

noted that an integrated analysis could confirm the detection results in this study using BIM. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: An example of the geotechnical application of the pipelines (collision detection) 

model using BIM (after Li et al., 2013). 
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Likewise, Lu et al. (2012) provided the environmental impact of an urban deep excavation 

project alongside the construction of an ongoing retaining wall, the groundwater pumping and 

the excavations. The corresponding geotechnical information for the safety of the excavation 

and adjacent buildings was modelled with respect to a case study of a metro station construction 

in Taiwan using BIM (Lu et al., 2012). This enabled risk-based visualisations using BIM of the 

geotechnical (input) data, which provided effective design and construction management (Lu 

et al., 2012). However, the information using BIM was only focused on geotechnical aspects 

for the analytical part (and not including structural information) with limited outcomes, which 

would need a further integration. Borrmann et al. (2014) used the BIM combined with GIS to 

provide a ‘multiscale’ tunnel-line geometry representation, using different Level of Details 

(LoDs). This was achieved by enhancing UML to form a framework for further data 

integrations (Borrmann et al., 2014). They suggested that it would be promising for further 

utilisations within geotechnics (Borrmann et al., 2014). 

Wang et al. (2015) used BIM for the safety checking, which was included as an application for 

the risk assessment while investigating the geology of a site (Wang et al., 2015). The 3D 

visualisations supported the potential safety, geometrical and geotechnical indications, and 

suggested the selection of a proper equipment for the excavations (Wang et al., 2015). It is 

important to be noted that this was based on safety checking (using rules within BIM) and not 

a relevant risk assessment.  

Finally, previous research demonstrated the successful use of BIM in various geotechnical 

applications to date. BIM was used as an advanced tool, which used geotechnical data and 

provided visualisations by improving geotechnical projects. However, it was found that BIM 

was mainly used for storing information, as an asset management tool. Hence, its use to robustly 

support a geohazard/geotechnical risk assessment, using all relevant information needed, is 
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lacking. Thus, such a BIM-based ‘system’ does not exist.  It could be based on integrating BIM 

with a relevant risk assessment analysis, producing the resulting visualisations and link all 

aspects. Finally, this system could provide useful information required to compete an 

assessment and support ground investigation and sustainable decision-making. 

 

2.3 Summary of Key Findings 

As cities expand, sustainable urban planning tools are becoming essential. Hence, alongside the 

increasing use of the urban underground space, which aligns with sustainable development, the 

need to avoid ground-related or geohazard risk, should be clearly considered. This could be 

handled by the efficient understanding of the urban subsurface, to assure safe and sustainable 

decision-making. In this case, the information taken from geohazard risk assessments has been 

widely used, as they indicated methods to solve such problems in specified areas caused by 

specific geohazards. In terms of geohazards, these have been examined in detail using 

corresponding risk assessment analyses combined with the use of 2D maps and the widely used 

3D ground modelling. However, due to the very nature of the ground associated with its 

complexity and uncertainty, and the ground-building interactions, which need integrated 

systems, limitations in current systems always remain a challenge.  

Hence, an integrated information system that could provide an urban geohazard risk assessment 

‘tool’ for sustainable decision-making, is to date missing. An important aspect that risk 

assessments to date do not meet is to align with sustainability, due to the lack of the direct or 

rapid use and multi-applicability caused by the very nature of the ground (and geohazards). 

Hence, a risk assessment tool that could be directly used in any type of geohazard would support 
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ground investigation and enhance geohazard knowledge and understanding. The gap for an 

integrated system of advanced analyses and 3D ground modelling applications was evident. 

In terms of the risk assessment analysis information, the limitations were initially linked with 

the integration of criteria (such as ground parameters), which were insufficient to build a 

complete geohazard risk assessment (analysis), as required in a robust system. Although 

multicriteria analyses have been conducted, a (geohazard risk assessment) analysis ‘platform’, 

which would be capable of incorporating the relevant criteria into a system to successfully 

combine ground-building interactions with ‘real-life’ applications (such as vulnerability, 

building damage and costs) for decision-making, still using conventional borehole data, was 

identified as lacking, and hence needs to be developed. Likewise, data processes and integration 

of this information, including the communication, analysis and modelling, and visualisation 

aspects were particularly limited, negatively affecting decision-making.  

3D ground models have already become an essential part of geological/geotechnical risk 

assessments. However, their use so far has been limited to demonstrations of 3D ground models, 

which have been insufficient to produce a robust geohazard risk assessment in an urban area. 

This could be explained by the fact that the lack of efficient 3D visualisations could lead to the 

lack of understanding of the underground, and therefore the geohazard effects on adjacent 

buildings. Hence, a ‘real-time’ tool presenting geohazard risk assessment information within 

the 3D models, which would produce efficient results of ground-building interactions for 

decision-making, was missing. A system combining 3D ground modelling, which could store 

(extract) and visualise multidimensionally the information (data) of an integrated 

geotechnical/geohazard risk assessment analysis, did not exist. Likewise, a lack of managing 

and sharing the data of such risk assessments, was also found to exist, which caused problems 

in decision-making. In terms of data criteria, BIM has been found promising to combine them 
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successfully, although it has not been applied in an integration within a geotechnical risk 

assessment (framework). However, a system integrating the previous aspects, which could be 

applied to a broad range of applications, would be important for sustainable decision-making. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

While cities expand, people need to focus on providing sustainable urban land-use planning 

methods and digital applications to ensure safety of urban areas (Price et al., 2016). An 

increasingly used way, which aligns with sustainable planning, is the use of urban underground 

space (Hunt et al., 2016). This use is closely associated with the interactions between the ground 

and the built environment. Hence, understanding better ground characteristics that lead to 

geohazards is important in sustainable urban planning. This makes ground information to be 

crucial. There has also been a growing need for knowledge and understanding of the urban 

subsurface, which aligns with sustainable land-use planning. In addition, efficient decision-

making in an urban area requires (constant) ground condition monitoring to provide information 

on geohazards (Thierry et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2015). The cost and limitations of such 

equipment is an addition to the variability of the ground, and make this challenging. A large 

body of literature proposed sustainable tools that can be adopted for geohazard risk assessment, 

such as by Chakeri et al. (2013), Giardina et al. (2018) and Amorosi et al. (2019). However, 

one that would enable a robust information system of the (geohazard) risk and its (geohazard 

risk) effects with time, still does not exist. The impact on adjacent buildings would also be 

important in producing such a system (Griffiths et al., 2012). Such a system could then assess 

urban geohazard risk, and effectively support a wide range of applications, such as saving cost 

and time in ground investigation. This could be handled by an automated framework that could 

directly model changing ground condition that could produce any urban geohazard, considering 

the ground-building interactions. However, to achieve such a system, advanced risk assessment 

methods and digital tools are required. 
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An advanced risk assessment framework based on the previous aspects could provide a robust 

understanding and knowledge of urban geohazard risk. In addition, due to the nature of the 

ground in relation to ground variability/inhomogeneity, this framework would need to be 

adjusted to handle a range of geohazards and locations (de Rienzo et al., 2008). The 

development of this tool would be enabled by an advanced geohazard risk assessment analysis, 

using relevant borehole data (to align with conventional data). In addition, the nature of this 

assessment would need low computational power to align with sustainable outcomes. The rapid 

advance in speed and memory processes of low-budget computers led to various advanced 

computational tools to be adopted, to handle related geo-engineering problems (Price et al., 

2016). However, the complex nature of ground conditions and their interactions with the built 

environment would need a system, in which ground variability could be considered throughout 

(de Rienzo et al., 2008).  

Examples of analyses undertaken to support risk assessments for subsurface and geohazard 

applications were achieved by adopting (different) criteria or factors to provide decision-

making analyses, such as the analyses by Kazakis et al. (2015), Papaioannou et al. (2015) and 

Kim et al. (2019). Advanced analytical techniques, which could work with different types of 

information by correlating the severity of the criteria, were suggested. For example, 

Papaioannou et al. (2015) provided a way of investigating flood-prone areas using  multicriteria 

decision-making analysis techniques, which involved a number of hydrogeological factors.  

More specifically, this combined advanced analysis and geographic data mapping, and showed 

the potential of these techniques for geohazard applications (Papaioannou et al., 2015). 

Advanced numerical simulation techniques, such as the FEM, have also been widely used in 

ground-related analyses (Potts et al., 2001; Avgerinos et al., 2017; Amorosi et al., 2019 and 

Ding et al., 2019). Among a large body of relevant applications, for example, Amorosi et al. 
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(2019) and Ding et al. (2019) focused on providing efficient numerical analysis methods to 

solve problems associated with tunnels. FEM has been used to assess issues on structures via 

3D soil-structure interactions analyses (Amorosi et al., 2019; Ding et al., 2019). A combination 

with advanced geostatistical or other tools to provide integrated analyses for real-life 

applications of complex tasks could also have potential. However, due to the very nature of the 

ground, a subsequent analysis using relevant ground parameters to solve 

geotechnical/geological problems, would need a reasonable computational power by handling 

complex equations, which needs to be considered.  

In addition, the results of the geohazard risk assessment analysis need to be presented clearly 

(Price et al., 2016). This task has been successfully performed by 2D maps in the past, although 

more detail would be needed to create such a system (Griffiths, 2016). Among many relevant 

examples of geohazard risk assessment applications which used GIS, Bathrellos et al. (2017) 

provided 2D maps which included different geohazards. These 2D maps successfully provided 

the land suitability for investigating zones for development, using GIS combined with advanced 

multi-criteria decision analyses (Bathrellos et al., 2017). This application exhibited that 2D-

map tools (and GIS) could be used for relevant geohazard risk (assessment) applications, in this 

case associated with urban planning (Bathrellos et al., 2017).  3D ground models have also been 

widely used, providing clear visualisations, and examples are presented by Gakis et al. (2016), 

Burke et al. (2017) and Thornton et al. (2018). These visualisations help to indicate potential 

geohazard locations and improve the understanding of the subsurface, and therefore ground-

related problems could be addressed more effectively (Culshaw, 2005; Wycisk et al., 2009). 

More specifically, Gakis et al. (2016) used 3D geological modelling to provide a risk 

assessment related to tunnelling for building an underground railway station. This application 

created a 3D ground model which could effectively provide the information needed for 
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understanding the subsurface characteristics of the area investigated throughout the project 

Gakis et al. (2016). This showed the importance of the use of 3D ground models in relevant 

applications. However, information from conventional 3D geological modelling has been 

mainly limited to 3D demonstrations of the subsurface. Therefore, there is a reasonable need 

for 3D geological modelling to be enhanced to manage more complex underground data 

(applications and investigations). Hence, a tool incorporating underground and other features 

within a geohazard risk assessment analysis, would be efficient, such as the one presented by 

Velasco et al. (2013). This would provide a better understanding and more advanced models, 

but also deal with more complex problems, using integrated data applications. In addition, 

integration with other software and sharing of data, is limited. Hence, a key point of the 

development of an information system is associated with the need for digital data integration 

with advanced digital tools, including a geohazard analysis.  

An advanced tool that can easily manage, share and visualise (in 3D) the digital data would be 

efficient (Mielby et al., 2017). For example, Tegtmeier et al. (2014) provided a method for 

creating such a modelling tool which uses geotechnical data. In this way, different data formats 

could be employed, providing the geo-information, which is a key aspect for geotechnical 

investigations and construction projects (Tegtmeier et al., 2014).  This would allow important 

information to be automatically included in the (3D) model. Hence, a framework of an 

‘automated modelling platform’, which could be integrated with an advanced geohazard 

analysis, could be built. In addition, a combination of different type of information would be 

important to be integrated, such as geotechnical/geological factors with structural, to align with 

a rigorous geotechnical/geohazard modelling. Therefore, an advanced (digital) platform, which 

could successfully manage and share data, could be adopted. The utilisation of such an 

advanced modelling platform could also be enhanced, if this allowed for clear multidimensional 
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visualisations of the whole data, which would include detailed 3D models in combination with 

the results of the geohazard analysis. It is evident that a digital tool, which has previously 

managed successfully integrated information and produced advanced applications in 

constructions, could be applied in geohazard risk predictions (Parry et al., 2014). This tool could 

advance geohazard-based studies and investigations, which are based on rigorously managing 

and sharing 3D geotechnical/geological modelling information. 

In addition, potential geohazard-induced risk from damage to the built environment is important 

to be assessed. Many relevant methodologies have been widely used, however a way to 

integrate (and store) and visualise their analysis results in an advanced 3D environment, is 

lacking. Due to the lack of such integrated ‘geohazard information systems’, including clear 3D 

visualizations, engineers/scientists and authorities often fail to realize the actual performance 

of their buildings due to geohazards, and/or the difference between design alternatives 

(Tawelian and Mickovski, 2016). Likewise, relevant tools which combine different methods or 

providing potential targets for further investigations could be also helpful. An integrated 

framework for combining modelling tools to obtain ground-related information, which is 

needed by ground investigation, would be useful. In this way, knowledge and understanding 

for the urban underground could be formed, and hence support sustainable decision-making.   

The previous research showed the need to develop a framework to build a system capable of 

modelling geohazards that could have an impact within an urban setting, and hence support 

better decision-making (Gibson and Chowdhury, 2009). An integrated information system for 

assessing geohazard risk in an urban area was proposed for this research. The aim was to use 

advanced (3D) modelling tools and an integrated analysis with a BIM framework. 
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The aim was to develop a framework to provide a geohazard information system for urban areas 

using a ‘preliminary’ assessment tool. This would fill the technological gap to be used prior to 

a more detailed investigation/analysis, e.g. using Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis tools 

or further ground investigation. This required an integrated multi-applicable tool for ground-

structure interactions. The idea was to ensure compatibility to any location and geohazard being 

investigated, and hence useful resultants in engineering projects, when a preliminary 

assessment is required.  

To establish the framework, this research considered the ‘basic’ risk assessment components 

(such as risk, hazard, vulnerability and exposure) to ensure the compatibility of the proposed 

tool with the current approaches (UNISDR, 2009). Details about the proposed risk assessment 

follow in the next sections of the Methodology. 

It was proposed to set up the tool to use ‘simple’ deterministic analyses to obtain initial 

outcomes and estimations on the potential risk of the area caused by geohazards. This was to 

be done by a risk assessment approach using a dynamic analysis of geohazard-inducing factors. 

This aligns with the recent demand for a digital tool that can support ground investigations 

(easily/rapidly) (Parry et al., 2014). This would be done through advanced geological analyses 

that can handle geological data and computational power limitations. The use of a preliminary 

assessment tool, which is based on such deterministic analysis methods, could be also justified 

by its benefits compared to other methods. Hence, key advantages over other computer-aided 

techniques used for analysis of similar (ground-related) problems (such as the FEM-based 

techniques) were considered. These would be: 

• only low computing capacity needed; 

• straightforward to use; 
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• relatively fast analysis; 

• widely adopted (open-source) formats can be used; 

• low economic cost; 

• potential for easier data integration; 

• further tools can be easily integrated; 

• easy to change/adjust the model parameters in case of an error or a change. 

In addition, an important aspect in ground-related problems is associated with the uncertainties 

involved. Hence, uncertainties in relation to the ground parameters involved also need to be 

taken into consideration, here (Sun and Kim, 2017; Phoon and Tang, 2019). By way of example, 

Wang et al. (2010) provided an uncertainty analysis to explore the probability of risk for slope 

instability. This analysis was conducted using Monte Carlo simulations, which tested the effect 

of various factors and obtained important outcomes for slope stability (Wang et al., 2010). 

Therefore, a method to incorporate a relevant uncertainty analysis within the assessment was 

needed to be developed, to enhance (underground) risk assessment considerations. A cost 

analysis has been included to complete the advantages of this tool, and to present tangible 

outcomes of the proposed framework. In this way, robust information could be provided, which 

would be useful for relevant decision-making that accounts for ground variability. A key 

outcome of the research was to provide 3D visualisations of the information, and particularly 

the results of the risk analyses. The approach adopted for the geohazard risk assessment 

framework is described in a following section. 

3.1.1 Scenario-based approach 

A focus should be given on the variability (inhomogeneity) of the ground, which is crucial when 

conducting similar studies (de Rienzo et al., 2008; Huber et al., 2015). This implies that the 

ground conditions and characteristics change when moving towards another area. As a result, 
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multi-applicability and compatibility are important. In this research, this is provided by an 

information tool whose built-in framework could be used within a range of applications of 

geohazards and locations. This would be useful for decision-making and sustainable urban 

planning applications.  

Building a successful ground-related risk assessment framework is associated with the 

adaptability and compatibility in different ground conditions. An approach based on proposing 

a representative methodology via exploring a possible ‘scenario’ of risk due to a specific type 

of hazard, such as geohazard, has been widely employed to draw useful conclusions (for 

example, as demonstrated by Lu et al. (2012), Hall et al. (2014) and Whang et al (2015)). In the 

present research, this is handled by a ‘scenario-based’ approach, which would provide a robust 

example to conduct a number of similar cases. This is applied here by assessing a representative 

example of a geohazard. However, the focus here was more on demonstrating and integrating 

the proposed framework, rather than revealing detailed specifications of ground conditions of 

a particular area investigated (which could be indicated using this framework in further 

investigations). Therefore, the development of this framework has taken this into account by 

producing a framework that is able to work for a range of urban ground conditions (geohazards) 

and at different geographic locations, without the need to change the underlying basis of the 

framework. 

Likewise, various locations were tried, to present the adopted framework. However, the final 

selection of the location of the study area was based on demonstrating a representative example 

of a subsurface (geological strata). This aligned with the current approach objectives, and 

provide a geohazard risk assessment which would demonstrate successfully the present 

framework. 
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Another important consideration was associated with the proposed factors and their subsequent 

values. Their selection was again based on providing a representative example of the important 

factors. The aim was to provide the best possible demonstration of the framework for the 

geohazard assessment tool being developed. Thus, there was a focus on a proof-of-concept 

approach to robustly demonstrate the resulting data integrations, visualisations and potential of 

this tool, rather than a very elaborate and detailed analysis taking into account all the involved 

factors, which was beyond the scope of this PhD study. The framework, however had to be 

sufficiently flexible that the ideas and concepts could be applied to other factors as required in 

the future. The idea was to provide a representative example to show the framework 

development, and ultimately to demonstrate how this could be used to provide clear risk 

indicators.  

There are many examples of geohazards in urban areas that could have been chosen in this 

research to demonstrate the framework being developed, for example, ground movements and 

land contamination. In fact, during the development of the present method, the land 

contamination risk in combination with groundwater table fluctuation was initially examined. 

This was then followed by an initial analysis, and the resulting diagrams of contaminant 

concentration and move with time (at an initial stage) are shown in the Figure C.1 of Appendix 

C. The example of flood risk was also examined, but it was decided to be considered at a later 

stage, as an example focussing more on ground-building interaction would be more suitable. 

The ground movements were then considered to align more with the scope of this research. In 

particular, a scenario which was based on the settlements induced by tunnelling in an urban 

area, was chosen as an exemplar, as discussed in the next section. It is also important to realise 

that the framework being proposed could be applied to any urban geohazard. 
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3.1.2 Tunnelling–induced settlement  

The ground settlement caused by tunnel construction in soft ground (defined here as soils or 

weathered soft rocks) is selected to explore the proposed methodology. This provided a 

representative framework for the development of a thorough geohazard information system for 

urban areas. The ground settlement risk assessments produced from this scenario would provide 

a tangible example in relation to an important urban geohazard. This is also associated with the 

increasing need for developing underground space and related developments, such as tunnel 

constructions (Rogers, 2009). Tunnelling-induced ground settlement is an important 

geotechnical problem (geohazard), which should be considered in sustainable urban planning 

and decision-making. It is strongly associated with safety and sustainability of urban areas and 

construction (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Mair et al., 1996).  

A key point to solve this geotechnical problem is to assume green-field ground conditions. In 

those conditions, the ground settlements create a ‘Gaussian’ or ‘bell-shaped’ (inverted normal 

distribution) curve known as settlement trough with the maximum settlements above the tunnel 

centreline (Peck, 1969). Hence, in this way settlement estimations can be provided. This has 

been commonly used in past research, along the evolution of empirical (Peck, 1969; O’Reilly 

and New, 1982; Attewell et al., 1986; Mair et al., 1996) and analytical methods (Sagaseta, 1987; 

Verruijt and Booker, 1996; Loganathan and Poulos, 1998). These have been proven suitable for 

developing preliminary analysis estimations for assessing the associated tunnelling-induced 

settlement risk (Rankin, 1988; Attewell and Woodman, 1982; O’Reilly and New, 1982; Mair 

et al., 1996). In addition, during tunnel construction within urban areas, it is important for 

adjacent buildings to consider the surface and subsurface interactions in relation to adjacent 

buildings (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Attewell et al., 1986; Mair et al., 1996). An extensive 

methodology has been adopted by ITA/AITES (2007) to handle this matter (Chapman et al., 
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2017). In terms of modelling, Mair et al. (2016) proposed the following phases to assess relevant 

building damage due to settlement risk.  

A preliminary Phase 1 uses the empirical and/or analytical methods (described in detail in the 

following sections), using the settlement trough under greenfield conditions. The corresponding 

effect on building damage is assessed (Chapman et al., 2017). This was based on a classification 

for assessing settlement risk for adjacent buildings, which used the ground settlement and slope 

(Rankin, 1988).  

In a Phase 2 assessment, to provide an understanding for solving this soil-structure interaction 

issue, the affected buildings needed to be integrated within a modelling analysis. This can be 

done using the location of the structure in relation to the settlement trough (inflection point) 

and the structural deformations that take place (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Burland et al., 1977; 

Attewell et al., 1986). Thus, Burland and Wroth (1974) assumed a building as a simple beam 

and developed a method for the damage risk estimation in terms of the critical strain known as 

the Limited Tensile Strain Method (LTSM). Boscardin and Cording (1989), Burland (1995) 

and Mair et al. (1996) provided a categorization of building damage (severity) risk, using 

structural damage and critical strains. Then, a more detailed evaluation phase would follow, for 

the buildings with a moderate and high risk from the previous stage (Phase 2), accounting 

further characteristics for a building damage assessment (such as structural condition/features, 

measures to be taken) (Chapman et al., 2017). 

These damage criteria create an adequate initial assessment for indicating the tunnelling-

induced settlement risk to adjacent structures caused by a tunnel construction. However, 

previous research in this (soil-structure interaction) problem indicated the importance of 

including a number of factors, for example, the Young’s modulus and Shear modulus, which 
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affect the relevant building-damage risk (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Fedeski and Gwilliam, 

2007; Dindarloo and Siami-Irdemoosa, 2015). Hence, to manage the many factors involved and 

completely assess (and understand) this problem, digital data techniques for analysing and 

visualising the whole problem, thoroughly, are required. In this way, an integrated assessment 

technique could align with urban geohazard modelling and decision-making. This could be 

supported by the development of new technologies and tools, which could advance risk 

predictions, and hence reduce efficiently human and economic costs. Such a (3D) modelling 

tool is reported in the current methodology. 

As noted, conventional 3D geological (conceptual) modelling needs to be enhanced to handle 

more complex underground aspects and investigations. In this way such a conceptual ground 

model would progress to a new level, through a new platform integrating and providing more 

advanced underground information and enable visualisations of the risk assessment analysis. 

This is achieved in this study using the Building Information Modelling (BIM). In this research 

it is adjusted to a geotechnical-based risk assessment system to align with the associated 

requirements of the system. This is provided using a dynamic analysis combined with a digital 

framework to develop an integrated package. The resulting risk-based demonstrations for an 

urban area support the proposed methodology and demonstrate how it can be used for 

sustainable decision-making. 

3.1.3 Building Information Modelling (BIM) 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is an emerged technology that overcomes previous 

limitations of digital modelling, by storing, sharing and visualising the information required for 

the whole life of a construction project (Eastman et al., 2011). The interoperability of this 

platform is advanced by the widespread use of Industry Foundation Classes - IFC 

(buildingSMART, 2017). This is due to IFC promoting interoperability (Abanda et al., 2015). 
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This communication of data (interoperability) in relation to the whole lifecycle of a construction 

project is significant for its broader use, aligning with sustainable technologies and applications 

(Eastman et al., 2011). Thus, BIM could be the next level of CAD systems, due to advancing 

data communication between users (Miettinen and Paavola, 2014).  

BIM has been widely applied in many aspects of design, (risk) management and scheduling 

processes, whilst the proper use of a relative (BIM) software depends on the aim of a project 

(Abanda et al., 2015). In this way, using this new technology, productivity is improved through 

minimising design misconceptions, as stated by Abanda et al. (2015). Thus, BIM provides a 

method for improving efficiency, using digital tools and connecting all parties of a construction 

project together through shareable designs for the whole life of the project (Abanda et al., 2015).  

In fact, the trend of using BIM showed an increase in the initial stages (design) and then a 

decrease through subsequent phases, according to Eadie et al. (2013). Likewise, a fluctuation 

is demonstrated for the data processes/demands and the need for smaller companies to 

implement and trust it more (Eadie et al., 2013). The integration of BIM within infrastructure 

projects has been extensively studied by Shou et al. (2015), who implied that it has been widely 

used, based on previous experience in building constructions, however a progress in 

construction management aspects was succeeded. After reviewing its potential, Eadie et al. 

(2013) and Abanda et al. (2015) also implied that it is a widely adopted digital technology, and 

has gained attention due to the efficacy and successful operation in construction and UK 

regulations. 

BIM has been widely adopted in studies/applications through integrating several disciplines 

across projects. It has been providing knowledge and understanding using interoperable data, 

to create the proper environment for integration, and promote sustainability within construction 
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management. BIM has been promoting sustainability with building design, as stated by Liu et 

al. (2015), who demonstrated the power of BIM via its capability to generate environmental 

impact assessment through various simulation methods. Alwan et al. (2016) added that it 

provides an environment for integrating and generating frameworks for providing sustainable 

tools within construction developments (and management). 

At the core of BIM lies the need to improve the multidimensional representation of a facility 

using various design and construction applications, after having already advanced the 

communication (shareability) between those involved within a relevant project. Hence, as 

already having been hugely adopted in advancing structural projects, it is evident that there is 

a potential for it to be extended to ‘nearby’ fields within construction design. Thus, as implied 

by Chandler et al. (2012), Kessler et al. (2015), Kim et al. (2015) and Mielby et al. (2017), 

geotechnical and geological engineering would be a promising application for this platform to 

implement within. BIM could store and visualise the information required in underground 

applications, design of earthworks, structures and geotechnical assessments. 

In fact, BIM would progress 3D modelling, if used within geological/geotechnical ‘assets’. It 

provides (modelling) data attribution, extraction, storage, management, sharing and thorough 

multidimensional visualisation, and enables modifications to the attributed features within a 

model, if required. Hence, using this technology there is a clear potential for more complex 

investigations and analysis such as in the ground-building-interaction context of this PhD study.  

3.1.4 BIM for the underground  

Therefore, BIM technology is chosen to be used here due to its potential in solving ground 

engineering problems concerning urban areas (Zhang et al., 2016). Svensson (2016) also 

exhibited this aspect via creating 3D models for infrastructure projects, which could 
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successfully share/communicate the ground information using BIM. It was also proved that this 

could be used effectively in ground investigations (Svensson, 2016). In particular, the 

objectives of this study could be supported by an integration of BIM with an analysis, and 

enables 3D visualisations. Data describing information of geological/geotechnical features 

could be combined with structural features using a BIM model, to be employed within a 

geotechnical analysis. The resulting 3D visualisations of the outcomes of this analysis could 

enhance geotechnical modelling.  

In the proposed methodology, BIM plays the role of providing or ‘implementing’ the structural 

information and visualisation outcomes to present the current study. Hence, the concept of the 

current methodology aligns with BIM, and utilises available (BIM) model files to provide the 

detailed information required, such as characteristics of a building. In this case for instance, 

these characteristics (building assets) could be included within 3D building models in IFC 

format, which could be used, since they are commonly adopted in this platform.  

The idea of the current research was based on using the structural data aspects and integrating 

them with a geohazard modelling, which includes time-dependent underground aspects. The 

system will use common formats in BIM, such as the IFC. This aspect of BIM is studied using 

the example of tunnel induced settlement to develop the geohazard modelling, and generate the 

mechanism (components) of the information system that is developed in this study.  

Thus, an information modelling platform has been created, which integrates BIM with the 

underground. This aligns with using existing BIM data. However, the introduction of a concept 

of an underground-based BIM framework has been explored throughout the present 

methodology. The approach described provides a framework that this concept could be based 
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upon. Hence, the current approach could be used to enable a complete underground-based BIM 

framework.  

In particular, the data integration processes (and formats) used could support assigning the 

resulting (analysis and other) data as attributes for this application in a following stage. In 

addition, methods that could create or use/edit (modelling) tools for an underground-based 

interface within BIM, which are based on the present methodology in a future work, are also 

investigated within the current study. 

3.2 Geohazard risk assessment  

Initially, to develop an information system for assessing risk, an approach where a risk 

assessment with ‘basic’ risk terms is handled, was considered. Establishing such a clear 

approach, enables the correlation and processing (analysis) of the geological/geotechnical 

information used, as this would describe the problem in detail. Thus, the following section 

introduces the risk assessment concept that the information system in this study is based. This 

concept provides the background that all the parts of the analyses and data integrations in the 

methodology use, and where their demonstrated resultants are built upon.  

The aim of this research was to create a system for assessing geohazard risk in an urban area. 

The risk assessment in this research is provided by the ‘basic’ risk assessment components, as 

shown in Equation (3.1) (UNDHA, 1992; UNISDR, 2009; Roberts et al., 2009). 

Risk = Hazard × Vulnerability × Exposure       (3.1) 

The ‘Risk’ is the likelihood that a hazard will have a negative consequence, a measured chance 

or negative product of effect from a (natural/manmade) Hazard (van Staveren, 2009; UNISDR, 

2009; HSE 2017). ‘Hazard’ is a dangerous threat that could cause a negative (health, social, 

economic environmental) change, which results in a potential harm that can be either physically 
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or manmade related or induced (Clayton, 2002; UNISDR, 2009). The probability, extent and 

severity indicate the subsequent damage caused by a Hazard (Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007). 

The important and determining criteria (factors) which indicate that a hazard could have a 

negative impact provide the ‘Vulnerability’ to this risk (Clayton, 2002; UNISDR, 2009). 

‘Exposure’ are the elements, such as buildings, infrastructure, agricultural land and people, 

which could have a negative impact within zones of risk due to this hazard (Clayton, 2002; 

UNISDR, 2009). Exposure and vulnerability are distinct terms and should not be confused, and 

if the elements are not located inside these risk zones, no risk occurs because there is no 

exposure to the risk (Cardona et al., 2012). To evaluate (assess) exposed elements, information 

about their location and characteristics is needed (Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007; UNISDR, 

2011). More specifically, common characteristics could be the geographical 

location/distribution or number, structural characteristics, and population density and 

social/economic characteristics (UNISDR, 2011). Another term, broadly used in risk 

assessments is the associated ‘uncertainty’, which occurs when there is a lack of information or 

knowledge for a specific aspect under investigation (Smallman, 2000; Willows et al., 2003). 

The probability of a specified risk to occur is also used to describe ‘uncertainty’ (Fedeski and 

Gwilliam, 2007). 

The focus of this research is on urban Hazards associated with ground-related issues, referred 

to as geological, geotechnical or simply ‘geohazards’. The approach uses ΒΙΜ to manage data 

of a combined risk posed on buildings caused by geological hazards or ‘geohazards’. This 

platform is capable of evaluating this (damage) risk, under current and future conditions, in the 

light of geological/geotechnical and building changes.  

In the current research, the term ‘Exposure’ relates to the building elements which are 

negatively affected by a geohazard when these buildings lie within zones of risk caused by this 
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geohazard (Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007). More specifically, the location and characteristics, 

such as the distribution/number and structural characteristics of the buildings in these zones, 

are required to provide an exposure assessment (Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007; UNISDR, 2011). 

However, since the idea here was to demonstrate a risk assessment under different scenarios of 

potential geohazard risk, it is assumed that the location/number of the buildings would be 

constant and their distribution would be uniform. A complete assessment of the exposure could 

also depend on the detail of the (conducted) risk assessment and its available data (Merz et al., 

2010). In the present study, it is assumed that the detail needed for analysis is solely associated 

with the detail of the geohazard risk assessment and size of the corresponding area investigated. 

The available data regarding structural characteristics is also limited. Hence, in the present 

research, to clearly demonstrate the adopted framework and its integration with BIM, rather 

than providing a detailed analysis of asset characteristics which were assumed to be beyond the 

scope of the geohazard risk assessment investigated, exposure is not a variable that was 

explored (i.e., Exposure=1). However, although exposure is a factor that must always be 

considered, it does not affect the geohazard risk assessment evaluations of this research. Future 

work based on the proposed methodology could include an exposure assessment, focusing more 

on detailed asset and structural characteristics and the spatial variation of the zones of risk 

associated with the geohazard that would result in differential degrees of exposure. 

As already mentioned, the present research aims to demonstrate a method that uses, by way of 

example, data in relation to ground settlement. Hence, if it can be proven to work successfully 

for this scenario, then it will be feasible to develop the additional functions required to support 

further decision-making and sustainable planning in urban areas. The use of normalisation 

techniques also allowed the subsequent damage to be compared, correlated and integrated, as 

required by the current research objectives.  
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In order to establish an approach for an information system for geohazards and their 

consequences in an urban area, it should be initially based on a model of a risk assessment. This 

could describe a total risk caused by a number of geohazards, ‘Total GeoRisk’. For the scenario 

used in the current study, the ‘components’ constituting this risk could be divided in three 

subcategories, i.e. the risk due to ground settlements, RiskSE, the risk due to contaminated land, 

RiskCN and the risk due to other (secondary) factors, RiskSR. The resulting Total GeoRisk is 

provided as the following sum of risk subcategories in Equation (3.2).  

Total GeoRisk = Wse ∗ RiskSE + WCN ∗ RiskCN + WSR ∗ RiskSR    (3.2) 

while ∑ 𝑤𝑘𝑗

𝑛
𝑘−1 = 1        (3.3) 

where WSE, WCN, WSR are the (importance) weights of each risk subcategory that can be 

estimated by the experience/expertise of the expert (author). For example, to demonstrate the 

approach, it is limited to the effect of tunnelling-induced ground settlement risk (WCN=0, 

WSR=0 and WSE=1). Likewise, as already mentioned, exposure is not further explored (i.e., 

Exposure=1). Equation (3.1) therefore becomes Equation (3.4), as follows. 

𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑆𝐸 = 𝐻𝑎𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑆𝐸 × 𝑉𝑢𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝐸     (3.4) 

where HazardSE is the tunnelling-induced settlement Hazard (investigated here by the 

probability, and subsequent Damage Extent and Severity), and VulnerabilitySE the Vulnerability 

to tunnel induced settlements. 

Key steps and subsequent parts of this methodology follow.  

1) In Chapter 4, the tunnelling-induced settlement RiskSE, is assessed using Equation (3.4), 

where only the HazardSE is explored, in this case using the (degree of) building damage likely 

to occur due to tunnelling-induced settlement (hazard). To reduce the computational limitations 
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of the problem, Empirical/Analytical models are employed within the (spatial) analysis of 

HazardSE, while available geotechnical data from boreholes and available BIM data of the 

adjacent buildings (building geometry and building material properties) are used. To carry out 

the current method for the tunnelling-induced settlement risk assessment and estimate the 

RiskSE, the analysis (using custom-made scripts in MATLAB, described in the following 

section) consists of two Phases (steps). Phase 1 Building Damage Assessment (Damage extent) 

used analytical methods for estimating the ground settlement in the investigated area (Rankin, 

1988). Phase 2 (Damage severity) used analytical methods based on the Limiting Tensile Strain 

Method (LTSM) to provide estimates of building damage as a function of critical tensile strains 

at the level of each building foundation and considering the building as a uniform beam 

(Burland and Wroth, 1974). This provided a damage classification for all the buildings 

investigated. Tools related to spatial modelling (interpolation) to create the 3D geology-tunnel-

building model were also employed. BIM was used to collect the structural data to support the 

risk assessment analysis. The resulting risk-based 3D visualisations are produced from BIM. 

2) Chapter 5 focuses on the Vulnerability ‘component’ of the risk assessment (in addition to 

𝐻𝑎𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑆𝐸), which includes the settlement vulnerability factors to provide a clear tunnelling-

induced settlement risk assessment. The settlement risk RiskSE due to a tunnel construction has 

been described using Equation (3.4) using the Settlement Hazard (𝐻𝑎𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑆𝐸) and Settlement 

Vulnerability (VulnerabilitySE). The Settlement Hazard (𝐻𝑎𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑆𝐸) is explored by the damage 

extent (considering the settlement and slopes) and damage severity (considering the structural 

interactions using critical tensile strains) for a building, using analytical approaches. 

VulnerabilitySE, is provided by a resulting index of a spatiotemporal analysis (MATLAB) 

involving factors having an impact on settlement vulnerability of the area. The spatial and 

associated modelling tools were adapted to develop a 3D geology-tunnel-building model. BIM 
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was adopted for importing the building characteristics into the model. The settlement risk 

assessments are demonstrated by producing visualisations of the risk distributions and 3D BIM 

visualisations. 

3) Finally, Chapter 6 uses an uncertainty analysis to complete a full package for a settlement 

risk assessment framework, and hence describe all the ‘components’ of a risk assessment. An 

uncertainty analysis has been carried out using probabilistic simulations (MATLAB) to provide 

the probability for the economic (costs) risk in relation to the building damage. In this method, 

the HazardSE is explored due to the available database of building damage costs. The analytical 

methods for the settlement estimations were used in combination with assessing the building 

damage extent and severity. Uncertain settlement-inducing geotechnical and structural factors 

(BIM) were used in the analysis. The resulting risk-based 3D visualisations (BIM) of the 

building damage costs were then produced. 

To develop the geohazard risk assessment, subsequent data integration using digital tools took 

place. Therefore, the data integration and management used throughout the research is 

important to be presented.  

3.3 Data integration and management used throughout the research 

3.3.1 Approach used 

The adopted approach involves the development of an automated process to create a complete 

geohazard risk assessment framework using 3D (geology-tunnel-buildings) modelling, by 

utilising BIM data and integrating it within the analysis in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., 2016).  

The data integration and management aspects used throughout the research are an integral part 

of the methodology. This is done using both the analysis and the BIM frameworks, with the 

modelling tools providing further options in the findings or supporting the previous 
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frameworks, as required. This section initially describes all these frameworks and data-formats 

in detail. Particular emphasis is given to providing all the data features and their characteristics 

used in the analysis, to provide the risk assessments as well as the integration processes adopted.  

The present methodology used the following digital tools:  

• MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., 2016) was used to develop the analysis and support the 

development of this research;  

• BIM (model) data in Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (buildingSMART, 2017) 

format were employed throughout; 

• SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016) was used for 3D (solid) model visualisations aligned 

with the BIM framework. 

Details about their selection and use are provided in the next subsections. However, to present 

a full picture of the background data integration adopted within this study, the particular data 

input/output mechanism is important to be described. 

3.3.2 Data input/output steps 

The key processes describing the data integration are: 

1. Data input/output and format conversion processes. 

These are the particular format conversions (data input/output) that have taken place in this 

study based on the concept of developing a framework for the integration of the data used within 

this information system. This process is shown in Figure 3.1. The key points used to provide an 

integrated BIM-based geohazard risk assessment tool follow (as presented by Providakis et al. 

(2019)):  
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• The borehole data used is interpolated to form the 3D geological and tunnel models 

and the topography of the area (ground surface); 

• BIM building data used from available IFC model files (Graphisoft, 2018; 

SUPodium, 2018); 

• Data is integrated using the adopted formats that SketchUp (BIM visualisations) and 

MATLAB can recognise and modify (Figure 3.1): 

• The BIM/IFC building data (file) (Graphisoft, 2018; SUPodium, 2018) used 

is imported to SketchUp; 

• SketchUp converts these IFC files to STL (3D Systems, 2017) that is a 

compatible format with MATLAB, and can be used for further analysis; 

• MATLAB reads the STL-building data to create a complete 3D geology-

tunnel-buildings model using 3D solid elements; 

• MATLAB exports the interpolated data of the whole 3D model to SketchUp 

using the embedded API (in Ruby programming language (Ruby, 2017)). 

• Georeferencing of the whole model into BIM, to provide an assessment in relation 

to the exact borehole locations. 

2. Creation of the georeferenced 3D geology-tunnel-building model: The data integration used 

to provide the 3D models using BIM is used throughout this research study.  

 

3. Mesh development: This section explores the data integration for creating the meshing 

requirements of this study.  

 

4. Geospatial modelling tools integration: This describes advanced tools used to enhance the 

visualisations in this study. 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the main data processes in the present study. 

 

Initially, each feature of the integration process used throughout this research is described in 

more detail in the following sections. This is carried out to provide the whole picture of all the 

data and interface interactions and processes involved in the research. 

 

3.3.3 Utilising MATLAB  

The analysis of the geohazard assessment in this study was undertaken using MATLAB 

(Mathworks Inc., 2016). This is a widely adopted software that generates a powerful 

environment for integrated (dynamic) analysis. The tools (and toolboxes/functions) that have 

been developed using this program make it capable of solving complex analytical problems. It 

is commonly utilised in geotechnical analyses, and it could efficiently support the analysis 

objectives in this research, such as a risk assessment tool. It could combine successfully 

complex problems such as soil-structure interactions or other advanced analytical processes 

with time. Its Graphical User Interface (GUI) with its many options and tools is another 
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advantage for its selection. The wide range of format that MATLAB supports, makes it an 

efficient tool for data integration. 

The MATLAB analysis undertaken in this study was produced using predominantly custom-

made scripts. These comprised of functions and tools to create the proposed modelling analysis, 

to support the current methodology. The MATLAB custom-made scripts were based on the 

proposed (geohazard) risk assessment approach, and their use is presented in the Appendix A, 

B, C and D. Where appropriate, MATLAB toolboxes and spatial modelling tools were also 

adapted, as required for the analysis. By way of example, the interpolation was such a method 

employed in the current modelling and geological data analysis regularly. 

MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., 2016) produces the ‘environment’, which apart from performing 

the analyses, could fully support the data integration processes generated within this study. This 

is carried out by creating or using tools that can define all the basic procedures that work in the 

background. It also ‘supplies’ the spatial modelling, visualisation and data analysis tools that 

the framework is based upon, and which is required to develop the whole 3D ground modelling. 

It supports all the processes used, such as data conversions and integration (transfers). 

MATLAB can read the 3D model in the STL format from SketchUp. It should be noted that it 

is not limited to this format and depends on the (BIM) software used. It is also integrated with 

the Application Programming Interface (API) tool used, to export the resulting 3D modelling 

to SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016). The key points related to the use of MATLAB in the current 

research are: 

• Interpolation tools for the 3D geological and tunnel models; 

• Integration with Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018) tools; 

• Generating the mesh; 
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• Conducting the risk assessment analyses; 

• Integration with the API to extract the resulting 3D geological-tunnel-buildings 

model and the risk assessments; 

• Visualisation (2D/3D) of the features investigated. 

The scripts of the MATLAB analysis used are presented throughout the Appendices. 

SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016) was then selected to support the ‘BIM environment’ in the 

research. This was all done using the IFC format (file import/export and edit), which was an 

important reason why this software was chosen. SketchUp can support the BIM framework 

characteristics and it can provide clear 3D modelling, designs and visualisations.   

3.3.4 Utilising SketchUp 

SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016) has been widely adopted in a range of Computer-Aided Design 

(CAD) applications. It could support advanced CAD characteristics by a straightforward 

interface for ‘rapid-sketching’, in this case for the 3D geology-tunnel-buildings models. 

SketchUp provides a straightforward Graphical User Interface (GUI), which enables the user 

to easily import/export BIM models (files), and further modify them using three dimensional 

options (e.g. via IFC format). Additionally, it is widely used among surveyors, engineers and 

designers in various integrated applications, enabling several data format conversions of the 

models. Any design of a model could be (easily/quickly) produced and present its details 

(attributes) in 3D and then be forwarded to clients directly, speeding up such processes. The 

client could then give feedback and request for alterations. Then, the engineer/user can review 

the models until the client is satisfied with the result. 

The present methodology used SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016) as the BIM visualisation 

software. It was the tool used to collect the structural characteristics and integrate the data from 
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the analysis (MATLAB). This is based on the capability of SketchUp to hold and create or edit 

‘attributes’ with information in relation to a specific 3D element (object). In this way the 

advanced characteristics of BIM are effectively implemented. It was used as the 3D 

visualisation software for demonstrating the resulting (3D) models using BIM. Hence, 

SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016) has been utilised in the current study as the tool for data 

integration processes and the 3D (BIM) visualisations. The advantages of using this design tool 

vary: 

• The straightforward Graphical User Interface (GUI) makes it a widely adopted software 

within its field; 

• The BIM environment and background options that it offers including: detail attributes, 

solid objects, groups and components; 

• The interoperability and share-ability using the IFC standards, through importing, 

exporting and converting to this widely used format in BIM, providing full BIM 

framework capabilities; 

• Supports conversions to other widely applied formats of a model, such as to STL; 

• Capable to import/export using numerous broadly employed formats; 

• Design preferences and options for easy 3D object design and manipulation; 

• Compatibility to work with other programs, such as MATLAB; 

• Embedded API version, ready to be used in data integration and further developments; 

• Advanced geo-referencing capabilities if combined and integrated with an analysis 

software. 

SketchUp provided an easy-to-use interface for the resulting multidimensional (BIM) 

visualisations of the analysis. Furthermore, it also enabled the use (and conversion to, if 
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required) of BIM (IFC) data and its conversion to a format capable for export (in this case to 

the STL format). Hence, SketchUp allowed the data transformations/processes in this research. 

The data used in these transformations and the associated processes are described in following 

sections. As a result, it provided the capability of the resulting 3D models to be used by any 

conventional BIM software. Any such software could easily implement and edit the resulting 

models and visualisations of the present study. 

To clarify the digital background used to provide the analysis within this study, a thorough 

description of all the applications involved is required. A tool working within or in combination 

with SketchUp was also required to carry out the analysis of this research. This would provide 

the digital grounds (commands) for assigning and integrating all information between various 

frameworks through an automated method. 

3.3.5 API and Ruby API integration 

The use of an Application Programming Interface (API) tool was important to support the 

objectives of this study, and hence the required data integration. This is an environment that 

enables the capabilities of the software used to be developed or extended, using programming 

within the software. An API uses a particular programming language (and its characteristics) to 

provide the subsequent command lines as required. This varies across different types of 

software and applications used. Recently, the majority of design software has an accompanying 

version of an API to cover any ‘needs for developing’ of a user. This is done via an embedded 

API so as to automatically input more complex and rapid design information, i.e. it can provide 

an environment for transferring (import/export) digital data, and developing advanced 

options/properties and designs, automatically. Digital data management is a particularly 

important process in geoengineering and geoscience, (Parry et al., 2014). Therefore, the 

selection of SketchUp was significantly based on its compatibility with other software. 
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SketchUp provides an embedded API using the Ruby programming language (Trimble Inc., 

2016; Ruby, 2017). 

Ruby was developed by Y. Matsumoto in the late 90s and has been a widely accepted 

programming language (Ruby, 2017). As noted by the developer himself, Ruby reveals advance 

features and capabilities whilst performing, using processes which ‘imitate a natural object’ 

(Ruby, 2017). It offers a flexible object-oriented programming language, which is useful and 

convenient while programming (Ruby, 2017). 

The use of this interface aligned with the development of an automated process. In particular, 

it provides the information that is required for the integration of the MATLAB analysis with 

SketchUp. This information needs to be integrated within the API, to be extracted to SketchUp. 

Thus, by employing it, the post-analysis risk assessment data in combination with all the 3D 

geology-tunnel-buildings model information could be exported to SketchUp, and presented 

clearly in 3D. Hence, it forms an important connection tool in this study, allowing the data to 

be easily exported so as to be visualised and provide the results of the risk assessment. It also 

has to be noted that by using the API, the automated process of developing the 3D models could 

be conducted, i.e. the geometry of the models is defined using the information adopted from 

MATLAB and BIM (SketchUp).  

SketchUp uses a light version of Ruby within its main interface –which is called ‘Ruby console’ 

(Trimble Inc., 2016; Ruby, 2017). In the current research, the API was integrated within 

MATLAB. Further details of this approach are described in the relevant sections related to the 

creation of the 3D models and in the relevant sections in the Appendix A.  

In addition, to provide a clear picture and the background for the data processes/integration 

within the present study, it is important to clearly describe the formats and their interface. The 
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main formats employed to support the integration processes are the IFC and the STL (3D 

systems, 2018), which are described in the following sections. 

 

3.3.6 BIM-IFC 

As previously mentioned, an important advantage of BIM is based on the communication and 

share-ability of a large amount of digital data between users involved in a construction project 

(Eastman, 2011). This process which is known as ‘interoperability’ describes this compatibility, 

share-ability and connectivity of data, and is easily adapted by any relevant user (Miettinen and 

Paavola, 2014). These aspects – which are accounted throughout the present study – made BIM 

to become an important information tool with numerous engineering applications.  

The use of a standardised format was important for the development of BIM framework to 

support the previous indications. Such an open-source format that provides these advances of 

BIM is the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (buildingSMART, 2017). It is a widely adopted 

(accepted) standardised format in BIM across construction projects, globally (Steel et al., 2012). 

IFC are described as an object-oriented system of classes that effectively ‘attribute’ the BIM 

framework (Liebich, 2004). IFC have already been widely used within construction industry in 

numerous projects, and similarly within research applications using BIM. As a standardised 

format it advances communication between the engineers/users through interoperability, and 

the resulting efficiency, supporting BIM throughout all the engineering stages of a construction 

project (Fazio et al., 2007; Nour, 2009; Steel et al., 2012). Therefore, a categorisation in 

different layers or classes according to the position/role in BIM is adopted for a specific object 

(Liebich et al., 2013). 
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In the present methodology the IFC (buildingSMART, 2017) was employed due to the previous 

advantages progressing the compatibility with various modelling tools (interoperability). It 

provided the link between the ground data and the building data used in the present approach. 

It should be mentioned that BIM/IFC files are taken from available files, and not created from 

scratch, as this would be beyond the scope of this study. However, if required this could be 

carried out in future research (more details provided in Chapter 8.2 - Future Work).  

In the present research, the BIM file in IFC format of an already built model of a building in 

Archicad (Graphisoft, 2018) was utilised, which was available from SUplugins (SUPodium, 

2018). This provided a representative example of processing a (3D) BIM/IFC file that holds all 

the required (structural) information for this analysis. SketchUp supports the BIM framework 

advantages by enabling the use (and editing capabilities) of the IFC standards. As a result, this 

initial ‘data process’ of the methodology is related to importing this BIM/IFC file into SketchUp 

(BIM Framework). Hence, all the features required for the following analysis could similarly 

be imported, to support the current aim and methodology. Further details on the BIM/IFC files 

imported follow. 

3.3.6.1 BIM/IFC building model 

The initial conducted data transformation focuses on the building import to SketchUp. The 

representative example of a 3D building was used through the BIM file available from 

SUplugins (SUPodium, 2018) of a low-rise (residential) two-storey masonry structure. It was 

generated in Archicad (Graphisoft, 2018) and contained all the structural information required 

in the present study in IFC standards (buildingSMART, 2017). This building model is shown 

in Figure 3.2a. The structural information is related to the building geometry or dimensions 

information, e.g. size and type of the whole building (building width, building length and 

building height). Likewise, structural elements (slabs, columns, beams, walls etc.), information 
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related to the structure of the building’s spaces (room limits, realised construction, building 

volume etc.) and structural characteristics, i.e. what the structural components are made of, are 

also included within the 3D building model. This is important for relevant integrated modelling 

applications. The BIM/IFC building model has 3D element categories comprising (objects): 

• 22 walls; 

• 14 slabs; 

• 19 columns; 

• 10 beams. 

The building models have a gross plan area from 100 to 300m2. The interior consists of four 

rooms on each floor, with two small outer balconies and a large internal balcony that has glass 

openings up to the ceiling.  

This IFC-model file would represent a building in the campus of the University of Birmingham, 

UK, theoretically located in the southwest part of the campus, as shown in the satellite image 

demonstrated in Figure 3.3. To provide efficient results for decision-making and urban 

planning, a built-up area was required. This was formed by copying the initial BIM building 

model into ten buildings of various sizes, as presented in SketchUp in Figure 3.2b (Providakis 

et al., 2019). These are then superimposed onto the satellite image of the area of interest, as 

shown in Figure 3.3 (adapted from Providakis et al., 2019). 
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Figure 3.2: A view of the BIM/IFC building model (SUPodium, 2018; Graphisoft, 2018) as: (a) 

an individual building and (b) a building block, using SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2018), adapted 

after Providakis et al. (2019). 

 

 

Figure 3.3: A BIM/IFC building model superimposed onto the satellite image of the area, shown 

(a) vertically and (b) with angle (Providakis et al., 2019). 

 

Although beyond the focus of the present study, a level of detail depending on the detail of the 

BIM/IFC models, could be provided. Hence, due to the characteristics (details) of the 3D 

BIM/IFC building models used, technically a subsequent ‘Level of Detail 2 (or LoD 2)’ could 

be implied to have been adopted here (BCA, 2012; CanBIM AEC (CAN) Designers Committee, 

2012; Fai, 2014).  

b) a) 

a) b) 

Scale 1:2800 Scale 1:2800 
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The structural information (3D buildings model) could now be imported to SketchUp (BIM 

framework) to align with the objectives of this study. However, before describing the geometry 

of the 3D geology-tunnel model (with the corresponding mesh), a detailed description of the 

method (format) to transfer it between different frameworks is provided, while keeping all the 

3D model characteristics. This is done due to the use of this format in specific processes, 

described later in detail. Hence, it is evident that apart from the IFC, a format capable to export 

the 3D geology-tunnel-buildings model would provide the link between BIM (visualisations; 

SketchUp) and the analysis framework, and successfully demonstrate this methodology. This 

is the STL format (3D systems, 2018) described in the following section. 

 

3.3.7 STL model 

The digital format used to provide the next link in the data integration processes within the 

current study is the ‘STereoLithography’ or STL format developed by 3D systems (2018). This 

was used in importing/exporting the information of the 3D models including the mesh, which 

is significant for developing the methodology.  

This format is widely used in 3D printing and related applications. It has been also used 

successfully in producing and modifying 3D objects, and therefore it is suited to the aim of this 

study. Recently, it has been used as the interface for the data exchange from design or CAD to 

another object-oriented software (Kumar and Dutta, 1997; Jurrens, 1999; Hague and Reeves, 

2000). It can successfully assign data and geometry for a 3D mesh without referring to any 

other kind of information (Chiu and Tan, 2000; Stroud and Xirouchakis, 2000). It carries the 

required information for producing a mesh for any triangulated 3D (solid) object geometry 

containing surface and vertex data. This is mainly done by dividing a surface into small 
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triangular pieces (facets), which are defined by a vertical direction as well as their three corners 

to align with the vertices -shown in Figure 3.4. STL could simply provide a feasible interface 

for transferring 3D object information between different software. This means that the 

georeferenced location information could be also stored using it, although it provides no initial 

coordinate information for 3D objects by itself. It is widely used due to the relative 

straightforward application and interface, having a simple syntax, using the ASCII or Binary 

type (Liu et al., 2017).  

Among many, the selection of the STL format was based on its ability to hold the appropriate 

information for 3D objects, while being compatible with MATLAB. It was chosen because it 

is supported by SketchUp, which provides a direct conversion (transformation) of the 3D 

models (BIM/IFC models) within it, into this format. In particular, this format supports the data 

of the BIM/IFC building models in SketchUp (BIM) to be exported into MATLAB, for use in 

subsequent analysis. In addition, it could enable the re-transfer of data of 3D modelling data 

within a mesh at a later stage, if needed, as it could support the post-analysis undertaken in 

MATLAB to be imported back from SketchUp, and update the resulting 3D model data.  

 

 

Figure 3.4: An STL facet triangulation through a Counter ClockWise (CCW) order. 
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Therefore, its compatibility and transferability between several frameworks makes this format 

efficient for the present modelling. The adopted approach moves on from the IFC-model file 

import into the BIM visualisation software (SketchUp), and then its conversion into the STL 

format. This takes place within the BIM visualisation software (SketchUp), to allow every 

aspect involved to be further analysed or modelled and modified, i.e. by exporting it to 

MATLAB in this study.  

 

3.3.8 Georeferencing and spatial modelling tools 

An important task required in the present method is the accurate (geo)location of features of a 

3D model (Legat, 2006). A model, and its subsequent features, should be placed correctly to 

provide subsequent accurate and integrated 3D model and analysis resultants. This is achieved 

by their proper georeferenced position (e.g. in a ‘map’ or a 3D model), through a process known 

as georeferencing, which is a common process in geoscience (Li and Briggs, 2008). It allows 

the correct location of features and topological characteristics of a particular area to be 

integrated with different coordinate systems (used by different software). 

This has to be considered in the present study, where the coordinate systems of the BIM/IFC 

building files (Graphisoft, 2018) and those of the rest of the 3D models, i.e. the 3D geology-

tunnel model, which were used in the settlement risk assessment analyses, are different. The 

present approach focuses on 3D modelling of multiple ground-structure interactions. Therefore, 

georeferencing is important to be adapted to align the 3D models used, i.e. the 3D geological, 

3D tunnel and 3D (BIM/IFC) buildings (and the resulting risk-based assessment indications), 

and therefore, yield an accurate modelling. In this case, the 3D BIM buildings were needed to 

be superimposed on the 3D geology-tunnel model to align with the accurate modelling of the 
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ground-building interactions. Therefore, the 3D models used need to align with a common 

(geo)reference system, i.e. the BIM/IFC building files need to have the same coordinate system 

with the rest of the 3D models used in this study. This is carried out in advance by acquiring all 

the digital information for the accurate location of all features. A subsequent method that could 

be used to handle the previous aspects could employ spatial modelling tools. 

The process to define the actual position of a model is a complex task. An approach to achieve 

this would be to use a reference map and the IFC standards to incorporate all the (geo)referenced 

points in the BIM framework. A correlation between those used in the modelling and those used 

in the actual coordinates could be gained using this method. Thus, every feature included in the 

BIM/IFC models could be adapted to the coordinates system assigned and be accurately located.  

This means that an integrated approach to set the successful position using the IFC of BIM file 

features could be developed. IFC has the classes of information to achieve it. In theory, 

longitude, latitude and altitude values in the IfcSite class with adapted offset and true North 

from IfcGeometricRepresentationContext class would achieve a proper georeferencing of a 

subsequent IFC file (buildingSMART, 2017). However, in practice, these classes are mostly 

null, unfilled or incorrectly located. Therefore, consequent classes need to be developed in IFC 

to accommodate this georeferenced position. Based on the previous details, an alternative 

method had to be implemented in the current methodology. 

 

3.3.8.1 Georeference transformation  

Initially, the actual position is described by a Geographic Coordinates System (GCS). In 

contrast, the BIM/IFC (building) files do not indicate a relevance to those systems and their 
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features are normally described using a Cartesian coordinate system. BIM/IFC models mainly 

align with the (default) Cartesian coordinates of the software used, originating in (0, 0, 0).  

In the present approach, the conversion to a GCS has been employed to align with the actual 

(earth) coordinates using angular units, the prime meridian and the datum of the spheroid. 

Therefore, a coordinate transformation had to take place. The British National Grid ‘OSG-36’ 

system commonly used in the UK is selected, to provide the new system and a transformation 

to this GCS should be generated. This is done on the STL buildings exported from SketchUp, 

which are converted to the “OSG-36” and now align with the borehole data used in the study 

area.  

A georeferenced position of the (3D) BIM/IFC building models was generated by a method of 

locating its features and adjusting their information, using the STL format. A coordinate 

transformation for the valid position of a 3D model was conducted, using the 3D affine 

transformation Equation (3.5), where (STL’s) coordinates (x, y, z) was given, and the offset (w) 

represents the distance from the origin (0, 0, 0). 

[

𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑑 
𝑒 𝑓 𝑔 ℎ 
𝑖  𝑗 𝑘 𝑙

𝑚 𝑛 𝑜 𝑝

] 𝑥 [

𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
𝑤

] = [

𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 + 𝑐𝑧 + 𝑑𝑤
𝑒𝑥 + 𝑓𝑦 + 𝑔𝑧 + ℎ𝑤
𝑖𝑥 + 𝑗𝑦 + 𝑘𝑧 + 𝑙𝑤

𝑚𝑥 + 𝑛𝑦 + 𝑜𝑧 + 𝑝𝑤

]    (3.5) 

This was adopted by MATLAB through implementing related affine transformation functions 

to translate and set the (3D) STL model correctly. The current process keeps the lines or 

polygons in space, and allows the model to rotate, scale and be translated again.  

This STL setup is presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. BIM/IFC building models could now be 

ready to be correctly placed onto the 3D geology-tunnel model. This process aligns with the 

borehole data records adopted from the study area. The buildings on their actual location after 
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the transformation took place are then shown in Figure 3.7 (using a satellite image for reference 

on SketchUp). Further detail about MATLAB tools used during this analysis is presented in the 

Appendix A. 

The next section describes the creation of 3D geology and tunnel models, as well as the mesh 

generation. This would provide a robust understanding of the details for the 3D modelling used, 

completing a full description of each part of the data processes in this research. 

  

 

Figure 3.5: The STL buildings in the local coordinate system of the BIM framework, initially, 

demonstrated using MATLAB (Providakis et al., 2019). 
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Figure 3.6: The STL buildings converted to the OSD-36 coordinate system, as shown in 

MATLAB (Providakis et al., 2019). 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Buildings on their georeferenced position in actual topography using BIM 

(SketchUp) after Providakis et al. (2019). 

Scale 1:3000 
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3.3.9 3D modelling  

The mesh generation is an important part of the 3D modelling processes. To understand the 

theoretical background of meshing, the geometry of 3D models had to be initially considered. 

3D modelling introduces several elements connected together through several geometries, e.g. 

surfaces and faces. These create a 3D object existing within a 3D environment. This process 

consists of point data, which could be presented in various ways. 3D models could be: solids –

which are specified by their volume, or boundaries – which are specified by their surface 

boundaries. Common graphical interfaces align with boundaries, through considering the 

exterior visualisation characteristics. A widely used example is the polygon mesh.  

3.3.9.1  Polygon mesh 

A polygon mesh brings together vertices, edges and faces to form a (3D) polyhedron. This is 

important in 3D modelling. More specifically, the triangulated mesh is widely used, although 

quadrilaterals, convex, and others (polygonal shapes of faces) may also be employed. A 

particular polygon mesh is utilised depending on the objectives of the 3D modelling 

process/application, and numerous methods have been proposed to adapt them. 

Since there are various types of modelling elements, a particular polygon mesh could be 

associated with one. The selection also depends on the objectives. By way of example, a surface 

is commonly applied in graphical interfaces. Such (polygon) mesh elements, as shown in Figure 

3.8a, and form 3D objects through corresponding information could be the: 

• Vertex: A specified point of a data record; 

• Edge: A union of vertices; 

• Face: A closed group of edges; 

• Polygon: Coplanar faces. Similar to a face, depending on the case and program; 
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• Surface: a closed group of faces. 

There are various approaches to store such element information, which describe a resulting 

(Polygon) mesh (Xiaodong, 2002). Such an approach is the Face-Vertex mesh, which is broadly 

implemented in graphical interfaces – an example is demonstrated in Figure 3.8b. This approach 

was utilised in the current study, to store the element information of the 3D models that were 

developed. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: (a) Polygon mesh modelling elements represented by corresponding colours, and 

(b) an example of a Face-Vertex mesh approach through a specific vector, V6. 

 

A 3D geological (ground) model is similarly developed. It comprises of ‘interface’ models, 

which use geometrical surfaces via a mesh generation through several methods, or 3D objects 

of various 3D geometries and boundaries, which use polygon meshes (Mei, 2014).  

(a) (b) 
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Therefore, the development of a mesh is crucial in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) modelling 

and geological modelling. In theory, mesh generation is the process of subdividing an object 

into a grid of cells of several geometries to simulate it. A ‘Finite Element Method analysis’-

type mesh is typically used in engineering simulation applications. Its role is to hold information 

to support the modelling (carry out the analysis). 

3.3.9.2 Mesh generation 

Meshing is therefore key to provide the proposed approach. It provides the environment for 

holding (and adapting) all the data used. To carry out the objectives in this study, a (polygon) 

mesh has been developed. It stored, and transferred between software, the required 

(geological/structural) data. A mesh that is integrated with BIM was used to store the 

geotechnical/geological analysis data.  

In the present methodology, to generate the (polygon) mesh, the Delaunay Triangulation 

method (Delaunay, 1934) was used. This method assures that a ‘circumcircle’ provided to every 

triangle includes no other point within it (Rajan, 1994). A relevant demonstration of this method 

is given in Figure 3.9. As Mei (2014) states, this is a “straight-line dual structure” use of the 

Voronoi diagram (Dirichlet, 1850; Voronoi, 1908; Rajan, 1994). These diagrams are widely 

used in relevant applications to represent relationships for proximity of set of points (using the 

nearest-neighbour rule), and have been conducted by implementing several algorithms (Golias 

and Dutton, 1997; Mei, 2014). Delaunay Triangulation of 3D points is provided using 

tetrahedra. Delaunay triangulation is a very common approach for meshing, according to Mei 

(2014), with several algorithmic methods which have been developed to apply it, and the most 

common one to be the incremental algorithms of Lawson (1977) and the Bowyer-Watson 

(Bowyer, 1981; Watson, 1981). Delaunay triangulation operates by creating triangles using 

known points as vertices (Mei, 2014). However, when points and segments together need to be 
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also triangulated, a ‘constrained Delaunay triangulation’ (Lee and Lin, 1986; Chew, 1989), 

could be conducted as noted by Mei (2014). By way of example, a mesh using formed by 

Delaunay Triangulation is demonstrated in Figure 3.10, adapted after Shewchuk (2002).  

 

Figure 3.9: A simple example of the Delaunay triangulation method. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: An example of a mesh by Delaunay triangulation (Shewchuk, 2002). 

 

In more detail, a matrix representing a set of points for the triangulation is formed, the size of 

which depends on the number of triangles (or tetrahedra), while its rows specify those triangles 

through indices associated with the points (Mathworks Inc., 2016). Delaunay triangulation has 
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been extensively utilised in the present methodology to generate the mesh and for interpolation, 

and to create the 3D geology-tunnel models.  

A process to connect triangulated surfaces, forming the intersections of a mesh, could be 

provided using Boolean operations. Boolean operation algorithms have been widely used in 

(3D) modelling (Mei, 2014). More specifically, a Boolean operation has been also adopted here 

for estimating the intersections, in combination with the Delaunay triangulation, to finalise the 

3D tunnel mesh.  

More specifically, the mesh is generated using a combination of custom-made scripts 

(functions) of Delaunay triangulation and Boolean operation, using MATLAB. Further details 

are provided in the Appendix A. In this research, a typical mesh grid (of the 3D models used) 

is generated, which is similar to the mesh used in FEM models. The generation of this type of 

mesh means that potentially an integration with a FEM software could be possible, and hence 

following assessments using, for example, a FEM analysis, could be made available. 

 

3.3.9.3 Creation of the 3D models 

The 3D modelling within this study follows on from the mesh generation, to create the 

(geometry of the) georeferenced 3D geological and tunnel models. The creation could now be 

individually described. This was mainly based on the data processes (which supported their 

development). An example demonstrating the MATLAB outcomes of these processes of 3D 

modelling is presented in Figure 3.11. It is important to note that they are generated performing 

interpolation in MATLAB. 
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Figure 3.11: Demonstrations of the 3D modelling outcomes here using MATLAB (Mathworks 

Inc., 2016): (a) of the whole 3D model and (b) of the 3D geology. 
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Interpolation is a process associated with (geo)statistics, which is widely adapted in 3D 

(geological) modelling (He et al., 2008; Royse et al., 2009; Dong et al., 2014). This method is 

used to predict spatial distributions of a geological data in points that available records exist, as 

described by Thierry et al. (2009). This is done by assigning the data of the geological layers, 

their margins and their properties, around an available borehole (or other source) data, while 

considering the relevant uncertainties (Dong et al., 2014). To develop the 3D model, 

interpolation of properties at the locations of nodes of defined grid takes place, as noted by 

Chiles and Delfiner (2009). The level of the top and the thickness of the layer are obtained, and 

then the bottom could be easily estimated (by subtracting them) (Thierry et al., 2009).  

In the present methodology, the (3D) spatial distribution of the points around the boreholes was 

obtained by interpolation from the borehole data. This provided the geometrical and 

geotechnical/geological information required for the whole 3D modelling, using MATLAB. As 

already noted, Delaunay triangulation for interpolation was used to provide the 3D geology-

tunnel model, (acquiring information from the borehole data) to define the strata (geology) and 

the boundaries (tunnel).  

Likewise, the resulting risk assessment visualisations (as described in the following chapters of 

this study, which were developed as 3D layers) are generated by interpolation. In particular, the 

settlement risk distributions (visualisations) were produced using kriging interpolation, as 

described in relevant sections in Chapter 5.  

The topography of the ground surface of the area was developed by (Delaunay) interpolation, 

using the available borehole data. To demonstrate this interpolation process, an example is 

illustrated in Figure 3.12, where topographical (and the groundwater) data is processed. 

Information with respect to the specific model creation is given in the following sections.  
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Figure 3.12: A demonstration of the interpolation of, for instance, the groundwater table 

fluctuation and the topography –using interpolated values taken from borehole data, which was 

adopted during the 3D modelling process (Chapter 5) from MATLAB. 

 

The next sections provide details about an important aspect in the present methodology in 

relation to the data processes, i.e. the creation of the georeferenced 3D geological and tunnel 

models (geometry) using interpolation. These are presented individually in the following 

subsections.  

3.3.9.3.1 3D geology model 

The georeferenced 3D geology is developed using (Delaunay) triangulation for interpolation in 

MATLAB. This process generated the geological layers information for the 3D geology model, 

using borehole data (Providakis et al., 2019).  
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Interpolation (using Delaunay triangulation) was carried out, yielding the top and the bottom 

surface of the layer, using its thickness, and then joining them into a single layer (stratum). 

Boundaries of the geological strata could be provided by a Delaunay triangulation algorithm 

(MATLAB). This was an efficient approach, providing complex modelling outcomes for any 

type of geological layers. In particular, the estimation of the thickness of the topsoil is provided 

by subtracting the available Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data of the depth of the first layer 

boundary, which is taken from borehole data (with accurate borehole locations). In addition, 

the overlapping of geological layer surfaces is negligible. However, there is a limitation in a 

single-layer interpolation, in the case of large gaps between data points. In the present method, 

elevations of single-layer surfaces were adjusted to their full extent below the layer or when a 

gap exists. In addition, to ensure there were not any visible and non-visible gaps or overlapping, 

the bottom surface is made to be in alignment with the top surface of the layer below. 

However, the process of producing the DEM of the study area was challenging, due to the lack 

of open-access DEM data for the specific area. Therefore, the elevation data was taken from 

Google Earth (Google Inc, 2018) by collating data for the elevation of 200 onsite spots on 

Google Earth Pro (Google Inc, 2015). This produced a DEM for the topography of the 

corresponding area investigated. This was sufficient to demonstrate the proposed framework. 

It also aligns with the objectives in this research, although more detailed approaches could be 

used in other studies, depending on their aim and the desired DEM specifications.  

As noted, the transfer of the 3D geology model from MATLAB (as shown in Figure 3.11b), 

into SketchUp was made available using the integrated Ruby API (Ruby, 2017). 

The resulting georeferenced 3D geology using this approach is illustrated using various views 

in Figure 3.13. The (georeferenced) 3D ground modelling task was achieved using borehole 
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data, and the geological information is taken from the corresponding logs. Other relevant data 

used was derived from available geological data and 2D maps of the study area. More details 

regarding the specifications and the data mining are provided in the following chapters. Further 

information is provided in the Appendix A. 

 

3.3.9.3.2 3D tunnel model 

The next stage was to produce the georeferenced 3D tunnel model and place it within the 3D 

geology model. This was generated by a cylindrical surface (Delaunay) triangulation. A 

cylindrical surface of a tunnel centreline was produced, using representative values of diameter 

and depth. 

In addition, the reported methodology employed the differential Boolean operation function 

between the geological model mesh and the tunnel model’s mesh, within MATLAB. In this 

way, an integrated 3D geology-tunnel model (mesh) was generated, as presented with different 

views in Figures 3.13(a, c) and 3.14. This model is provided using the Ruby API (Ruby, 2017), 

which exports the generated data needed from MATLAB to SketchUp. Technical information 

and custom-made scripts used are presented in the Appendix A. 
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(Figure 3.13 continues in the following page) 

Tunnel 

(a) 

(b) Scale 1:1200 

Scale 1:2800 
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Figure 3.13: Alternative views (a, b) and an exploded view (c) of the resulting 3D geological 

and tunnel models, using SketchUp after the approach of Providakis et al. (2019).  

 

 

 

(Figure 3.14 continues in the following page) 
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Figure 3.14: 3D Tunnel object by a (a) wider and (b) closer view in SketchUp. 

 

In terms of the resulting BIM visualisations the tunnel was a 3D object placed within the 3D 

geology model. The idea was to generate ground-structure interactions caused by tunnelling, 

and hence several positions of the tunnel with respect to the adjacent buildings could be 

provided.  

3.3.9.4 3D objects concept 

Key in this methodology was that the BIM building information was converted using SketchUp 

to a compatible format with MATLAB so that the analysis could take place. This took place 

after importing those models into SketchUp using IFC. The resulting analysis could now 

include ground (adapted from MATLAB) and structural information (BIM) to be assessed 

Scale 1:600 
(b) 
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within MATLAB. This information could then be exported to SketchUp to visualise clearly the 

results (or to be extracted to other BIM software, if required), as presented in the previous 

section (Chapman et al., 2019; Providakis et al., 2019). The resulting geohazard risk assessment 

visualisations (described in the following chapters of this research) are provided as an extra 

layer (which is a 3D solid object (Chapman et al., 2019; Providakis et al., 2019)). Hence, all the 

geotechnical/geological and structural information required, which is taken from the prior 

analysis is then ‘projected’ onto this layer. 

In the proposed approach, the data integration using the power of BIM provided the 3D 

geology-tunnel-building models. The idea was to use the data integration aspects of this 

research to provide a tool which could be compatible with other modelling/analysis and 

visualisation tools to align with sustainable decision-making. 

3.3.10 Integration with geospatial and secondary assessment tools 

Further modelling and visualisation tools have been used to achieve an adequate risk assessment 

that was integrated with BIM. This was done using, and integrating with, Google Earth Pro 

(Google Inc, 2015) and Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018) tools. In fact, Google Earth Pro 

(Google Inc, 2015), which is a widely used mapping tool, is regularly utilised for geo-related 

applications, such as the one described here. It can be used as a ‘spatial modelling tool’ or as a 

3D modelling tool for detailed visualisation or support.  

Visualisation applications using Google Earth (Google Inc, 2018) are provided in the following 

chapters. These included integrated views of satellite images/maps for the generated 3D models 

and assessments, such as the locations of boreholes. This could provide further understanding, 

and therefore support the analysis. Maps of the study areas have been imported from Google 
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Earth showing the actual site and area of investigations. These ‘maps’ are also marked with 

features to provide a better understanding of the processes used by showing: 

• spots of the location of boreholes; 

• 3D borehole log ‘tubes’ objects on those locations;  

• analysis resultants, i.e. maps with contourlines, for enhanced visualisations of the 

distribution of parameters after the analysis.  

An integration of the present analysis data with Google Earth (Google Inc., 2016) has been 

achieved. This used the Keyhole Markup Language (KML), which is currently incorporated 

into Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018). It is an accepted format for indicating geographic 

information visually, typically implemented in Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018) and Google 

Earth Pro (Google Inc., 2015). In this study, a conversion of the borehole and analysis 

information used was done to KML by producing subsequent custom scripts and adapting a 

toolbox using MATLAB (details in the Appendix A) (Mathworks Inc., 2016). These provided 

the geographic information for the borehole locations, the borehole logs as tubes placed on 

those locations and the contourlines from the present analysis data. In addition, the (Google 

Earth) spatial modelling tools allowed to generate topographic measurements, supporting the 

present methodology. As noted previously, this is generated by collating the elevations of on-

site points in Google Earth Pro (Google Inc., 2015). Further details about this process given in 

Appendix A. 

Finally, the idea was to create a preliminary assessment tool to advance ground investigation, 

and hence a more detailed or ‘secondary’ analysis software (tool) to be able to use the 

information (results) from the present framework. Therefore, the proposed approach makes all 

the information (data from the proposed tool) to be compatible with another analysis software 
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(tool). Hence, the information from this tool could be processed to another software, which 

could allow a more detailed analysis to follow, as required. By way of example, an integration 

with a FEM analysis software for a ‘secondary’ assessment analysis is made available. 

3.4 Methodology structure 

The relationship between Chapters 4, 5 and 6 is presented in Figure 3.15. In addition, the 

structure of the whole approach is presented in a flow chart in Figure 3.16. In this flow chart, 

the chapters (steps of the processes used) are presented using different colours (Figure 3.16). 

The data processes to create the 3D geology-tunnel-building model (black colour) produced the 

basis of the whole modelling, where the rest of the framework is built upon. The analysis and 

resulting visualisations steps of Chapter 4 are shown in blue. Likewise, the steps of Chapter 5 

are shown in green. Chapter 6 follows on from (the initial analysis) stage of Chapter 4, and then 

proceeds along the orange (analysis) steps of the flow chart.  

 

Figure 3.15: The relationship between Chapters 4, 5 and 6.  
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Figure 3.16: The research methodology.  
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4 TUNNELLING-INDUCED SETTLEMENT HAZARD ESTIMATION USING 

ANALYTICAL MODELS AND BIM 

4.1 Overview 

In this chapter, the previously described methodology (Chapter 3) is applied to develop a 

framework for assessing geohazard risk, in this case tunnel-induced ground settlement. In this 

chapter particularly, the risk is estimated by exploring the tunnelling-induced Settlement 

Hazard. This is done by employing Analytical methods and building damage assessments to 

identify the building damage. This is applied in this research, for example, for a tunnel 

construction in a soft ground. A tunnelling-induced ground settlement risk analysis is initially 

proposed using empirical/analytical models, under ‘green-field’ conditions, through the 

resulting settlement trough (Peck, 1969). Among many methods, a widely used analytical 

method is adopted here, as a representative example, to build this methodology proposed by 

Loganathan and Poulos (1998) and Loganathan (2011). 

In addition, a robust settlement risk assessment analysis would be achieved by exploring the 

Settlement Hazard with respect to the building characteristics. Therefore, this takes place in two 

phases. A Phase 1 Building damage assessment, where the damage extent of this Hazard is 

provided through. Buildings with a higher (moderate to high) risk proceed to a Phase 2 Building 

Damage Assessment, which investigates the damage severity of this Hazard. This secondary 

Building Damage Assessment (Phase 2) provides detailed damage indications for every 

building using the critical tensile strains (Limiting Tensile Strain Method –LTSM) involving 

the ‘hogging’ or ‘sagging’ (from the settlement trough) states in relation to a building (Burland 

et al., 1977; Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996). Integration with BIM takes place to extract 

geotechnical and structural parameters from the available building models used (e.g. building 
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dimensions and structural component information), as described in Chapter 3 (Methodology) 

and presented by Providakis et al. (2019). 

This would provide a 3D georeferenced ‘map’, using the Ordnance Survey’s (OS) coordinate 

system that clearly models the investigated urban area via generating 3D geological-tunnel-

buildings models, using BIM. In addition, 3D geohazard ‘maps’ with the boundaries of the 

zones affected, in this case due to the Settlement Hazard caused by a tunnel construction, using 

Phase 1 assessment, are provided. This is conducted by risk-based colourmaps of the ground 

surface and buildings. In Phase 2, the demonstrations finalise the current settlement risk 

assessment via showing each building damage risk caused by this Settlement Hazard. A flow 

chart showing the method used is demonstrated in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1: A flow chart showing the methodology adopted in Chapter 4 (after Providakis et 

al., 2019). 
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4.2 Previous studies to estimate ground movements due to tunnel construction 

The methodology in this study uses the ground settlement caused by tunnel construction to 

provide a representative example of a geohazard. Hence, to provide a robust analysis for an 

information system using this geohazard, its detailed characteristics and estimation methods are 

required.  

There has been a large amount of research on adapting methods to estimate ground settlements 

due to tunnelling (Giardina et al., 2018; Ding et al., 2019). These have been focused on soft 

ground –in this study soil to soft rocks are accounted. They have been categorised as empirical, 

analytical and numerical methodologies (models). A detailed description of the 

specifications/characteristics of their use in relevant applications is provided in the next section. 

4.2.1 Settlement trough 

Empirical/analytical methodologies have been widely used to estimate tunnelling-induced 

ground settlements, relating to soft grounds. They use an inverted Gaussian curve, known as 

‘settlement trough’, to describe those settlements under greenfield conditions, as presented in 

Figure 4.2. This curve is formed (under green-field conditions) to provide the ground movement 

characteristics (Peck, 1969). This curve has the largest settlement depth directly above the 

tunnel centreline. The curve is divided into the hogging and sagging parts (which are described 

in a following section in this chapter). The settlement trough in relation to the tunnel is shown 

in Figure 4.2.  

4.2.2 Empirical methods 

The use of the settlement trough and its relevant characteristics are important in achieving the 

best possible results, using an empirical approach. The tunnelling induced settlement is 
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provided by estimating the maximum settlement. This is carried out along the sagging and 

hogging parts of the curve, created above the centreline of the tunnel, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: The settlement trough developed about a tunnel in soft ground, adapted from 

O'Reilly and New (1982), Rankin (1988), Clarke and Laefer (2014) and Providakis et al. (2019). 

 

4.2.2.1 Surface settlement 

Peck (1969) collated several in-situ data to provide an estimation of this settlement cause by 

tunnel construction, implementing the settlement trough, as shown in Equation (4.1).  

𝑆 = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ exp (
−𝑥2

2𝑖2 )       (4.1) 

where S is the transverse settlement with a distance x from the tunnel’s centreline; Smax is the 

maximum settlement at x=0; i is the point of inflection with values depending on relevant 

ground parameters. 
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Table 4.1 lists i values, which are proposed by several studies on tunnelling-induced ground 

movements. This indicated the significant impact of the ground conditions and properties on 

the resulting i value. 

 

Table 4.1: Recommended i values with respect to the ground (where H is the depth of the tunnel 

springline and R is the radius of the tunnel) (table adapted from Loganathan, 2011). 

Name  i value Comment 

Peck (1969) 𝑖

𝑅
= (

𝐻

2𝑅
)𝑛: n=0.8 to 1.0 Based on field observations. 

Atkinson and 

Potts (1979) 

𝑖 = 0.25(𝐻 + 𝑅) for loose sand 

𝑖 = 0.25(1.5𝐻 + 0.5𝑅) for dense 

over-consolidated clay 

Based on field observations and 

model tests. 

O’Reilly and New 

(1982) 

𝑖 = 0.43𝐻 + 1.1 for cohesive soil 

𝑖 = 0.28𝐻 − 0.1 for granular soil 

Based on field observations of 

tunnels in the UK. 

Mair (1993) 𝑖 = 0.5𝐻 Based on field observations 

worldwide and centrifuge test. 

Attewell (1977) 𝑖

𝑅
= 𝑎(

𝐻

2𝑅
)𝑛 : a=1 and n=1 Based on field observations on 

tunnels in the UK. 

Clough and 

Schmidt (1981) 

𝑖

𝑅
= 𝑎(

𝐻

2𝑅
)𝑛 : a=1 and n=0.8 Based on field observations on 

tunnels in the US. 

 

Among the parameters involved in the settlement estimations, the volume loss was important 

to be estimated. This parameter provides important information about the ground deformation 
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above the tunnel centreline. Hence, Mair (1993) provided Equation (4.2) for the maximum 

ground settlement due to tunnelling.  

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
0.313ε0𝐷2

𝑖
       (4.2) 

where ε0 is the average ground loss; D the tunnel diameter; 𝑖 is the inflection point. 

 

However, there are some limitations when using empirical methods in relevant studies, which 

need to be considered, as implied by Chapman et al. (2017). Rankin (1988) and Chapman et al. 

(2017) noted that these could be associated with:  

• subsurface and horizontal ground movement prediction inaccuracies, and 

• limitations due to ground variability problems.  

The next part of the empirical methods for the ground settlement concerns the subsurface 

movements. Typical estimations for this type of ground movements for different ground 

conditions were proposed by Atkinson and Potts (1979) and Mair (1993), in which a Gaussian 

curve is also produced alongside tunnelling excavations. More detailed aspects of these ground 

movements are provided by Chapman et al. (2017). 

Empirical methods were broadly used for these tunnel-induced ground movements. However, 

ground variability and the need to use complex properties lead to the implementation of the 

analytical methods for ground movement estimations.  

 

4.2.3 Analytical methods 

Efficient findings have been obtained from the empirical approaches in estimating (correlating 

parameters inducing) the subsequent settlement due to tunnel construction developments. 
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However, they do not account for all the factors involved. Hence, analytical methodologies 

have been widely accepted and used for the estimation of the tunnelling-induced settlements. 

Advanced relevant approaches to assess related settlement risk, considering all the factors 

involved, have been generated.  

Analytical methods used ‘closed-form’ equations to estimate efficiently tunnel induced 

settlements. In fact, their successful application involves carefully taking into consideration of 

(Loganathan, 2011; Giardina et al., 2018): 

• construction approach used, such as Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) specifications; 

• tunnel geometrical characteristics; 

• groundwater; 

• initial stress-state; 

• strains and stresses within the tunnelling soil layer. 

Initially, tunnel induced ground settlements occurring in a homogeneous, isotropic and 

incompressible soil were estimated by Sagaseta (1987) via incorporating volume (ground) loss 

findings of the involved soil, which is indicated from the ground surface. This was enhanced to 

a homogeneous but elastic ground by Verruijt and Booker (1996). Extended settlement 

outcomes of incorporating the Poisson’s ratio in addition to ‘oval-shaped’ deformations of the 

tunnel centreline were also obtained by Verruijt and Booker (1996). Thus, Equations (4.3) and 

(4.4) are provided, for ground settlement and horizontal movements, respectively (Verruijt and 

Booker, 1996). 

𝑈𝑧 = −휀𝑅2 (
𝑧1

𝑟1
2 +

𝑧2

𝑟2
2) + 𝛿𝑅2 (

𝑧1(𝑘𝑥2−𝑧1
2)

𝑟1
4 +

𝑧2(𝑘𝑥2−𝑧2
2)

𝑟2
4 ) +

2 𝑅2

𝑚
(

(𝑚+1)𝑧2

𝑟2
2 +

𝑚𝑧(𝑥2−𝑧2
2)

𝑟2
4 ) −

2𝛿𝑅2ℎ(
𝑥2−𝑧2

2

𝑟2
4 +

𝑚

𝑚+1

2𝑧𝑧2(3𝑥2−𝑧2
2)

𝑟2
6 )       (4.3) 
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𝑈𝑥 = −휀𝑅2 (
𝑥

𝑟1
2 +

𝑥

𝑟2
2) + 𝛿𝑅2 (

𝑧1(𝑥2−𝑘𝑧1
2)

𝑟1
4 +

𝑥(𝑥2−𝑘𝑧2
2)

𝑟2
4 ) −

2 𝑅2

𝑚
(

1

𝑟2
2 +

𝑚𝑧𝑧2

𝑟2
4 ) −

4𝛿𝑅2𝑥𝐻

𝑚+1
(

𝑧2

𝑟2
4 +

𝑚𝑧(𝑥2−3𝑧2
2)

𝑟2
6 )          (4.4) 

where ε: uniform radial ground loss; δ: ground deformation due to the ovalisation of tunnel 

lining (long term); z1 = z-H; z2 = z+H; r1
2 = x2+z1

2; r2
2 = x2+z2

2; R: tunnel radius; H: tunnel 

axis depth; m = 1/(1-2v); k = v/(1-v); ν: Poisson’s ratio of the soil. 

 

The previous indications were revised by Loganathan and Poulos (1998), who specified 

boundary conditions accounting for the ground (volume) loss while tunnelling. Additionally, 

Loganathan and Poulos (1998) explained that ground deformation takes place along several 

construction phases, creating an oval-shaped vacuum around the tunnel with 75% within the 

crown area.  

To provide the ground deformation characteristics, the subsequent ground loss characteristics 

should be defined, as mentioned by Loganathan and Poulos (1998), who enhanced the 

indications of Verruijt and Booker (1996). The wedge angle, known as limit angle (β), β = 45°+ 

φ/2 (where φ is the friction angle), is drawn from the parallel line to the ground surface that 

passes through the tunnel centre (spring line) to the settlement trough width on the ground 

surface, as shown in Figure 4.3 (Loganathan, 2011). In addition, Loganathan (2011) explained 

that sandy soils have an angle of β = 45°+ φ/2. For clays, this angle is assumed to be almost 

equal to β=45° (Cording and Hansmire, 1975). As a result, most of the ground movements are 

within this angle frame (wedge). Successful estimations have also been provided using the 

closed-form equations for each ground movement, which were adopted by Loganathan and 

Poulos (1998). 
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Figure 4.3: Ground deformations and ground loss characteristics (adapted from Loganathan 

and Poulos, 1998; Loganathan, 2011) (where εx,z is the equivalent ground loss parameter). 

 

4.2.3.1 Surface settlement 

Hence, efficient estimations for the surface settlements could be obtained using the Equation 

(4.5) by Loganathan and Poulos (1998) and Loganathan (2011). 

𝑈𝑧=0 = 휀0𝑅2 4𝐻(1−𝜈)

𝐻2+𝑥2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

1.38𝑥2

(𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽+𝑅)2
}      (4.5) 

where R is the radius of the tunnel, z is the depth below ground-surface, H is the depth of tunnel 

axis level, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of soil, ε0 is the average ground loss ratio (not a displacement), 

x is the lateral distance from the tunnel centreline, and β is the Limit angle: β= 45 + φ/2 and φ 

is the friction angle. 
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Equation (4.5) (Loganathan and Poulos, 1998; Loganathan, 2011) provides a successful 

estimation of ground movements, accounting numerous factors in the relevant analysis (closed-

form equation). Hence, it could be considered an applicable approach among analytical 

methods, and this explains its wider use in relevant research studies. Therefore, it is selected to 

provide the analysis parts in the present study. 

Except the surface ground movements, analytical models have been conducted for the 

estimation of subsurface movements, such as by Loganathan and Poulos (1998) and Loganathan 

(2011). It is decided that this study will not focus on these ground movements, although future 

work based on the present framework, could be developed. 

4.2.3.2 Horizontal movement 

In addition, another important aspect is that the vertical is double the horizontal movement at 

spots on the tunnel’s springline, as stated by Loganathan and Poulos (1998). The horizontal 

movements or lateral deformation is provided using the closed-form Equation (4.6) by 

Loganathan and Poulos (1998) and Loganathan (2011). 

𝑈𝑥 = −휀0𝑅2𝑥[
1

𝑥2+(𝐻−𝑧)2 +
3−4𝑣

𝑥2+(𝐻+𝑧)2 −
4𝑧(𝑧+𝐻)

(𝑥2+(𝐻+𝑧)2)2] ∙ exp {− [
1.38𝑥2

(𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽+𝑅)2 +
0.69𝑧2

𝐻2 ]} 

           (4.6) 

where R is the tunnel radius; z is the depth below ground surface; H is the depth to tunnel axis; 

ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the soil; ε0 is the average ground loss ratio (no displacement); x is the 

lateral distance from tunnel centreline; β is the Limit angle of 45 + φ/2. 

 

Apart from the empirical/analytical, the numerical models have been also studied thoroughly 

for estimating the settlements due to tunnelling. These advanced methods use more intensive 

computer-aided data and analyses. 
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4.2.4 Numerical methods 

Numerical methods are widely employed in engineering analyses, including tunnelling 

analyses. Their wide use is based on their advanced analyses to handle complex and ground 

characteristics, their geometries, and on the large amount of ground data records, e.g. the 

borehole data. By way of example, Xie, et al. (2016), Giardina et al. (2017), Avgerinos et al. 

(2017), Amorosi et al., (2019) and Ding et al. (2019) achieved reasonable results on several 

case studies, however it was noted that limitations could occur. 

The broad use of numerical analyses and consequently FEM modelling is also associated to 

complex ground estimations. Therefore, a substantial computer use and capacity would be 

required and accompanied with computer expertise. Relevant research is so far ambiguous, 

concerning an appropriate method for the estimation of tunnel-induced settlements, and 

although it could be based on the objectives of a study, attention needs to be given on 

(Loganathan, 2011): 

• Soil-structure interactions alongside the tunnel centreline; 

• The impact from the ground loss; 

• The stress/strain characteristics of the soil along the tunnel centreline. 

 

4.2.5 Summary of the methods 

To sum up, the previously described methods have been adopted for the estimation of the 

settlement caused by a tunnel construction. As noted, Equation (4.5) after Loganathan and 

Poulos (1998) and Loganathan (2011) is employed here in combination with building damage 

assessments to provide a representative analysis for the ground-building interactions and 

elaborate the present methodology. These building damage assessments which were used 
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within this part of the methodology, are described in the following sections. But, initially, the 

study area that the current 3D modelling takes place has to be described. 

 

4.3 Georeferenced 3D geology-tunnel-buildings model of the study area 

A 3D model has been developed, using the data process and integration aspects, as described 

in the Methodology (Chapter 3). This is achieved by the use of a georeferenced 3D geological, 

tunnel and building model (which includes a typical mesh to assign and transfer the information 

(section 3.3.9)).  

In this chapter, a study area was selected to provide the initial source of geological information 

(from borehole records), as shown in Figure 4.4 (Google Earth, 2018). This site was chosen to 

provide the 3D underground modelling and settlement risk assessment for this study due to the 

availability of ground investigation data in relation to the construction of the new National 

Buried Infrastructure Facility (NBIF). The ground investigations took place between 2016 and 

2017 and consisted of 9 boreholes. Their locations are demonstrated in Figure 4.5 (Google 

Earth, 2018), in which two representative borehole (BH2, BH3) data examples used, were 

marked. The georeferenced 3D shallow subsurface model consists of 3D geological strata, and 

this section utilized the borehole records data from those ground investigations. 
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Figure 4.4: The location of the study area of this chapter using a satellite image by Google Earth 

(Google Inc., 2018) adapted from Providakis et al. (2019). 

 

 

Figure 4.5: The location of the boreholes used, using a satellite image by Google Earth (2018) 

(Providakis et al., 2019). Boreholes BH2, BH3 are marked. 

 

Scale 1:625 

Scale 1:2700 
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This study area is located in the southwestern corner of the campus of the University of 

Birmingham, approximately 4 km south-west of the city centre of Birmingham, UK (Figure 

4.4). It has a National British Grid reference (OSG-36) of 404420, 283310 (approximation with 

British National Grid reference SP 044 832 UK). The area is mostly levelled, apart from an 

approximately 2m high mound of about 40m x 20m, in the centre. There is a slight southward 

fall of level towards Bourn Brook, while ascending towards the embankment of Worcester and 

Birmingham canal that runs along the western boundary. Bourn Brook has undergone 

straightening in the past, with one known in 1888, and hence brick wall banks are found 

adjacent to the setting.  

The site has an area of approximately 2.5km2. The ground investigation indicated a topsoil of 

made-ground that underlies the whole site, with superficial alluvial deposits below it. The 

Wilmslow Sandstone is underlying the bedrock, which has a weathered to clay top and 

mudstone bands, below.  

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 provide representative data from the borehole logs of BH2 and BH3, adapted 

from the ground investigation for the site. These are representative examples of the information 

used to create the 3D geological strata for the 3D geology model. Their locations in relation to 

the other seven boreholes drilled as part of the ground investigations, are shown in Figure 4.5. 

The nine borehole logs and the geological maps taken from the British Geological Survey 

(UKRI NERC, 2018a, b; maps available online and provide geological information of the wider 

area), consists the information used in forming the 3D model of the examined area.  
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Table 4.2: A borehole log summary for BH2 (Providakis et al., 2019). 

Geological stratum – BH2 Depth (m) 

Made ground (brown sand, sandy gravel, red-brick gravel 

and concrete) 

0-3.3 

Gravel (dense brown sandy clayey) 3.3-6.3 

Clay (stiff brown) 6.3-6.5 

Sandstone (very to extremely weak and thinly bedded / 

horizontal discontinuities, with very thin mudstone bands) 

6.5-20.5 (borehole 

completed) 

 

 

Table 4.3: A borehole log summary for BH3 (Providakis et al., 2019). 

Geological Stratum – BH3  Depth (m) 

Made ground (gravel, red-brick gravel, cobbles with 

concrete) 

0-5.0 

Clay (stiff brown sandy) 5.0-6.0 

Sandstone (very weak brown / sub-horizontal 

discontinuities, with a 30mm band of brown sandy clay) 

6.0-6.85 

Clay (stiff brown locally grey gravelly slightly sandy) 6.85-7.6 

Sandstone (very weak brown / horizontal to sub-horizontal 

discontinuities, with thin mudstone bands) 

7.6-20.5 (borehole 

completed) 
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To demonstrate the methodology and how it can be used to assess hazards, and in this case the 

effect of tunnel-induced ground movements, a cylindrical 3D model of a ‘fictional’ tunnel with 

a diameter of 12m was included at approximately 20m depth to the tunnel centreline (Providakis 

et al., 2019). 

BIM/IFC building models taken from SUPodium (2018) have been superimposed on the rest 

of the 3D model, using the method described in the previous chapter. As presented in the 

Methodology (section 3.3), this is based on the capabilities of the BIM visualisation software 

of SketchUp, which is used here to import IFC files and export the information using the STL 

format. After the superimposition of the buildings on the 3D model, the assessment analysis 

adopted in this chapter, could be conducted. The final 3D geology-tunnel-building model in 

this chapter is illustrated in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: A view of the 3D geology-tunnel-buildings model using BIM on SketchUp after 

Providakis et al. (2019). 

 

4.4 3D tunnel induced settlement risk: Building Damage Assessment 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Building damage for buildings on shallow foundations affected by ground movements could 

affect the following (Loganathan, 2011): 

• Aesthetical – indicating exterior changes on buildings; 

• Services – indicating cracking/damaging of particular building parts (affects the weather 

performance); 

Tunnel 

Scale 1:1200 
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• Stability – indicating that a building is unstable or at risk of collapse, and measures 

should be taken. 

The related building damage risk assessment is broadly studied in geotechnical research and 

applied in industry (Loganathan, 2011). An integrated process with an application aligning with 

the objectives of this study is presented in the following sections. 

The analytical model proposed by Loganathan and Poulos (1998) and Loganathan (2011) has 

been employed in combination with the BIM-building file information. This was carried out to 

provide a system for analysing and demonstrating thoroughly the settlement damage due to 

tunnel constructions to adjacent structures. Among many approaches from relevant literature 

for the assessing building (damage) risk due to tunnel construction, the reported methodology 

presents one, as an example of the process. Emphasis has been given on its integration within 

a BIM-based framework presented in this study, rather than suggesting that this is the only/best 

option to use. This approach is provided by two Phases of the Building Damage Assessment in 

the present chapter. 

 

4.4.2 Phase 1 Building Damage Assessment (Damage extent) 

After integrating all the 3D BIM/IFC building models in the case area with the 3D geology-

tunnel-buildings modelling process, a Phase 1 Building damage assessment was conducted 

(Figure 4.1). Building damage risk categories were estimated using Table 4.4, adapted by 

Rankin (1988) and CIRIA (1996), which implemented the maximum settlement of ground 

beneath each building (footprint) and the maximum slope below those buildings. This indicated 

the (building) damage extent. The analysis was undertaken in MATLAB, and the details of the 

codes are presented in the Appendix B. 
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The maximum slope of every building was estimated by the ratio of the differential settlement 

between the predicted maximum and minimum settlement in every building footprint, divided 

by the distance between the meshing (settlement) points. In addition, to estimate the maximum 

and the minimum settlement within a building footprint, the ground settlement was obtained (in 

3D) using Equation (4.5) in MATLAB. Resulting settlement risk ‘maps’ using SketchUp, have 

been developed. 

  

Table 4.4: Damage risk categories with common values of maximum slope and settlement of a 

building, adapted from Rankin (1988), CIRIA (1996) and Chapman et al. (2017). 

Damage 

Risk 

Category 

Maximum 

slope of 

building 

Maximum 

settlement of 

building 

(mm) 

Risk description 

1 < 1/500 < 10 Negligible: superficial damage unlikely 

2 1/500 to 1/200 10 to 50 Slight: possible superficial damage that is 

unlikely to have structural significance 

3 1/200 to 1/50 50 to 75 Moderate: expected superficial damage and 

possible structural damage to building, 

possible damage to relatively rigid pipelines 

4 > 1/50 > 75 High: expected structural damage to buildings 

and rigid pipelines or possible damage to other 

pipelines 
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4.4.2.1 Phase 1 building damage assessment visualisations 

To obtain the maximum and minimum settlement within a building’s footprint, the ground 

movements were provided in 3D visualisations, using Equation (4.5) in MATLAB, and 

generating ground settlement susceptibility maps on SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016).  Using the 

previous analysis information, two risk-based colour maps were generated: a map for the 

settlement –on the ground surface, and another map for the slope of the buildings –on the 

building faces. Three representative and different locations of the tunnel centreline are 

presented to clearly demonstrate the explored methodology; at 30m and at 10m away from the 

first (closest) building, and finally below the build-up area. Hence, Figures 4.7-4.9 demonstrate 

the impact of settlement on adjacent buildings with a decreasing distance to them, caused by 

tunnel constructions (Providakis et al., 2019).  
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Figure 4.7: The settlement risk assessment for a tunnel 30m away: (a) wide view and (b) close 

view (Providakis et al., 2019). 

(b) Scale 1:1000 

Scale 1:1500 (a) 
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Figure 4.8: The settlement risk assessment for a tunnel 10m away: (a) wide and (b) close views 

(Providakis et al., 2019). 

(a) 

Scale 1:1500 

Scale 1:1000 
(b) 
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Figure 4.9: The settlement risk assessment for a tunnel below the buildings: (a) wide view and 

(b) close view (Providakis et al., 2019). 

(a) 

(b) 

Scale 1:1500 

Scale 1:900 
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A similar 3D modelling application extended to trenchless operations, which was based on the 

same framework and risk assessment analysis, in this case for predicting the settlement risk 

caused by pipes in an urban area, has been provided by Chapman et al. (2019).  

4.4.3 Phase 2 Building Damage Assessment (Damage severity) 

The buildings which have a ‘Moderate’ or ‘High’ rating in relation to their preliminary damage 

assessment, using Phase 1 risk assessment, were taken forward to Phase 2. The Phase 2 assesses 

in more detail the potential damage severity to each building. This could be achieved using 

empirical, analytical or numerical modelling approaches, however by way of demonstration, an 

analytical method is adopted, in this case.  

This approach considered the strains associated with the ‘hogging’ or ‘sagging’ areas, using the 

settlement trough below the buildings, as demonstrated in Figure 4.10. The Critical or Limiting 

Tensile Strain Method (LTSM) simplifies a building as a (simple) beam that creates visible 

damages or cracking due to bending or shearing (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and 

Cording, 1989; Mair et al., 1996). The resulting assessment emphasises on estimations of 

building risk. Equations (4.7)-(4.9) show the maximum bending (εb,max), maximum diagonal 

(εd,max) and horizontal (εh) strains (Burland and Wroth, 1974): 

𝛥

𝐿
= (

𝐿

12𝑡
+

3𝐼𝐸

2𝑡𝐿𝐻𝑏𝐺
)휀𝑏,𝑚𝑎𝑥        (4.7) 

𝛥

𝐿
= (

𝐻𝑏𝐿2𝐺

18𝐼𝐸
+ 1)휀𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥      (4.8) 

휀ℎ =
𝛥ℎ

𝛣𝑑
        (4.9) 

where Hb: building height; E/G: ratio of the Young’s modulus and shear modulus of the 

building; L: length of building span at respective zone; I: section moment of area of the 

equivalent beam height of the building at the respective zone (sagging zone: I=Hb
3/12 and 

hogging zone: I=Hb
3/3); t = longest distance from neutral axis to the edge of an equivalent beam 
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(sagging zone: t=Hb/2 and hogging zone: t=Hb); Δ: maximum settlement (deflection) at the 

considered span; Δh: differential horizontal movement at hogging zone (using Equation 4.6); 

Δ/L: ratio between the maximum relative settlement at the considered span and the length of 

this span (deflection ratio); Bd: building length. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: The hogging and sagging zones of a settlement trough in relation to a building, due 

to tunnel-induced settlements (where  Hb: building height; Δs: differential horizontal movement 

at sagging zone; Δh: differential horizontal movement at hogging zone; Ls: length of building 

at sagging zone; Lh: length of building at hogging zone; f: distance from inflection point to the 

perpendicular axis passing the tunnel centre) (after Burland and Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and 

Cording, 1989; Providakis et al., 2019). 
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The total bending (휀𝑏𝑠), diagonal (휀𝑑𝑠) and critical (휀𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡) strains, based on the 3D building 

footprints, could then be estimated, respectively, from Equations (4.10)-(4.12) (Burland and 

Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and Cording, 1989). 

휀𝑏𝑠 = 휀𝑏,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 휀ℎ       (4.10) 

휀𝑑𝑠 = 휀ℎ (
1−𝜈

2
) + √휀ℎ

2 (
1−𝜈

2
)

2

+ 휀𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥
2     (4.11) 

휀𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = max (휀𝑏𝑠, 휀𝑑𝑠)       (4.12) 

where v is the Poisson’s ratio. 

 

The critical strain was then correlated to a damage category using Table 4.5 (Burland et al., 

1977; Boscardin and Cording, 1989; Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996). To carry out the Phase 

2 - Building Damage Assessment, several parameters had to be examined. The subsequent 

analysis is conducted in MATLAB and is integrated with BIM. The MATLAB codes used are 

provided in Appendix B. This integration is carried out to collect structural parameters from the 

available BIM/IFC building models, i.e. building plan/height/length and the structural 

component data, e.g. the ratio of Young’s modulus to shear modulus (E/G) (Providakis et al., 

2019). Likewise, the sagging and hogging zones, at a distance from a building (beam) and the 

maximum settlement, were also provided. A ratio E/G = 2.6 of a masonry building, and a 

Poisson’s ratio, v=0.3, were adopted (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and Cording, 1989). 
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Table 4.5: The building damage categories due to tunnel construction (Burland et al., 1977; 

Boscardin and Cording, 1989; Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996). 

Damage 

Category 

Normal degree of 

Severity 

Critical (Limiting Tensile) 

Strain (%) 

1 Negligible  0-0.05 

2 Very Slight 0.05-0.075 

3 Slight 0.075-0.15 

4 Moderate 0.15-0.3 

5 Severe to very severe > 0.3 

 

The building damage assessment resultants are provided using a planar approach. This is done 

to describe in detail the settlement risk and demonstrate it properly. Therefore, an approach to 

extract planes from a building is considered in the following sections.    

 

4.4.3.1 Phase 2 Building Damage Assessment visualisations 

All the buildings examined are two-storey low rise masonry structures, (gross plan area of 100-

300m2). Each building is supported on strip foundations. The geometrical features of each 

building are obtained from the georeferenced STL building model and the resulting triangulated 

mesh, as shown in Figure 4.11, and described in the following points (Providakis et al, 2019): 

1. A horizontal plane through the building, together with two vertical planes, were chosen to 

pass through the centroid of the building. An adequate number of intersection points with their 

georeferenced 3D coordinates were extracted along the building shape envelope. 
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2. The maximum distances in relation to the horizontal section plane provided both the width 

and the length of each building being assessed, while the maximum distance in the vertical 

plane provided the height of each building. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: The adopted approach of estimating the various building parameters for the 

adopted Phase 2 building damage assessment (alongside the generated mesh). Orange: 

horizontal plane; cyan and green: vertical planes (Providakis et al., 2019). 

 

After evaluating the critical strain using Equation (4.12) for each building, a colourmap could 

be made for the background colour of building faces. The settlement trough is also provided, 

below each building. A map of the buildings used is presented in Figure 4.12. Figures 4.13-

4.16 show representative 3D examples of the Phase 2 risk assessment, as investigated along the 

longest vertical plane and along the other vertical plane (from Figure 4.11), which was 

generated in MATLAB, using the approach of Providakis et al. (2019). The settlement trough 
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is demonstrated as a blue curve below the buildings, and is compared with the horizontal level 

(green line). The selection of the buildings was based on providing a robust understanding of 

the risk assessment, through demonstrating various risk levels.  

The rest of the coloured dots in the demonstrations show the section planes. More specifically, 

the blue, red and pink/purple dots define the outer shape of each investigated building, and they 

are represented by planes, which pass through the centroid of the building and are parallel to 

the length (vertical plane of Figure 4.11 in green), the width (vertical plane of Figure 4.11 in 

cyan) and the footprint plan area (horizontal plane of Figure 4.11 in orange) of the building, 

respectively.  

 

 

Figure 4.12: A building-footprint map including the Building Nos and the tunnel centreline, 

adapted from MATLAB (Providakis et al, 2019). 
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Figure 4.13: Resulting Phase 2 damage risk assessment for Building No 2, (a) along the longest 

plane and (b) along the vertical plane (Providakis et al, 2019). 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 4.14: Resulting Phase 2 damage risk assessment Building No 3, (a) along the longest 

plane and (b) along the vertical plane (Providakis et al, 2019). 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 4.15: Resulting Phase 2 damage risk assessment for Building No 4, (a) along the longest 

plane and (b) along the vertical plane (Providakis et al, 2019). 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.16: Resulting Phase 2 damage risk assessment for Building No 9, (a) along the longest 

plane and (b) along the vertical plane (Providakis et al, 2019). 

(a) 

(b) 
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4.5 Discussion of the results 

4.5.1 Phase 1 Building Damage Assessment visualisations 

Initially, the resulting visualisations in Chapter 4 were developed by employing the Building 

damage assessment Phase 1 (Damage Extent), using Equation (4.5). These are visualisations of 

the settlement risk caused by tunnelling in 3D, using BIM (SketchUp). Three visualisation cases 

of alternative locations of the tunnel centreline were investigated. It is evident that the higher 

risk-based colours were found (on the ground surface) along the direction of the tunnel, because 

of the creation of the settlement trough. Risk-based colours also demonstrate an increasing risk 

towards the tunnel centreline, again caused by the trough.  

Figure 4.7 showed the tunnel centreline at 30m away from the first (closest) building of the 

built-up area. Risk-based colours indicate higher risk in the area above the tunnel centreline 

(settlement trough). However, the tunnel was away enough not to pose a risk on buildings – as 

shown on risk-based colours on buildings faces.  

Figure 4.8 demonstrated a tunnel centreline at 10m away from the closest building. Similar to 

the previous example, the area directly above the tunnel centreline would indicate the greatest 

risk. The risk on the buildings is again shown as negligible. 

However, in Figure 4.9, which demonstrated the tunnel being located directly below the area 

of the buildings, the risk-based colours of the buildings changed. The buildings falling within 

the area of higher (slight to high) risk due the tunnel centreline construction – caused by the 

settlement trough, exhibit a moderate risk. These buildings had a brown risk-based colour, 

whilst the rest that were not affected by the settlement trough exhibit a negligible risk (in grey).  
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Hence, Figures 4.7-4.9 clearly indicated the effect of ground settlements caused by tunnelling 

on adjacent buildings due to a potential tunnel construction, as the distance to them was 

decreasing. Colours of moderate to high risk indicate that further investigation is required.  

The present method of 3D visualisations enhances demonstrations of multidimensional risk 

assessments, and therefore allows for better understanding of the settlement risk in relation to 

construction of alternative tunnelling routes. 

4.5.2 Phase 2 Building Damage Assessment visualisations 

In this section, the detailed 3D visualisations of the investigated buildings were presented, using 

MATLAB. These were generated from the critical strains for each building, using Equation 

(4.12) (and Table 4.5), to provide a background colour of building faces. The settlement curve 

below every building investigated, was also presented below each building. Thus, Figures 4.13-

4.16 presented examples of the Phase 2 assessment with risk-based colours, depending on the 

settlement trough. The settlement trough was demonstrated as a blue curve below the buildings, 

which was compared with the horizontal level (green) line used to evaluate the slope angle 

(inclination) of the settlement trough. The visualisations presented here each building along (a) 

the longest and (b) the vertical dimensions (planes), to provide a thorough view of the risk 

assessment being conducted.  

Figure 4.13a presented the Building No 2 risk assessment-Phase 2 visualisations, in which the 

risk is negligible with blue risk-based colour due to a smooth to horizontal slope (gentle angle) 

of the settlement trough (judging by comparing with the horizontal level line shown), as shown 

along the longest plane. However, in Figure 4.13b the same building exhibited a high risk along 

the vertical plane, caused by a large angle of the slope (steep) of the settlement curve below the 

building – in comparison with the horizontal (green) line. 
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Figures 4.14a and 4.14b indicated a negligible risk with very small angle of the slopes of the 

settlement curve, along the longest and the vertical planes, respectively, for Building No 3. 

Then, Building No 4 as shown in Figures 4.15a and 4.15b exhibited a high risk (red colour), 

due to a large angle of the settlement trough’s slope (below the buildings), which are presented 

in the lower part of both of these figures. 

Finally, for the Building No 9, a slight risk was demonstrated in Figure 4.16a due to a slight 

settlement curve slope angle, which is shown (in the same figure) along the longest plane. 

However, a moderate risk was found in Figure 4.16b due to a steeper (greater angle of) 

corresponding slope of the settlement trough (shown within the figure), along the vertical plane.  

The resulting visualisations showed the effect of ground settlements in each building 

successfully. They were found to align with the settlement trough indications and their 

(expected) location on the map (Figure 4.12). Hence, the impact of a new tunnel construction 

on existing buildings has been explored here, as a geohazard example. In particular, the power 

to integrate estimations – using empirical, analytical or numerical methods – and create 

multidimensional visualisations in the BIM environment, was a special characteristic of this 

method. This was presented using a relatively simple example, but this could be extended to 

provide a powerful tool for planning and decision-making. 

4.6 Summary 

The research in Chapter 4 provided an integrated framework of a preliminary risk assessment 

tool for geohazard risk in an urban area (e.g. the tunnel-induced settlement risk). 3D ground 

modelling is advanced by the creation of an integrated 3D model of the area to base the 

assessment, using BIM. A risk assessment was provided, using an advanced integration of BIM 

with a risk assessment analysis. The process of the integration of advanced (spatial) modelling 
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tools and an analysis with BIM was demonstrated. A framework was developed, based on the 

power of BIM to manage and process, and then visualise the results of the relevant information, 

as required. This provided a robust indication of the geohazard risk using several 3D (BIM) 

visualisations for the urban area investigated. This information would be important for 

sustainable decision-making and urban planning. 
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5 TUNNELLING-INDUCED SETTLEMENT VULNERABILITY ESTIMATION 

USING A 3D SPATIOTEMPORAL ANALYSIS AND BIM 

5.1 Overview 

As the risk assessment Equation (3.4) shows, Risk is a function of Hazard and Vulnerability. 

As already stated, these can be noted as Hazard and Vulnerability ‘components’. The Hazard 

could be considered by an extent and severity degree (and probability) in relation to damage 

(Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007). In this case, these form the tunnelling-induced Settlement 

Hazard (probability is explored in the following chapter). Vulnerability is the susceptibility of 

the investigated objects (buildings) to the same hazard. In the present methodology, to obtain 

the risk, these three elements are separately assessed.  

In the previous chapter, the extent and the severity of this Hazard (HAZARDSE) are thoroughly 

investigated by a 3D geology-tunnel-building modelling scheme. Hence, the evaluation of the 

Vulnerability to the tunnel-induced settlement geohazard (VulnerabilitySE,) is explored, here. 

This is provided by exploring it through a number of impact factors. These are referred to as 

settlement vulnerability factors, with values taken from boreholes. These factors were then 

combined to create an ‘index’ that represented the Vulnerability of the buildings to tunnel-

induced settlements within the risk assessment.  

To provide the resulting damage, it is not efficient to assess those factors only by combining 

them using an Analytical model. This is due to the data limitations and diversity of those factors. 

Instead, to enhance the approach with a combination of quantitative and qualitative factors, the 

use of an efficient approach, which dealt with a wide range of social, economic, environmental 

and geological aspects, was chosen. In this system, severity – here, as ‘priorities’ – had to be 

assigned to the system through a combination of quantitative and qualitative factors 

(Papaioannou et al., 2015). This is provided by a multi-criteria analysis technique, the 
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Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1977). This is employed to indicate the severity of 

the particular geohazard vulnerability factors, providing the spatial part of the analysis. The 

AutoRegressive eXogenous (ARX) modelling was also employed, to provide the temporal 

changes of risk for settlement vulnerability factors, in this case for groundwater head 

fluctuations. This produces the temporal part of the analysis, respectively. Hence, to analyse 

those factors, a spatiotemporal analysis was undertaken. Then, using this analysis, an index, 

providing the Settlement Vulnerability of an area could be genereated, which could be extracted 

withn a risk assessment.   

As already mentioned, to provide the tunnelling-induced settlement risk (RiskSE), the resulting 

Settlement Vulnerability (VulnerabilitySE,) should be combined with the Settlement Hazard 

(HazardSE). The latter is provided in the present part using the Analytical methods in 

combination with the Damage extent and severity of the Settlement Hazard. Finally, the 

tunnelling-induced settlement risk (RiskSE) is estimated, using Equation (3.4).  

The use of 3D georeferenced maps simplifies this process via overlaying layers of vulnerability 

maps and identifying buildings at risk, implementing the approach described in section 3.3 

(Methodology). Integrated modelling is also enhanced, using advanced spatial modelling and 

visualization tools on Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018). To provide clear settlement risk 

assessment outcomes, Settlement risk distributions for the settlement vulnerability factors and 

the damage extent, are demonstrated. The resulting settlement risk assessment visualisations 

with time, including 3D geology-tunnel-buildings models through BIM, which were provided 

as described in section 3.3.9 (Methodology).  

A flow chart of the proposed methodology in this chapter is presented in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: The flow chart of the methods used following on from Providakis et al. (2019). 

 

5.2 Georeferenced 3D geology-tunnel-building model of the study area 

To demonstrate the methodology, an area had to be chosen. The area surrounding the University 

of Birmingham, UK, was selected, as demonstrated in Figure 5.2. The geological strata which 

were considered to build the 3D model, comprised of made ground above alluvial deposits that 

overlie the sandstone, which has a weathered to clay top (and mudstone bands below). The 

actual topography of this area was implemented. The method that was used in this chapter 

employed the approach described in Chapter 3, which provided the layers of the 3D geology 

model using interpolation in MATLAB. The resulting model is shown in Figure 5.3, which is 

presented in the BIM visualisation software SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016). This model was 

made by data, which is taken from fifteen designated boreholes (monitoring sources), to 
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demonstrate the approach used. These are illustrated in Figure 5.2 (Google Earth, 2018), where 

these boreholes are represented by 3D (borehole-log) tube models on Google Earth (Google 

Inc., 2018).  

By way of example, a representative 3D tunnel model was generated using (Delaunay) 

interpolation within the 3D geology model of this study area. A view of the 3D geological 

model that is generated, which showed the potential tunnel location, is demonstrated in Figure 

5.3. By way of example, the tunnel was built using a diameter of 10m at a depth of 20m. 

The BIM building models (Graphisoft, 2018; SUpodium, 2018) were superimposed on their 

actual position on this 3D model, employing the approach of Providakis et al. (2019) to build 

the present analysis (described in Chapter 3). 

 

 

Figure 5.2: The borehole locations around the University of Birmingham, UK, utilised in the 

modelling demonstrated on Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018). The adopted tunnel is marked 

with a red dotted line. 

Scale 1:10000 
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Figure 5.3: The 3D geology-tunnel model using the BIM visualisation software of SketchUp. 

The geological strata used were made ground (green), alluvial deposits (red) and the 

sandstone (purple/yellow). 

 

5.3 Tunnelling-induced settlement risk assessment analysis 

The settlement risk due to a tunnel construction can be obtained by an integrated form of the 

basic settlement risk assessment Equation (3.4). However, here an index that presents the 

Settlement Vulnerability will be provided in addition to the index which indicates the 

Settlement Hazard. This would enable a settlement risk assessment to be set. 

Scale 1:1800 
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5.3.1 Tunnelling-induced Settlement Vulnerability analysis 

In this chapter, the analysis is developed using a spatial analysis of involved factors through the 

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1977), and then using a temporal analysis of 

factors through the AutoRegressive eXogenous (ARX) model. Their combination produces the 

Settlement Vulnerability of the area (VulnerabilitySE) using a Settlement Vulnerability Index, 

through a ‘spatiotemporal’ analysis, as shown in Figure 5.4. (here, the settlement vulnerability 

factors were involved). In this way the settlement risk assessment is provided. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: The spatiotemporal analysis scheme adopted. 

 

5.3.1.1 Spatial analysis using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Multicriteria analysis methods, as already stated in the Literature Review Chapter 2, have been 

commonly used in similar assessments. A widely used technique is the Analytical Hierarchy 

Process (AHP), which was introduced by Saaty (1977, 1990a). Its hierarchical and structured 

aspects made it preferable for analyses of many complex tasks in past research, where 
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interconnected (multi-objective) criteria were occurring (Kazakis et al., 2015). Hence a ranking 

was made available using this method, through a pairwise matrix following criteria adopted by 

Saaty (1977). These are described later in this chapter, and an example of the concept of this 

method is shown in Figure 5.5. There have been numerous examples of geotechnical risk 

assessments implementing this method to provide a correlation by ‘weighting’ various different 

factors, by way of example, among them are Ayalew et al., (2005), Yalcin and Bulut (2007), 

Kayastha et al. (2013), Hyun et al. (2015), Nezarat et al. (2015), Taheri et al. (2015) and Yang 

et al. (2016). 

 

 

Figure 5.5: The AHP methodology. 

 

The principal aim of the AHP is depicted within the current analysis, which is the correlation 

of different factors involved. A pairwise table is produced to compare every factor against each 

other and indicate their corresponding severity of risk through their weightings. Finally, all 

aspects are linked together to support the overall risk assessment (Bottero and Peila, 2005). The 

main phases of the AHP used are provided in the next section. 
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5.3.1.1.1 Settlement vulnerability factors 

The significant geotechnical criteria to provide the AHP analysis are the settlement 

vulnerability factors (𝑉𝑖) (where i is the total number of factors involved). Initially, their 

selection is important, made before their comparisons and the rest of the AHP stages. As Rozos 

et al. (2011) implied this could stem from: 

• A review of the state-of-the-art literature of similar research; 

• The background and experience on the research field. 

In the present representative example, the selection of the vulnerability factors is based on 

previous research and the expertise of the author in the specific field. This selection was more 

based on demonstrating the adopted framework, and its integration within BIM, rather than 

providing a detailed analysis of all the factors involved in the tunnel-induced settlement 

vulnerability. With respect to the requirements of the users, these could be edited or added to 

according to the analysis that is carried out. This also provided no further need for ground 

investigation or laboratory tests and could be applied when there is a limitation of geological 

data. Interrelationships or interactions between factors could occur, for example, when one or 

more factors interact with each other, due to the nature of the ground. However, this did not 

have any effect on the current analysis, because each factor was examined individually with 

any other factor, employing the AHP. In the current example, settlement analyses and 

settlement vulnerability factors were selected for soft ground conditions (Figure 5.6a). 

Specifications and details of these factors follow. 

The groundwater characteristics are associated with the groundwater table level factor (V1). 

The groundwater table level is significant in the settlement susceptibility, and is a common 

(impact) factor in relevant literature (Terzaghi, 1950; Santos Jr. and Celestino, 2008; Wongsaroj 
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et al., 2013). Its interaction with other ground factors (such as cohesion, shear strength) could 

make the ground unstable. Potential changes of ground conditions along tunnelling could be 

linked with this parameter, as implied by Wongsaroj et al. (2013). Suwansawat and Einstein 

(2006) showed that the settlement risk is connected with the depth of the groundwater table in 

relation to the invert of the tunnel. An example of the generated groundwater table levels using 

interpolation, which was taken from the analysis of this chapter, were presented in Figure 3.12 

of the Methodology (Chapter 3). A normalised factor (Z0+D)/Hw (Shin et al., 2009), with the 

parameters shown in Figure 5.6b, has been used to describe it in the present analysis. The 

corresponding settlement risk that was posed, was categorised, as shown in Table 1.  

The hydraulic conductivity (V2) was also chosen because it causes surface settlements, when it 

falls within dangerous levels. This could be explained as, ‘the more groundwater that is let to 

pass through a soil, the less stable this soil would then be’, and has been commonly employed 

in similar underground assessments.  

The ground strength is a factor that controls the development of ground displacements linked 

with tunnelling. In fine-grained soils, the short-term or undrained shear strength Cu (V3) were 

used because of the geology of the area. This was widely used, such as in the analysis by 

Neaupane and Adhikari (2006) and Dindarloo and Siami-Irdemoosa (2015).  

Young’s modulus (V5) was also considered here as an important factor for the stiffness of the 

ground because this is closely connected with ground movements. Other selected ground 

characteristics of importance were the soil density (V4) and the unit weight (V6). 
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Figure 5.6: (a) The settlement vulnerability factors used, and (b) the geometrical criteria used 

in the present analysis (where Z0 is the overburden depth also known as ‘cover depth’, D is 

the diameter, R is the radius of the tunnel, Hw is the depth from the ground surface to the 

groundwater table and the tunnel depth, H, defined from ground surface to the tunnel axis). 

 

 

5.3.1.1.2 Risk ranges and ratings of the settlement vulnerability factors (AHP) 

To carry out the AHP, risk ranges needed to be assigned. These were selected from their effect 

or severity of risk to produce surface settlements. A subsequent rating for this severity of risk 

(with a high value being unfavourable) was then assigned to each range. It should be noted here 

that the values of the ranges and ratings were representative, which were adopted from previous 

research and the author’s expertise to demonstrate the efficiency of this tool. The range values 

reflected the actual values, being able to change, if required. Thus, every settlement 

vulnerability factor was classified into different ranges of risk. These had corresponding rating 

values that varied from the most favourable (low value) to the most unfavourable (high value). 

The final classification, which was used in the analysis (in MATLAB; as shown in Appendix 

C), is shown in Table 5.1. 

a) b) 
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The ranges of the groundwater table level were produced by the relation of the groundwater 

head (Hw) to the tunnel invert (Suwansawat and Einstein, 2006). Their ratio of their depths from 

the surface was employed in the analysis using a normalised factor (𝑍0 + 𝐷)/𝐻𝑤 (Shin et al., 

2009). Unfavourable values, i.e. a higher risk of settlement, are expected with increasing 

groundwater table level above the tunnel invert (Benardos and Kaliampakos, 2004; Santos Jr. 

and Celestino, 2008), while hazardous conditions were represented by values of 10 or more 

(Shin et al., 2009). Hydraulic conductivity was divided into four ranges, with higher risk 

associated with increasing values and reaching a critical level at 10-2 m/s. The undrained shear 

strength, covering a range of typical values drawn from literature, is obviously inversely 

proportional to the risk for the example of a fine-grained soil used in this analysis. Young’s 

modulus was likewise assigned a typical range drawn from the literature, with risk increasing 

as the value of Young’s modulus decreases and values below 100MPa would commanding extra 

caution. The soil density and unit weight are primary ground parameters with typical ranges 

shown in Table 5.1 and settlement risk increasing as they reduce.  
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Table 5.1: The risk ranges and ratings of the settlement vulnerability factors used, and their 

corresponding weights adopted using the AHP. 

Settlement vulnerability factor Vi Range Rating Weight (wi %) 

Groundwater table: (Z0+D)/Hw >20 10 24.5 

(V1) 10-20 8  
 

5-10 6  

 1-5 4  
 

0-1 2  

Hydraulic conductivity (m/s) >10-2 3 5.2 

(V2) 10-4-10-2 2  
 

10-8-10-4 1  
 

<10-8 0  

Undrained shear strength (kN/m2) <50 3 24.5 

(V3) 50-100 2  
 

100-150 1  
 

>150 0  

Soil density (kg/m3) <1800 3 13.2 

(V4) 2000-1800 2  
 

2100-2000 1  
 

>2100 0  

Young’s modulus (MPa) <10 3 24.5 

(V5) 100-10 2  

 200-100 1  
 

>200 0  

Unit weight (kN/m3) <18 3 8.2 

(V6) 20-18 2  
 

24-20 1  
 

>24 0  
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Table 5.2: The AHP scaling system proposed by Saaty (1977). 

Preference 

factor 

Preference 

Degree 

Explanation 

1 Equal Equal participation of both factors. 

3 Moderate Slightly to moderately favour a factor over another. 

5 Strong Strongly favour one factor over another. 

7 Very strong Very strongly one factor favour over another. 

9 Extreme Extremely favour a factor over another. 

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate Compromises between the 1, 3, 5, 7 weights. 

Reciprocals Opposites Inverse comparison. 

 

 

Table 5.3: The pairwise comparison table of the settlement vulnerability factors using the 

AHP. 

Factors Groundwater 

Table 

Hydraulic 

Conductivity 

Shear 

Strength 

Density Young’s 

modulus 

Unit 

weight 

Groundwater 

Table 

1     4     1     3     1     3     

Hydraulic 

Conductivity 

 1/4 1      1/4  1/2  1/4  1/2 

Shear 

Strength 

1     4     1     3     1     3     

Density  1/3 2      1/3 1      1/3 3     

Young’s 

modulus 

1     4     1     3     1     3     

Unit Weight  1/3 2      1/3  1/3  1/3 1     
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5.3.1.1.3 Weightings of the settlement vulnerability factors (AHP) 

The weighting process is very important in multi-criteria decision analyses. Thus, assigning 

weightings to the factors (𝑤𝑖) is significant in the AHP. A pairwise comparison table had to 

be produced following the AHP method, implementing the scales given in Table 5.2, which 

are introduced by Saaty (1977, 1980). Hence, Table 5.3 was then generated, in alignment with 

the literature and the expertise of the author. Subsequently, a weighting value was assigned to 

each factor to characterise its severity (in relation to the other factors) in terms of its effect on 

settlement risk, as demonstrated in the last column of Table 5.1. 

More specifically, the AHP processes, which were carried out to provide the weightings, are 

given in Appendix C. 

5.3.1.1.4 Consistency of the settlement vulnerability factors (AHP) 

To finalise the AHP method, a consistency check is required. This is done to validate the 

resulting values and to confirm the accuracy of the AHP used (Saaty, 1980). This process that 

utilises the Consistency Ratio (CR), which should be CR<0.1 to achieve accurate resultants, is 

described using Equation (5.1) (Saaty, 1980; Kazakis et al., 2015). 

𝐶𝑅 =  
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
         (5.1) 

where the Consistency Index is 𝐶𝐼 =  (𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛)/(𝑛 − 1), n is the number of criteria and 

λmax the maximum eigenvalue of the comparison matrix, and RI is the Random Index. 

 

Using the pairwise comparison Table 5.3 and Equation (5.1), the consistency check in the 

present analysis gave: n=6, λmax=6.20, CI=0.04 and RI=1.24. As a result, CR=0.03, which 

indicates that the present AHP analysis is accurate (valid). 
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5.3.1.2 Temporal analysis using ARX 

As mentioned previously, the AHP produces the spatial part of the proposed analysis. However, 

to complete a robust settlement risk modelling, a time variation parameter of the groundwater 

table level Hw(t) is needed because of the local climate changes, such as from wet to dry periods. 

Therefore, to produce the temporal part of the analysis, AutoRegressive eXogenous (ARX) 

analysis has been used (Oskay and Zeghal, 2011), in combination with the AHP. ARX is a 

dynamic model that predicts groundwater head level values, y(t), depending not only on the 

current actual groundwater table level Hw(t) taken from the boreholes by input u(t), but also on 

the input/output at previous times, u(t-1)…u(t-1-nk) and y(t-1)…y(t-na), respectively. The ARX 

method requires a time delay, while validation is provided by testing of the input impact, u(t), 

on the output y(t), estimated from Equations (5.2)-(5.6) (Chetouani, 2008): 

𝑦(𝑡) = −𝑎1𝑦(𝑡 − 1) − ⋯ − 𝑎𝑛𝑎
𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑎) + 𝑏1𝑢(𝑡 − 1 − 𝑛𝑘) + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛𝑏

𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑛𝑘) +

𝑒(𝑡)            (5.2) 

where, e(t) is the “Gaussian” noise, 𝑎𝑛𝑎
 and 𝑏𝑛𝑏

 are the parameters examined, na and nb the 

polynomial order of the output A(q) and the input B(q) from the least-squares identification, nk 

is the y(t) to u(t) time delay, and the polynomial is given by Equation (5.2): 

A(q)y(q) = B(q)u(t − 𝑛𝑘) + e(t)       (5.3) 

where: 𝐴(𝑄) = 1 + 𝑎1𝑞−1 + ⋯ 𝑎𝑛𝑎
𝑞−𝑛𝑎        (5.4) 

𝐵(𝑄) = 𝑏1𝑞−1−𝑛𝑘 + ⋯ 𝑏𝑛𝑏
𝑞−𝑛𝑏−𝑛𝑘       (5.5) 

𝑢(𝑡 − 1) = 𝑞−1𝑢(𝑡)        (5.6) 

A demonstrator of the temporal changes of this time-dependent factor, which was monitored at 

one of the designated boreholes used, is provided in Figure 5.7. These alterations are based on 
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actual ranges taken from hydrographic examples for a nearby area with similar characteristics, 

which show small fluctuations within a period of months (BGS, 2018; NERC UKCEH, 2018). 

By way of example, the time-points of t1: 25.08.2017 and t2: 15.10.2017, as shown in Figure 

5.7, were chosen to provide representative examples of different (and near-extreme changes in) 

groundwater table levels using the ARX. The groundwater table levels for each borehole were 

adopted at these two time-points (using custom-made KML scripts on MATLAB, as shown in 

Appendix A). Their resulting different groundwater table levels at t1 and t2 are demonstrated, 

using an integrated risk-based contour map in Figure 5.8 (Google Earth, 2018). Details of the 

MATLAB codes used, are presented in the Appendix C. 

 

Figure 5.7: The groundwater table fluctuations adopted from the ARX analysis, which were 

monitored in one of the boreholes used (two times are employed in the subsequent settlement 

analysis at t1: 25.08.2017 – red and t2: 15.10.2017 – blue). 
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Figure 5.8: The integrated groundwater table level fluctuations, shown with (risk-based) 

contours at the two times (at t1: 25.08.2017 with a thicker line; t2: 15.10.2017), on Google 

Earth (Google Inc., 2018). A black dotted arrow marks the borehole used (where groundwater 

table levels were monitored) to provide Figure 5.7. 

 

5.3.1.3  Normalisation  

To provide dimensionless values which are used in the values of risk-assessments (indices), the 

data was standardised in advance, using the maximum difference normalisation method (Wang 

et al., 2017). This method is employed to correlate different ranges (categories) of several 

variables into a combined classification, before a major analysis takes place. This process is 

made via using tools on MATLAB (scripts shown in Appendix C), allowing the resulting 

damage to be compared, correlated and integrated, aligning with the current objectives. As a 

result, the data was readjusted to fit in the same range (0, 1). In this way, dimensional and 

magnitude information for a variable were considered within the actual data, although their 

Scale 1:15000 
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impact is diminished. The correlation of coefficient did not change and pre-processing of the 

data was needed for the analyses (due to the weighted values that have an effect on the 

outcomes) (Yu et al., 2009). This was adapted by Wang et al. (2017), using Equation (5.7). 

𝑋𝑖
𝑛 =

𝑋𝑖−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑋𝑖 )

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑋𝑖)−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑋𝑖)
         (5.7) 

where Xi is the actual data and 𝑋𝑖
𝑛 is the normalised data within a range of [0-1].  

 

5.3.1.4 Settlement Vulnerability Index 

The Settlement Vulnerability can now be provided. An index providing the geohazard 

Vulnerability Index of an area (VI) could be produced, which could be extracted in a risk 

assessment, as shown in Equation (5.8) (Fedeski and Gwilliam, 2007). 

VI = wv1 × mv1 + wv2 × mv2 +· · ·+wvx × mvx      (5.8) 

where v1, v2, . . ., vx are subscripts to differentiate individual vulnerability factors; w is the 

weight given to a vulnerability factor in the AHP in which wv1+ wv2 + · · · +wvx = 1 and mv is 

the vulnerability factor value.  

 

Hence, the settlement vulnerability of the area, VulnerabilitySE, would be generated by forming 

a Settlement Vulnerability Index. This is created from the already defined settlement 

vulnerability factors (𝑉𝑖) as well as their severity from their corresponding weights (𝑤𝑖), using 

the AHP combined with the ARX. Hence, an index indicating these correlations was generated 

at a monitored time, using Equation (5.8), as presented in Equation (5.9): 

𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑉𝑢𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑤1𝑉1 + 𝑤2𝑉2 +𝑤3𝑉3 + 𝑤4𝑉4 + 𝑤5𝑉5 + 𝑤6𝑉6 

           (5.9) 
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where 𝑉𝑖 is the spatially distributed (normalised) vulnerability values. The six 𝑉𝑖 factors 

provided in Table 5.1 were used, which values at any point within the area examined can be 

gained from values adopted from the boreholes. The boreholes in the examined area using 

interpolation at t1 and t2 were also used; 𝑤𝑖 is the weighting adopted from the AHP analysis. 

 

The adopted algorithm used for the Settlement Vulnerability Index estimation in MATLAB 

scripts is presented in Appendix C. To provide a complete tunnel-induced settlement risk 

assessment, the Hazard ‘component’ had to be defined as well. This is carried out here 

implementing the analytical methods. 

 

5.3.2 Settlement Hazard using Analytical methods 

The Settlement Hazard (HazardSE) is formed by a settlement damage extent and a settlement 

damage severity. There have been various methods (Empirical/Analytical methods) to provide 

the surface settlements above a tunnel development. By way of example, the Analytical method 

introduced by Loganathan and Poulos (1998), provided a representative approach to predict 

surface settlements successfully through Equation (4.5). 

However, this has to be combined with building damage assessments to generate efficient 

resultants in relation to adjacent structures risk. Here, these assessments align with elaborating 

an integrated risk assessment process through forming relative indices. 
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5.3.2.1 Damage Extent Index 

A building damage assessment was generated to provide the damage due to settlement and slope 

of the ground surface. Table 4.4 (Rankin, 1988; CIRIA, 1996) demonstrates the corresponding 

risk (damage) categories. This is adopted in this analysis using Equation (4.5) in MATLAB 

(details in Appendix C) to provide the damage extent on the ground surface, through a relative 

index, named here as Damage Extent Index. The damage classes are generated from the 

maximum ground settlement and ground slope in relation to the footprints of the buildings, 

using BIM. 

5.3.2.2 Damage Severity Index 

The building damage assessment provided by Burland et al. (1977), Burland (1995) and Mair 

et al. (1996) has been also conducted, here. This has been carried out to provide the damage 

severity of buildings due tunnel-induced settlements considering structural interactions, 

utilising the critical tensile strain (εcrit). The analysis was undertaken in MATLAB with the 

details presented in Appendix B. It was integrated with BIM – to combine geotechnical with 

structural parameters, as structural parameters (and building locations from sagging/hogging 

zones and maximum settlements) were extracted here from BIM/IFC buildings. The integrated 

damage categories employed, as proposed by Burland (1995) and Mair et al. (1996), are 

presented in Table 5.4. The ratio of Young’s modulus to Shear modulus of a masonry building, 

E/G = 2.6, was also employed, along with a Poisson’s ratio of v=0.3 (Burland and Wroth, 1974; 

Boscardin and Cording, 1989). Total bending strain (휀𝑏𝑠), total diagonal strain (휀𝑑𝑠) and finally 

Critical tensile strain (εcrit) were estimated from Equations (4.10)-(4.12) (Chapter 4) (Burland 

and Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and Cording, 1989; Burland, 1995). 
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Table 5.4: The building damage categories adapted (Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996). 

Damage 

Category 

Severity Limiting (Critical) 

Tensile Strain (%) 

0-1 Negligible to Very slight 0-0.075 

2 Slight 0.075-0.15 

3 Moderate  0.15-0.3 

4-5 Severe to very severe > 0.3 

 

 

5.3.2.3 Settlement Hazard estimation 

Finally, the estimation of the Settlement Hazard (HazardSE) can now be provided, to obtain a 

complete risk assessment. This is carried out as a multiple regression function of the Damage 

Extent Index, using Equation (4.5) and Table 4.4, as well as the Damage Severity Index, using 

Equation (4.12) combined with Table 5.4. The resulting Settlement Hazard (HazardSE) 

component is presented in the integrated Equation (5.10). 

𝐻𝑎𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑆𝐸  =  𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 × 𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥  (5.10) 

 

5.3.3 Settlement Risk assessment estimation 

Finally, a more ‘comprehensive’ Settlement Risk assessment is now possible. This could be 

estimated by combining all the previous ‘components’ (indices) adopted from Equation (5.9) 

and (5.10), which could provide a basic risk assessment using the initial Equation (3.4). The 

resulting integrated Settlement Risk is drawn from Equation (5.11). 

𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 =  𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 × 𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ×

𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑉𝑢𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥        (5.11) 
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where the dimensionless Damage Extent Index and Damage Severity Index are defined as a 

multiple regression function of damage extent on a scale from 0 to 1 (or percentage values 0-

100%), corresponding to a particular building damage category, as shown in Table 5.4. The 

Settlement Vulnerability Index (which is also dimensionless) varies similarly from 0 (fully 

resilient) to 1 (highest vulnerability). The dimensionless values for the above indices are 

obtained after the entire data was standardised, using the maximum difference normalisation 

approach (Wang et al., 2017), before the AHP analysis, as described in a previous section. 

 

5.4 3D risk assessment using interpolation 

5.4.1 Processing the borehole data  

A key to the assessment analysis generated was the interpolated geological/geotechnical 

information (data). The values of this information (data) is taken from boreholes, which were 

the monitoring sources. The process involves interpolated values for each 

geotechnical/geological factor at a specific location, which is represented by variables that have 

three-dimensional coordinates. The process of this 3D factor-value conversion to a mean value 

on the 2D surface, in this case from four layers, is demonstrated in Figure 5.9. These mean 

values of factors were then used in generating the final risk assessment ‘map’. 
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Figure 5.9: The process used in assigning values to factors, taken from boreholes’ (BHs) 

interpolated data, to provide the 3D settlement risk assessment layers (MATLAB). A borehole 

example is marked. 

 

5.4.2 Kriging interpolation 

Kriging interpolation was employed here for the settlement risk distribution of factors. Kriging 

which was introduced by Krige (1951) and extended by Matheron (1963) has been a commonly 

used interpolation method. For example, Marache et al. (2009) and Thierry et al. (2009) have 

used it successfully to solve geotechnical problems, while Masoud (2014) utilised it in geo-

environmental problems. Among many interpolation methods, this has the ability to provide 

‘deterioration’ information in the resulting modelling, using a precision parameter in relation 

to the uncertainty (Thierry et al., 2009). Hence, interpolation errors are reduced using this 
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method (Marache et al., 2009). Oliver and Webster (1990) noted that this method could be 

employed for local variables (within a frame) using the variogram and covariance methods 

(Mei, 2014). Therefore, it could provide precise results of the current risk assessment. Kriging 

interpolation is closely related to the original data not interfering with any mesh, which is 

important in 3D geological models (Mei, 2014). For regionalised variables Z(x), at location 𝑥0 

it would be Z(𝑥0), for no linear weighted sum of Z(𝑥1), Z(𝑥2) , …, Z(𝑥𝑛) at x1, x2, …, xn,  as 

shown in Equation (5.12) (Mei, 2014). 

𝑍(𝑥0) = ∑ 𝜆𝑖 × 𝑧(𝑥𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1         (5.12) 

where ∑ 𝜆𝑖 = 1𝑛
𝑖=1  and  𝜆𝑖 is the weightings at xi using kriging interpolation. 

 

Hence, being an estimation of a weighted linear sum, it could then be estimated using the 

weights 𝜆𝑖 (i=0, 1, …, n) (Mei, 2014). Kriging was used to estimate 𝜆𝑖 using a constant mean 

value (Mei, 2014). 

5.5 Results - Settlement risk assessment visualisations 

To demonstrate the outcomes of the present chapter, settlement risk distributions have been 

presented in the subsequent sections. These are provided to show how the background method 

used in the MATLAB analysis can be used to obtain 3D settlement-building risk-assessment 

visualisations in BIM. 

5.5.1 Settlement risk distributions 

The settlement vulnerability of the demonstration area was assessed by average values projected 

to the ground surface, using individual risk distributions for the settlement vulnerability factors 

and the Damage Extent Index. These distributions are formed using kriging interpolation for 
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each factor individually from the adopted boreholes (at a specified time). This is based on the 

process demonstrated in Figure 5.9, using a scale from low (blue) to high (yellow) risk-based 

colours, on MATLAB. The normalised results are shown in Figures 5.10-5.13.  

 

 

Figure 5.10: The settlement risk distributions due to (a) undrained shear strength and (b) 

density of the soil (red spots: borehole locations; green spots: building locations). 
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Figure 5.11: The settlement risk distributions due to (a) unit weight and (b) the Young’s 

modulus (red spots: borehole locations; green spots: building locations). 
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Figure 5.12: The settlement risk distributions due to (a) hydraulic conductivity and (b) the 

Damage Extent Index (as a factor) (red spots: borehole locations; green spots: building 

locations). 
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Figure 5.13: Settlement risk distributions from the groundwater table level changes, at the 

time-points of (a) t1: 25.08.2017 and (b) t2: 15.10.2017 (red spots: borehole locations; green 

spots: building locations). 
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5.5.2 Settlement risk assessment using BIM 

To present a robust risk assessment, all the relevant criteria had to be integrated and 

demonstrated within the same visualisations. Therefore, the Settlement Vulnerability (Index) 

and the Settlement Hazard (Damage Extent Index and Damage Severity Index) were combined 

to provide a multidimensional settlement risk assessment using the BIM framework. This was 

conducted using the Settlement Risk assessment from Equation (5.11). It is presented using a 

risk-based colour-map layer on the ground surface, presenting areas of risk (which is 

superimposed on the 3D geology-tunnel model). In addition, risk-based colours on buildings 

were also provided. Further or more detailed investigations could be conducted in areas 

indicating moderate to high risk. 

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 present these integrated visualisations of the Settlement Risk assessment, 

at the time-points t1 and t2, with full and close-up views, respectively (using SketchUp). The 

times t1: 25.08.2017 and t2: 15.10.2017 were chosen to provide representative examples of 

different Settlement Risk (from different results of Settlement Vulnerability Index) using ARX, 

which would demonstrate the differences in the resulting 3D visualisations. To provide more 

comprehensive visualisations and present clearly the impact on the buildings, the Damage 

Severity Index is not accounted in Figure 5.14, whereas it is accounted in Figure 5.15 (Equation 

(5.11)). Additional views of the 3D visualisations of the Settlement Risk using BIM are 

provided in Appendix C, Figure C3 (including the Damage Severity Index). 
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(Figure 5.14 continues in the following page) 
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c) 
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Figure 5.14: BIM visualisations of the temporal changes of the Settlement Risk assessment 

superimposed onto the 3D geology-tunnel, estimated at two different monitored time-points, 

(a), (b) at t1: 25.08.2017, and (c), (d) at t2: 15.10.2017.Areas of high risk are shown within 

the red circle. [NB. This figure does not include the Damage Severity Index, and buildings 

were not risk-based coloured.] 
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(Figure 5.15 continues in the following page) 
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Figure 5.15: 3D visualisations (BIM) of the temporal changes of the Settlement Risk assessment 

superimposed onto the 3D geology-tunnel model, estimated at two different time-points, (a), 

(b) t1: 25.08.2017, and (c), (d) t2: 15.10.2017, from a normal and a closer view, respectively. 
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5.6 Discussion of the results 

5.6.1 Settlement risk distributions  

In this section, the settlement vulnerability of the area investigated was assessed in Figures 

5.10-5.13. This was carried out using average values through kriging interpolation, providing 

the settlement risk distributions on ground surface. This was performed for each settlement 

vulnerability factor, as well as the Damage Extent Index (as a factor here), individually. The 

resulting settlement risk distributions were presented in Figures 5.10-5.13, using MATLAB, 

and demonstrated a rage of low (blue) to high (yellow) risk-based colours (interpolation).  

The assessment analysis was conducted in MATLAB, for the timepoint t1: 25.08.2017. Figure 

5.12b demonstrated the settlement risk distribution due to the Damage Extent Index. This was 

successfully shown via a higher settlement risk along the resulting settlement trough, as 

expected. This could also confirm this approach. 

In addition, in the case of the groundwater head level fluctuation, the ARX approach was 

additionally used to provide the changes with time at another timepoint, t2: 15.10.2017, as well, 

as shown in Figure 5.13. The resulting slight changes between Figure 5.13a and 5.13b were 

expected, aligning with a normal groundwater-table level fluctuation within months (BGS, 

2018; NERC UKCEH, 2018). The footprints of the georeferenced buildings were also included 

in the demonstrations to provide a relative view of all the components of the model. The areas 

where a considerable risk (in yellow) was shown, imply hazardous conditions due to settlements 

with respect to an investigated settlement vulnerability factor (Figures 5.10-5.13).  

5.6.2 Settlement risk assessment using BIM 

This section provided the resulting 3D settlement risk assessment visualisations using BIM. In 

the multidimensional settlement risk assessment visualisations of Figures 5.14 and 5.15 of this 
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chapter using BIM (SketchUp), the Settlement Vulnerability Index and the Settlement Hazard 

(Damage Extent Index and Damage Severity Index) were accordingly combined using Equation 

(5.11). It was presented by a risk-based colour-map layer on the ground surface and colour on 

the building faces, indicating zones of risk and damage risk, respectively.  

More specifically, in Figure 5.14, only Damage Extent Index was combined with Settlement 

Vulnerability Index (Equation (5.11)), presented along the direction of the tunnel centreline and 

projected on the ground surface. In particular, Equation (4.5) (Chapter 4) was employed to 

provide the visualisations. This demonstrated risk-based colours with a range of 25% to greater 

than 75%. In the same Figure 5.14, higher risk-based colours were exhibited along the direction 

of the tunnel centreline, ‘implying’ the resulting settlement curve. Higher risk levels were 

shown to extent along the whole length of the tunnel centreline – demonstrated on the ground 

surface. A settlement area of high risk is marked, by way of example, with red circles in Figures 

5.14a and 5.14c (for both time-points). The changes of risk areas in these visualisations 

(between Figures 5.14a and 5.14b), which were mainly shown in high-risk areas, were due to 

the groundwater head level fluctuations, analysed previously using the ARX. These are found 

to be of slight magnitude due to the slight fluctuations within the specific (small) time period 

of the groundwater head levels described in Chapter 5. Here, damage severity of buildings was 

not considered, and therefore buildings are shown with negligible risk.  

In Figure 5.15, the Damage Extent Index and Damage Severity Index were integrated with the 

Settlement Vulnerability Index (through Equation (5.11)). In particular, Equation (4.12) (and 

Table 5.4) was employed for generating the visualisations. Higher risk-based colours on the 

ground surface were shown again along the direction of the tunnel, caused by the settlement 

trough. In contrast to the previous case in Figure 5.14, the highest risk here was found next to 

the buildings, directly below the built-up area, as shown in Figure 5.15. In this case, this was 
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caused by the incorporation of the Damage Severity (Index) of buildings data into the settlement 

risk assessment, using Equations (5.10) and (5.11). Further or more detailed investigation 

would be needed at these locations close to buildings that presented a moderate risk, and mainly 

in areas that demonstrated a moderate to high risk. The tunnelling-induced settlement risk was 

analysed with time as time-dependent factors, such as the groundwater table level here, were 

involved. This was exhibited by two different time-points due to the groundwater table level 

fluctuations, demonstrated in Figures 5.15a,b and Figures 5.15c,d. Due to the small 

groundwater table level fluctuation range, slight changes between the previous resulting figures 

in terms of Settlement Risk levels were expected and presented. Figures 5.15b and 5.15d 

provide a closer view of the buildings investigated – the Damage Severity Index is included, 

here – with risk-based colours to provide a clear understanding. 

The vulnerability of an area (through the example of the settlement vulnerability factors) was 

explored in the previous example of this chapter, and was included in the settlement risk 

assessment, through clear 3D visualisations. Hence, it clearly revealed the impact that 

geotechnical/structural and time-dependent factors have on the related risk, here caused by 

tunnelling. Areas of risk for further investigation were shown. Hence, a tool was provided to 

support urban land use planning. 

The resulting visualisations in this chapter presented the Settlement Risk by the addition of the 

Settlement Vulnerability. This used settlement vulnerability factors which had an impact to the 

resulting settlements as demonstrated in the previous visualisations. This risk assessment could 

be extended with other/additional vulnerability factors –dependent on the geohazard, if 

required. 
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5.7 Summary 

Chapter 5 provided a framework for the development of a geohazard information system in an 

urban area. This followed on from the previous chapter, using the similar data integration using 

BIM, although a larger 3D model was developed. The aim here was to develop a geohazard risk 

assessment (in this case the tunnelling-induced ground settlement risk) using a multi-criteria 

decision analysis integrated with BIM, based on borehole data. All the aspects of this integration 

linked together, enhancing 3D ground modelling, were demonstrated. This integration produced 

several detailed 3D geohazard risk assessment visualisations (including further supporting 

visualisations) to provide a complete preliminary assessment tool for ground investigations. 

This tool could obtain important information to be used identifying vulnerable areas for 

assisting for sustainable urban planning. It could also be employed for advising for alternative 

tunnelling routes, if required. 
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6 ESTIMATION OF THE TUNNELLING-INDUCED SETTLEMENT ECONOMIC 

RISK OF BUILDING DAMAGE USING AN UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS AND 

BIM 

6.1 Overview 

In this chapter, a tool to predict the tunnelling-induced settlement costs caused by adjacent 

building damages was generated. This is conducted by creating a ‘layer’ that will demonstrate 

these costs using a ‘Settlement Economic Risk’ assessment. This is combined with the 

georeferenced 3D geological-tunnel-building model, which was developed using the method 

described in Chapter 3 and presented by Providakis et al. (2019). 

Indications and estimations of uncertainty are crucial for assessing geohazard risk and impact 

(such as damage costs) and reducing the danger. As an example of the approach that can be 

used within the context of the integrated geohazard assessment proposed in this thesis, this 

chapter aims to provide an integrated computer-based approach to estimate and visualise the 

economic risk (costs) associated with building damage caused by tunnelling-induced 

settlements, using Building Information Modelling (BIM).  

A risk is explored with respect to the probability, extent and the severity of the hazard (Fedeski 

and Gwilliam, 2007). Therefore, this chapter utilised Monte Carlo simulations to provide a 

probabilistic approach. In addition, analytical models were employed to provide the surface 

settlement caused by tunnelling (Loganathan and Poulos, 1998). These were combined with 

building damage assessments methods (Burland, 1995). This used geotechnical factors, while 

the structural factors required for the analysis were adopted using BIM structural models. 

Damage Categories have been adapted for use in the simulations. These categories are 

correlated with corresponding repair costs due to the ground settlement for each investigated 
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building. The data used was based on relevant building damage survey records and research for 

England and Wales from the Office for National Statistics (2017). Subsequent probabilistic 

diagrams were developed to assess the risk for the building-damage costs. A resulting 

Settlement Economic Risk (Rs) (£/m2) due to ground settlement for each building was 

estimated. This is carried out using the diagrams developed, for the adopted damage criteria for 

a corresponding Damage category. 

This study provides an example method that has explored the probability of the Settlement 

Hazard (HAZARDSE) to occur using basic risk assessment assumptions (Equation 3.1). In this 

case it was performed by a building-damage cost analysis caused by tunnel-induced settlements 

in an urban area. A cost analysis of the settlement risk assessment of building damage is 

proposed. This was integrated with an uncertainty analysis, to estimate the risk, efficiently. In 

addition, the creation of the 3D geology-tunnel-building model was provided using the data 

integrations with BIM, as described in section 3.3.9 (Methodology). The resulting Settlement 

Economic risk assessment visualisations using this 3D model were then generated.  

The flow chart of the approach adopted in this chapter is presented in Figure 6.1. This follows 

on from the data integration to create the 3D models, using the approach proposed by Providakis 

et al. (2019), as described in Chapter 3, and expands it to an uncertainty analysis of building-

damage costs, using the Monte Carlo analysis (Figure 6.1). The results of this analysis are then 

demonstrated by 3D visualisations of the Settlement Economic Risk assessment using BIM.  
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Figure 6.1: A flow chart of the method for this chapter following on the BIM integration 

approach proposed by Providakis et al. (2019). 

 

6.2 Georeferenced 3D geology-tunnel-buildings model of the simulated urban area 

In this chapter, the simulated urban area used the same set-up as Chapter 5. In particular, the 

wider urban area around the campus of the University of Birmingham, UK, was employed as a 

representative example of a study area. Its geology was extracted using fifteen boreholes, the 

locations of which are shown in Figure 6.2 (Google Earth, 2018). These boreholes provided the 

data for interpolation (MATLAB) to form the 3D geological model, as described in Chapter 3. 

The geology of the area consisted of soft ground, and a 3D geology model was developed as 

shown in Figure 6.3. A representative 3D tunnel model having a 10m diameter was placed 

within this model at a depth of 20m (Figure 6.3). More specifically, the MATLAB scripts used 

are presented in the Appendix D. 
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Ten low-rise masonry BIM/IFC building models taken from SUPodium (2018) were placed on 

the resulting 3D model of the simulated urban area, as described in Chapter 3 (and proposed by 

Providakis et al. (2019)), and presented in Figure 6.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: The locations of the boreholes employed for the analysis in this chapter (Google 

Earth, 2018). The tunnel centreline is shown using a red line. 

Scale 1:14000 
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Figure 6.3: The 3D geological and tunnel models’ visualisation using SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 

2019), from the method proposed by Providakis et al. (2019). The tunnel alignment is also 

presented by a dotted red line. 

 

Scale 1:10000 
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Figure 6.4: The position of the buildings (with their numbers) taken from SketchUp (Trimble 

Inc., 2016; SUPodium, 2018; Graphisoft, 2018). The tunnel centreline is marked with a dotted 

red line. 

 

6.3 Utilising Analytical methods to estimate the Settlement Hazard 

To provide the tunnelling-induced settlement risk analysis, empirical/analytical models using a 

resulting settlement trough have been used (Peck, 1969). Similar to the previous chapters, this 

aligns with a settlement trough (curve), created below the ground surface in the ground among 

the buildings. There have been many methods to estimate the settlement due to tunnelling in 

soft ground. The analytical method adopted here uses Equation (4.5) from Loganathan and 

Poulos (1998) and Loganathan (2011), presented in Chapter 4. 

To provide the spatial distribution at the ground surface, the ground (volume) loss, Poisson’s 

ratio of the soil and the soil friction angle were needed, as demonstrated in Table 6.1. These are 

geotechnical factors, which are characterised by a related uncertainty. Hence, representative 

estimations to evaluate this uncertainty throughout the construction, were required. These 
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estimations were based on a combination of knowledge and understanding of local geological 

conditions, previous experience and statistics.  

Evaluation of uncertainties in geological/geotechnical analyses have been important for 

providing effective resultants (Zhang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016; Phoon and Tang, 2019). 

Ground characteristics could be considered, based on actual data records and geological 

expertise and knowledge (Phoon and Kulhawy, 1999; Zhang et al., 2012; Phoon and Tang, 

2019).  

In this chapter, the concept of the problem changes from a geomechanical (correlating 

deterministic information based on specific values of the ground (volume) loss, Poisson’s ratio 

and friction angle) to a multidisciplinary (including (randomly) distributed uncertainty 

estimations within predefined ranges of values). Hence, each uncertain geotechnical factor X, 

i.e. ground loss, Poisson’s ratio and friction angle, could be estimated, using Equation (6.1). 

𝑋 = 𝜇 ± 𝜎𝑌        (6.1) 

where µ is the mean and σ the standard deviation (square root of variance) of factor X, and Y 

is a standardised random variate, which is assumed here to be normally distributed within a 

range of [-3, +3].  

 

Table 6.1: The mean and standard deviation values of the geotechnical factors used. 

Factor (X) Mean (μ) Standard Deviation (σ) 

Ground loss 0.175 0.04 

Soil Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.03 

Soil friction angle 35 4 
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6.3.1 Damage extent and severity of the settlement hazard 

Among various approaches for assessing building damage due to tunnel-induced settlements, 

the proposed approach (to provide a representative example) implemented the Building 

Damage Assessment from the Risk Categories shown in Table 4.4 (Rankin, 1988; CIRIA, 

1996), using Equation (4.5) (Chapter 4). These were employed to provide the Damage Extent 

due to the settlement hazard. The analysis is conducted using MATLAB (as shown in Appendix 

B), and BIM is used to collect all the information on the maximum settlement and ground slope 

from building footprints locations. 

To provide the Damage Severity of a building due to the settlement hazard, the Building 

Damage Assessment criteria, which were adapted from Burland (1995) and Mair et al. (1996), 

were also employed using Table 4.5. The Limiting Tensile Strain Method (LTSM) was utilised 

to assign the settlement-induced building damage through the critical tensile strains (Burland 

and Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and Cording, 1989). It should be noted again that LTSM does not 

emphasise on detailed interactions associated with the foundations. The critical strain (εcrit) was 

obtained using Equation (4.12) (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and Cording, 1989; 

Burland 1995). To provide the critical strain, εcrit, for every building in the area investigated, 

their detailed material and geometrical information (such as building length, width and height, 

sagging/hogging areas and the construction material). This information was collected 

employing BIM from the IFC building models used (SUPodium, 2018; Graphisoft, 2018), as 

introduced by Providakis et al. (2019). Hence, the building damage for every building is then 

obtained using Equation (4.12) and was categorised using the damage categories of Table 4.5 

(Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996). A maximum difference normalisation was also employed 

here to correlate factors and values that initially have completely different ranges, with factors 

estimated to have a (0, 1) frame (Wang et al., 2017).  
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The ratio of Young’s modulus and shear modulus (E/G) of the buildings was a challenging 

factor, which was used in this type of assessment. This is often heterogeneous due to the 

diversity of the building materials used within a construction. It varies from E/G=2.6, in the 

case of masonry structures, to E/G=12.5, for concrete structures. The severity of the settlement 

damage does not only depend on the settlement magnitude and extent, but also on the material 

sensitivity within the construction. Masonry buildings can be more susceptible to damage when 

compared to buildings from reinforced concrete (for example, in the case of shear stiffness of 

a masonry building is low). Here, the masonry buildings have been selected as an example to 

explore the proposed methodology. The mean and standard deviation values used (E/G range 

within 2.6 and 2.8), are shown in Table 6.2. Hence, the current method considers the uncertainty 

estimation of E/G in addition to the geotechnical factors. This estimation is shown in Equation 

(6.2). 

𝑋𝐸
𝐺⁄ = 𝜇𝐸

𝐺⁄ ± 𝜎𝛦
𝐺⁄ 𝑌𝐸

𝐺⁄         (6.2) 

where the uncertainty factor, 𝑋𝐸
𝐺⁄ , can be estimated here using the mean value, 𝜇𝛦

𝐺⁄ , and the 

standard deviation, 𝜎𝛦
𝐺⁄ ; the random variate (standardised) is 𝑌𝛦

𝐺⁄ , which is assumed to be 

normally distributed in the range of [-3, +3]. 

 

Table 6.2: The mean and standard deviation values of E/G ratio used in the present analysis. 

Factor (𝑿𝑬
𝑮⁄ ) Mean (𝝁𝑬

𝑮⁄ ) Standard Deviation (𝝈𝑬
𝑮⁄ ) 

E/G 2.7 0.03 
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6.4 Uncertainty analysis for estimating the Settlement Economic Risk 

In the case of a model that includes many inputs with uncertainties, a stochastic analysis could 

be employed to provide subsequent uncertainty evaluations, i.e. how the input uncertainty 

affects the characteristics of this model (Wittwer, 2005). This type of analysis has been 

commonly used in geotechnical analyses (Cheung and Tang, 2005; Zhang et al., 2009; Peng et 

al., 2017; Cao et al, 2019). 

Monte Carlo simulation is a method of stochastic modelling, in which the output probability 

distribution is provided by repeated random-sampling tests of inputs (Zhang, et al., 2012). It 

has been widely utilised in similar geotechnical problems to perform uncertainty analyses 

(Rowe and Fraser, 1995; Wang et al., 2010; Zhang, et al., 2012; Cao et al., 2017). A large 

number of those simulations assures that a random variation of the inputs used, is reflected 

(Vose, 1996). In the present analysis, using Monte Carlo simulations, the uncertainties of the 

adopted geotechnical factors (Equation (6.1)) or of the E/G value (Equation (6.2)), had an 

impact on each other. The overall idea of the Monte Carlo analysis used, is shown in Figure 

6.5. The building damage in this analysis was a function of the critical tensile strain (εcrit), as 

shown in Table 4.5 (Chapter 4). The steps of the Monte Carlo simulations employed in the 

analysis of this chapter were: 

1. Define the probability distributions of possible inputs (factors): ground (volume) loss, 

Poisson's ratio, friction angle and E/G ratio. In this case, it is assumed that these factors 

vary according to a normal probability distribution. 

2. Generate the random (representative) inputs from the probability distribution over the 

domain, using Equations (6.1) and (6.2). 

3. Calculate the resultants of building Damage Categories (outputs) according to Table 4.5 

using Equations (4.5) and (4.12) and the generated inputs. 
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4. Repeat the steps 1–3, using 1000 simulations. 

5. Aggregate the results. 

 

 

Figure 6.5: The overall approach of the Monte Carlo simulations used in this analysis. 

 

6.4.1 Probability distribution of building damage 

Each of the ten buildings within the area investigated was analysed using the adopted approach. 

To provide robust probability estimations, these Monte Carlo simulations were run 1000 times 

in MATLAB, which is a reasonable number, as suggested by Vose (1996). Thus, for every 

building a probability for any Damage Category to occur, was provided. The detailed MATLAB 

scripts used, are provided in Appendix D. 

The resulting probability distributions for the damage of each building examined, is presented 

in Figures 6.6-6.10, as bar graphs of the Damage Categories (1-5). The probability values were 

then used to develop the settlement economic risk of this damage. 
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Figure 6.6: The bar graphs demonstrating the probability of a Damage Category to occur for 

building (a) No. 1 and (b) No. 2. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 6.7: The bar graphs demonstrating the probability of a Damage Category to occur for 

building (a) No. 3 and (b) No. 4. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 6.8: The bar graphs demonstrating the probability of a Damage Category to occur for 

building (a) No. 5 and (b) No. 6. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 6.9: The bar graphs demonstrating the probability of a Damage Category to occur for 

building (a) No. 7 and (b) No. 8. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 6.10: The bar graphs demonstrating the probability of a Damage Category to occur for 

building (a) No. 9 and (b) No. 10. 

 

 

a) 

b) 
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6.4.2 Building damage cost analysis using Probability Density Functions 

The probabilistic methods adopted here, utilised Probability Density Functions (PDFs), which 

have provided an effective approach for such problems previously (Zhang, 2009). In the 

proposed approach, these were combined with the Monte Carlo method to provide a robust 

(building-damage) cost analysis. In terms of economic costs, among the many cost analyses 

available, one that successfully related costs with geotechnical elements, was provided by 

Sundell et al. (2019). An efficient cost analysis for a geotechnical risk assessment would be 

related to repair costs. Hence, in the current example, (low-rise) building-damage costs, due to 

tunnel-induced settlements, were utilised. 

As already noted, in the proposed settlement-induced building-damage scheme, the critical 

tensile strain (εcrit) levels were associated with this damage. Minor critical strains were related 

to negligible damage, and hence small repair-costs, whereas larger critical strains had an effect 

on the function or the main structure of a building, and result in reasonable damage and costs. 

The consequences of this damage are described by a continuous function, providing the 

Settlement Economic risk (Rs) for each building, as presented in Equation (6.3) (Sundell et al., 

2019). 

𝑅𝑠 = ∫ 𝐶𝑠𝑓𝑠𝑑𝑠         (6.3) 

where Rs is the Settlement Economic Risk due to tunnelling given by a combination of the 

economic cost, Cs, caused by settlements and the Probability Density Function (PDF) of 

damage occurred, fs. 

 

The Settlement Economic Risk, Rs, was initially estimated for every building. The sum of the 

Rs for all the buildings included in the study area provided the total economic risk for a specific 
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settlement hazard for this area. Economic costs (Cs) consisted of direct costs (i.e. costs of 

repairing of settlement damage) as well as indirect costs (e.g. related to project delay, a reduced 

market value of damaged buildings and tenant issues) (Sundell et al., 2019). The direct costs 

were only considered here, focusing on demonstrating the adopted approach. The economic 

cost valuation was based on previous research and is not directly related to tunnelling-induced 

settlement damage, because no efficient database for related damage exists for the UK. Thus, 

in this chapter, the ‘Damage Index’ adopted by Blong (2003) was used that enables the damage 

evaluation due to any hazard and any type of building to be provided. This was employed to 

provide the settlement damage, in terms of complete replacement costs, for any examined 

building or building at risk. This was expressed in units of average gross charge (cost) for a 

new property (house) in metre squared of floor area. The average gross charge for a new 

construction in England and Wales in the year 2016 was 2,400£/m2, and the highest reasonable 

gross charge reached 6,600£/m2 in the wider London area (Office for National Statistics, 2017). 

The average property area in England and Wales in the year 2016 was 90.1m2 (Office for 

National Statistics, 2017). 

To estimate the damage costs from a particular hazard, the full scale of potential values from 0 

to 1 corresponded to the complete range of the observed damage, i.e. from negligible damage 

to the total collapse of the building. Blong (2003), after reviewing studies of natural hazard 

damage, indicated five different damage categories as: light, moderate, heavy, severe and 

collapse; and then added a relative description for the nature of this damage. The summary of 

those categories is presented in Table 6.3, adapted from Blong (2003). Each Damage Category 

has a corresponding range of values of damage, where for estimation purposes, Blong (2003) 

has taken the central value and called this the ‘Central Damage Value (CDV)’ (Table 6.3). 
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Table 6.3: The Central Damage Value (CDV) categories, as adapted from Blong (2003). 

Damage CDV Range Geohazard 

Light 0.02 0.01-0.05 Hairline cracks (<0.1mm) 

Moderate 0.10 0.05-0.20 Minor foundation settlement 

Heavy 0.40 0.20-0.60 Walls out of perpendicular by several degrees; 

floors inclined/heaved; open cracks in walls 

Severe 0.75 0.60-0.90 Structure grossly distorted; partition walls and 

brick infill at least partly collapsed; footings 

lose bearing; service pipes disrupted 

Collapse 1.00 0.90-1.00 Partial/total collapse 

 

 

In the present method, the five damage categories adopted from Blong (2003) were correlated 

with the building Damage Categories (No. 1-5), based on the critical tensile strains, taken from 

Chapter 4 Table 4.5 (Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996), which was caused by tunnel-induced 

settlements, which were created within the footprints of the buildings. Hence, the cost of the 

settlement damage for each of the five Damage Categories was estimated from Equation (6.4). 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚2 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (£ 𝑚2⁄ ) = 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝐶𝐷𝑉) ×

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠(£/𝑚2)  (6.4) 
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Using Equation (6.4) and Table 6.3, the average damage cost per m2 (gross) floor area was 

estimated for each corresponding Damage Category, as shown in Table 6.4. As the Probability 

Density Functions (PDFs) were not directly defined using a number, the highest reasonable 

damage cost for a respective category is estimated by combining the author’s expertise in this 

field. The resulting highest value would then represent the 95% percentile in the respective 

category. The values of the 95% percentile cost per m2 floor area for each Damage Category 

are summarised in Table 6.4. To provide these values, the prices used have been adapted, using 

the study of Sundell et al. (2019) in combination with the author’s expertise, in addition to the 

highest gross charge (cost) in the wider London area, taken from the Office for National 

Statistics (2017). It should be noted that the focus here was to present the framework of the 

method rather than providing exact (detailed) values for those costs, which would then depend 

on specific costs related to a country/region or city. 
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Table 6.4: Average and 95% percentile damage costs for each Damage Category adapted 

from Burland (1995), Mair et al. (1996), Blong (2003), Office for National Statistics (2017) 

and Sundell et al. (2019). 

Damage 

Category 

(No)  

Damage 

severity 

Critical tensile 

strain (%) 

Average damage 

cost per m2 floor 

area 

95% percentile 

damage cost per 

m2 floor area 

1 Negligible 0-0.05 0.02×2400 £/m2 = 

48 £/m2 

110 £/m2 

2 Very slight 0.05-0.075 0.10×2400 £/m2 = 

240 £/m2 

900 £/m2 

3 Slight 0.075-0.15 0.40×2400 £/m2 = 

960£/m2 

3300 £/m2 

4 Moderate 0.15-0.3 0.75×2400 £/m2 = 

1800 £/m2 

5000 £/m2 

5 Severe to 

very severe 

> 0.3 1.00×2400 £/m2 = 

2400 £/m2 

6600 £/m2 

 

 

The damage from several hazards often follows a skewed probability distribution (Hansen and 

Singleton, 1983). A lognormal distribution is commonly used in analysing the positive skewed 

damage distributions of PDF (Hansen and Singleton, 1983). By definition, a PDF of damage is 

‘lognormally’ distributed when the log-transformed PDF of the damage is normally distributed. 

This can be described as a function: Y = ln(X) that is normally distributed with a mean, μ, and 
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a variance, σ2. Then, X is lognormally distributed with parameters, mean (μ) and variance (σ2). 

It should be noted that μ and σ2 are not the mean and variance of the lognormal random variable, 

X, but are the mean and variance of the log-transformed random variable, Y, and the lognormal 

distribution is commonly referred to, as LN(μ, σ2). The lognormal PDF was chosen in the current 

analysis, in this chapter to obtain positive (damage) costs, Cs, and represent larger uncertainties 

in the correct part (branch) of the curve (Hansen and Singleton, 1983). If the average cost per 

m2 is the expected value m and the 95% percentile is the variable q for each Damage Category, 

the Equations (6.5)-(6.8) can be used to evaluate the parameters μ, and variance, σ2, of the log-

normal PDF for damage cost, Cs, for each Damage Category (Singh, 1997). The value from the 

lognormal distribution, m, and the 95% percentile, q, are given by Equations (6.5) and (6.6), 

respectively (Singh, 1997). 

𝑚 = exp (𝜇 + 0.5𝜎2)        (6.5) 

𝑞 = exp (𝜇 + 𝑧0.95𝜎)        (6.6) 

where z0.95 is the 95% percentile of the standard normal distribution profile 

(approximately equal to 1.645).  

 

Then taking the logarithms of m and q, are given by Equations (6.7) and (6.8) (Singh, 1997). 

log(𝑚) = 𝜇 + 0.5𝜎2        (6.7) 

log(𝑞) = 𝜇 + 𝑧0.95𝜎        (6.8) 

 

Using Equations (6.5)-(6.8), the Equations (6.9) and (6.10) (Singh, 1997) are finally derived. 

𝜎 = 𝑧0.95 ± √𝑧0.95
2 + 2log (

𝑚

𝑞
)      (6.9) 

𝜇 = log(𝑞) − 𝑧0.95𝜎        (6.10) 
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The equation with the positive solution for σ and μ is selected (unless q > m). Table 6.5 shows 

the resulting mean (μ) and variance (σ2) for the lognormal PDF, LN(μ, σ2), for the building 

damage costs for each Damage Category. Using these values, a lognormal PDF (fs), describing 

the variation in the corresponding (repair) cost (Cs) for each Damage Category, is demonstrated 

in Figures 6.11-6.13 (using MATLAB). The MATLAB codes used are provided in Appendix 

D. 

 

Table 6.5: The computed mean and variance for every Damage Category (Sundell et al., 

2019). 

Damage 

category  

Mean (μ) Variance (σ2) LN(μ, σ2) 

1 3.6780 0.3863 LN(3.6780, 0.3863) 

2 4.5077 1.9460 LN(4.5077, 1.9460) 

3 6.1957 1.3426 LN(6.1957, 1.3426) 

4 7.1503 0.6904 LN(7.1503, 0.6904) 

5 7.4481 0.6703 LN(7.4481, 0.6703) 
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Figure 6.11: The variation in repair costs of buildings due to settlement using the PDF, for (a) 

Damage Category No. 1 (negligible) and (b) Damage Category No. 2 (very slight). The red 

dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 6.12: The variation in repair costs of buildings due to settlement using the PDF, for (a) 

Damage Category No. 3 for the (slight) and (b) Damage Category No. 4 the (moderate). The 

red dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 6.13: The variation in repair costs of buildings due to settlement using the PDF, for 

damage category (No. 5) (severe). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

Finally, the Settlement Economic Risk was provided for a building in relation to the probability 

of damage within one of the Damage Categories. This was estimated through Equation (6.3), 

using the integral indicated by the area bounded by the PDF curve for a Damage category and 

by the repair costs up to the point of the cost corresponding to the probability for this Damage 

Category. By way of example, as shown in Figure 6.14, the Settlement Economic Risk for the 

Damage Category No. 5 (severe), was provided using the grid-area created by the PDF curve 

and the repair costs up to the cost corresponding in this case to the 95% percentile probability 

of damage (Damage Category No. 5). The same was done for the other Damage Categories. 

Their summation then provides the Settlement Economic Risk to a particular building. These 

can then be presented in the multidimensional visualisations of this chapter, as shown in the 

following section. 
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Figure 6.14: Example of the PDF curve for the Damage Category No.5 (severe) with a gridded 

area embedded to estimate the Settlement Economic Risk. A red dotted line indicates the cost 

for the probability of damage, in this case the 95% percentile (Damage Category No. 5). 

 

6.5 Settlement Economic Risk assessment visualisations 

The 3D visualisations using BIM of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk for the buildings 

caused by the tunnelling-induced settlements, using the proposed analysis, are presented in 

Figure 6.15. Risk-based colours of the buildings were generated within those visualisations, 

which presented the probability of this risk to occur (using Equation (6.3) and Monte Carlo 

simulations). In addition, these visualisations contain the Damage Extent due to the tunnelling-

induced settlements. This is shown by the surface settlement risk, using Table 4.4 (Rankin, 

1988; CIRIA, 1996) and Equation (4.5) (in Chapter 4), to provide the whole picture of this 

assessment. 
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Figure 6.15: 3D visualisations of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused by ground 

settlement due to tunnelling (with a diameter of 10m), via a (a) wide, (b) close and (c) closer 

view in SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016). 

a) 

c) 

b) 

Scale 1:10000 

Scale 1:4200 

Scale 1:4000 
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To demonstrate the power of this tool and present the ‘sensitivity’ of the proposed method, 

alternative visualisation examples of Settlement Economic Risk due to ground settlements 

caused by tunnelling, were developed. These were based on changing the diameter and the 

location of the tunnel centreline, as shown in Figures 6.16-6.19. The corresponding graphs for 

the building-damage and cost analyses were performed to provide the resulting visualisations 

of Settlement Economic Risk in Figures 6.16-6.19, and are presented in Appendix D, i.e. the 

probability of a Damage Category to occur for each building is presented in Figures D.1-D.20 

and the variation in repair costs of buildings due to settlement using PDF for each Damage 

Category is presented in Figures D.21-D.32. Additional 3D visualisations (BIM), presenting 

extra views of each assessment are also presented in Figures D.33-D.35 (Appendix D). 

Initially, the diameter of the tunnel centreline diameter was reduced to 8m, and the resulting 

visualisations (risk-based coloured buildings) were presented in Figure 6.16. To provide even 

more detailed resultants and confirm the proposed analysis, the location of the tunnel centreline 

was also changed. In this case, it was placed approximately 200m away from the closest 

building of the built-up area, as shown in Figure 6.17. The Damage Extent is also included 

again in these visualisations, presenting the settlement risk on the ground surface (surface 

settlement risk), using Table 4.4 (Rankin, 1988; CIRIA, 1996) and Equation (4.5).  

The same process was carried out again for a tunnel with a 10.5m diameter, with a centreline 

initially below and then away from the built-up area, as shown in the resulting visualisations of 

Settlement Economic Risk in Figures 6.18 and 6.19. 
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Figure 6.16: 3D visualisations of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused by ground 

settlements due to a tunnel construction below the built-up area. The tunnel generated here had 

with a diameter of 8m and is presented via a (a) wide and (b) close view in SketchUp (Trimble 

Inc., 2016). 

 

a) 

b) 

Scale 1:12000 

Scale 1:4000 
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Figure 6.17:3D visualisations of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused by ground 

settlements due to a tunnel construction approximately 200m away from the built-up area. The 

tunnel generated here had a diameter of 8m and is presented using a (a) wide and (b) close view 

in SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016). 

 

a) 

b) 

Scale 1:12000 

Scale 1:8000 
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Figure 6.18: 3D visualisations of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused by ground 

settlements due to a tunnel construction below the built-up area. The tunnel used here had a 

diameter of 10.5m and is presented using a (a) wide and (b) close view in SketchUp (Trimble 

Inc., 2016). 

 

a) 

b) 

Scale 1:4000 

Scale 1:10000 
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Figure 6.19: 3D visualisations of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused by ground 

settlements due to a tunnel construction around 200m away from the built-up area. The tunnel 

used in this case had a diameter of 10.5m and is presented via a (a) wide and (b) close view in 

SketchUp (Trimble Inc., 2016). 

 

 

a) 

b) 

Tunnel 

Scale 1:10000 

Scale 1:8000 
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6.6 Discussion of the results 

The 3D visualisations provided the Settlement Economic Risk for buildings due to settlements. 

The probability of the risk using Equation (6.3) and the Monte Carlo simulations, is shown by 

corresponding risk-based colours. The resulting multidimensional risk assessment 

visualisations were provided using the proposed analysis, which was presented by the 

corresponding building-damage and cost analysis graphs.  

Figure 6.15 demonstrated the 3D visualisations (in SketchUp) of the Settlement Economic Risk 

and the Damage Extent. Risk-based colours were employed in the visualisations representing 

various levels of risk for the buildings and the ground surface. This was formed due to the 

resulting settlement, generating a subsequent settlement trough in the area. These visualisations 

demonstrated a higher risk along the tunnel centreline, where risk increased towards the tunnel 

centreline. As a result, buildings closer to the tunnel centreline showed a probability of higher 

settlement economic risk. However, it is important to note that areas of sagging and hogging 

are significant in indicating potential building damage. The buildings that lie within higher-risk 

areas caused by surface settlements showed a higher Settlement Economic Risk, as illustrated 

in Figure 6.15c. On the contrary, those that lied away from this zone showed a lower economic 

risk, presented with slight or negligible risk-based colours, as shown in Figure 6.15. Therefore, 

buildings having a brown and red colour, i.e. with a moderate to high settlement economic risk 

would need a more detailed investigation concerning potential damage. Because of the power 

of BIM to capture all the detailed information regarding a building, it was evident that the 

building characteristics, such as building dimensions, would have an effect on the assessment 

analysis resultants and resulting visualisations. Hence, larger buildings would be prone to a 

higher risk, due to a larger corresponding area extending over the settlement trough, and hence, 

the potential for differential settlement and cost in £/m2, as demonstrated in Figure 6.15. 
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To provide a more detailed demonstration of the resulting visualisations in Figure 6.15, the 

Settlement Economic Risk to individual buildings was indicated. To present this, representative 

Building Nos. 1, 2, 3, 7 and 10 were employed, and their locations were demonstrated in Figure 

6.4 and their corresponding visualisations are shown in Figure 6.15. Building Nos. 1, 2 and 7 

fell directly above the negligible, slight and high-risk zones of settlement, respectively, and 

indicated a corresponding negligible, slight and high Settlement Economic Risk, respectively 

(Figure 6.15). However, the building dimensions would be the determining factor in the case 

of the resulting risk visualisation for Building No. 3, since it is larger than Building No. 1 

(Figure 6.15). In this case, the dimensions of this building had a strong effect on its resulting 

slight risk, even though it is located outside the settlement impact zone of the trough (negligible 

surface settlement risk). The Building No. 10 was located across all zones of the surface 

settlement risk, yet with a larger proportion located within the slight risk zone, as shown in 

Figure 6.15. This, in combination with its large dimensions resulted in a slight Settlement 

Economic Risk for this building. The previous (resulting) visualisations aligned with the graphs 

of the building-damage categories in Figures 6.6-6.10. Buildings with a moderate risk or above, 

i.e. shown in brown to red colours, could be investigated further, as required. 

To demonstrate the power and the accuracy of the proposed method, alternative representative 

visualisations were provided. The alterations of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk based 

on particular representative changes of criteria within the model, follow.  

Figure 6.16 was produced to demonstrate the Settlement Economic risk, using a different 

diameter of the tunnel centreline, which was changed to a diameter of 8m. This is because the 

diameter was considered an important property of the tunnel, as shown in Equation (4.5). This 

provided risk assessment visualisations where the risk exhibited slight changes from the 

previous in Figure 6.15, as expected due to slightly reducing the tunnel diameter. The settlement 
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trough was presented with higher surface settlement risk (on the ground surface) along the 

tunnel centreline. Settlement risk was shown to increase towards the centreline (Figure 6.16). 

Buildings closer to the tunnel centreline showed a probability of higher economic risk caused 

by settlements. These built within zones of higher surface settlement risk demonstrate a higher 

economic risk, than those built outside of these zones (Figure 6.16). The building dimensions 

(which were adopted from BIM) played again an important role, in which larger buildings, in 

general, were shown to be more prone to this risk.  

In the same visualisation in Figure 6.16, most of the buildings exhibited a similar Settlement 

Economic Risk to Figure 6.15, as expected. However, as shown in Figure 6.16, Buildings No. 

3 and 8 (their locations were demonstrated in Figure 6.4), exhibited a negligible risk (lower 

than the previous assessment shown in Figure 6.15), as expected, due to the smaller diameter 

employed. The rest of the buildings responded to this tunnel construction similarly to (a 

diameter of 10m assessed in) Figure 6.15.  

Apart from changing the diameter, the tunnelling proximity to the buildings was used to 

demonstrate the sensitivity of this method. Figure 6.17 was produced using the proposed 

analysis, having again a tunnel centreline with a diameter of 8m. However, in this case, the 

tunnel centreline was placed approximately 200m away from the first building of the built-up 

area found. The resulting Settlement Economic Risk visualisations caused by tunnelling here, 

were demonstrated in Figure 6.17. The resulting changes in the demonstrations for this risk, 

which were caused by the change of the location of the tunnel (away from the built-up area), 

were compared with the previous Figures 6.16 (and Figure 6.15). These visualisations presented 

again a higher Surface settlement risk along the tunnel centreline. This could be explained by 

the development of the resulting settlement trough, which in this case was away from the built-

up area. The settlement risk was then increasing towards the centreline, providing areas of 
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settlement risk. In this visualisation, as no buildings were located within or close to these impact 

zones, the Settlement Economic Risk to buildings was expected to change (decrease), 

comparing to the previous Figure 6.16. This was confirmed by the resulting visualisations of 

Figure 6.17, which exhibited a negligible Settlement Economic Risk (grey risk-based colours) 

for all the buildings, as expected. This was found due to the distance of the tunnel from the 

buildings, which produced a negligible settlement effect by being off the settlement trough’s 

impact-zones.  

Similarly to the previous examples (of Figures 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17), Figures 6.18 and 6.19 were 

provided to demonstrate the sensitivity of the proposed method and confirm the accuracy of its 

resultants.  

More specifically, via changing the tunnel diameter to 10.5m in Figure 6.18, again a higher 

settlement risk along the tunnel centreline was demonstrated, which was becoming higher 

towards the centre of this tunnel centreline. The risk-based colours on the ground surface again 

were slightly different, as expected, due to the larger diameter of the tunnel used (than in Figure 

6.16). The buildings closer to the tunnel centreline would indicate a greater damage risk, and 

hence a higher Settlement Economic Risk. Thus, the main difference in Figure 6.18 from the 

previous visualisations (in Figures 6.15 and 6.16) is associated with the buildings.  

Figure 6.18 demonstrated changes of risk levels when comparing with Figure 6.15. Building 

No 1 changed to a slight Settlement Economic Risk (from grey to yellow colour). Settlement 

Economic Risk was also increased in Building Nos 6 and 10 to a moderate level (in orange 

colour). Then, when comparing Figure 6.18 with Figure 6.16, the resulting visualisations using 

a (even larger) diameter of 10.5m also gave an increased (higher) Settlement Economic Risk, 

as expected. In particular, Building Nos 1, 3 and 8 were now shown in Figure 6.18 to have a 
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slight risk. The resulting Settlement Economic Risk shown on Building Nos 6 and 10 was also 

now changed to a moderate level, as demonstrated in Figure 6.18. The previous changes in the 

resulting visualisations of the Settlement Economic Risk for buildings occurred due to the larger 

diameter of the tunnel centreline used, and hence they confirmed the accuracy of the proposed 

analysis method. In addition, the dimensions of a building played a role in the previous changes 

(increased/reduced risk) of the resulting visualisations of risk, by way of example, as presented 

by the change of the risk-based colours of Building No 10.  

Figure 6.19 showed the resulting visualisations, when the tunnel centreline of a diameter of 

10.5m (as shown in Figure 6.18) was placed at approximately 200m away from (the first 

building of) the built-up area. These provided a higher settlement risk along the tunnel 

centreline, and towards its centre. Similarly to the visualisation example shown in Figure 6.17, 

the buildings were not enough close to be affected by the resulting settlement (trough), as 

presented in Figure 6.19. Therefore, the resulting Settlement Economic Risk assessment 

visualisations gave a negligible risk, with grey faces of all the buildings investigated. 

The resulting 3D visualisations of the Settlement Economic Risk for buildings (Figures 6.16-

6.19) also aligned with the graphs of the probability for a building-damage category and 

variation in repair costs of buildings due to settlement (which are demonstrated in detail in 

Figures D.1-D.20 and Figures D.21-D.32 (Appendix D), respectively). Those buildings which 

were demonstrated with a moderate risk or above, i.e. in brown and red colours, could be 

investigated/analysed further, as required. 

These 3D visualisations produced a robust tool for assessing Settlement Economic Risk in 

relation to building damage by exploring the tunnelling-induced Settlement Hazard. This could 

be important information for improving the understanding, as required in this field. These 
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visualisations could support geotechnical cost-benefit analyses, involving such ‘real-life’ 

applications, as the one explored here, which could advance sustainable decision-making. The 

analysis could also be expanded to incorporate the (Settlement) Vulnerability aspects in a future 

analysis. 

 

6.7 Summary 

In this chapter, a framework was generated to support urban planning and relevant decision-

making associated with geohazard risk through a robust and integrated information modelling 

system. 3D ground modelling was again used through utilising BIM and its data integration 

power. This used again the same 3D models used in the previous chapter (Chapter 5). However, 

the aim here was to develop an urban geohazard risk assessment tool, based on the integration 

of the BIM framework with an uncertainty analysis to build a thorough geohazard information 

platform. In particular, to obtain comprehensive and useful outcomes for an urban area, the 

focus was on the resulting economic costs. The relevant interactions and integrations of BIM 

with the analytical and modelling tools used were described. Integrated 3D risk-based 

visualisations of economic costs caused by the geohazard, were produced, which could support 

ground investigations and sustainable urban planning. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 Overview 

In this research, an integrated information system for urban geohazard risk, in this case using 

the example of the tunnelling-induced settlement risk (soft ground), was provided. This system 

was based on a BIM-based framework for a preliminary assessment tool. The integrated 

outcomes of the proposed tool were presented by advanced risk assessment analyses and 

visualisations (SketchUp) using BIM. A discussion of the results combined follows, to provide 

a clear understanding of the findings of the proposed approach. 

7.2 Discussion of all the results combined 

As cities expand, urban geohazards and their effects have been affecting human lives and the 

built environment, and causing economic impact for many decades. These aspects have been 

widely considered in relevant urban planning and sustainable decision-making by a range of 

(modelling) tools and approaches which predict (assess) the corresponding risk, such as in 

Culshaw et al. (2006), Kim et al. (2015) and Bathrellos et al. (2017). The robust knowledge and 

understanding of the ground conditions and interactions were key aspects in assessing urban 

geohazard risk (Aldiss et al., 2012, Price et al., 2016). In addition, due to the nature of the 

ground (Griffiths, 2016), a method that could be applied to various types of geohazards is found 

to be suitable and align with sustainable thinking. Therefore, the need for providing a 

framework using advanced methods to ‘inform’ about the urban geohazard risk via an 

integrated system was evident (Bridge et al., 2005). Subsequent methods using maps (Culshaw 

et al., 2006; Papaioannou et al., 2015; Bathrellos et al., 2017) and 3D ground models (Entwisle 

et al., 2008; Thornton et al., 2018) were produced from several analyses. However, they lacked 

in demonstrating a corresponding modelling ‘system’, which could provide integrated (risk 

assessment) information while considering the complexity of the ground and ground-building 
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interactions. In this research, it was found that BIM could be key in supporting a framework for 

such an information system, by extending BIM’s previous use and thinking, which focused on 

structural and geotechnical information, such as in Ladenhauf et al. (2016) and Zou et al. 

(2017), and Svensson (2016) and Wang et al. (2019), respectively, to provide advanced aspects 

associated with geohazard risk assessment information. Therefore, an integrated information 

modelling system for assessing geohazards in urban areas was developed, using the proposed 

BIM-based methodology. Key aspects to build this integrated system were the development of 

a complete risk assessment and a framework to establish and process the information where this 

assessment would be based. 

The proposed integrated system provided the information using a comprehensive or a ‘package’ 

of geohazard risk assessment for an urban area. This was based on a framework that could 

explore basic components constituting a geohazard risk assessment (Fedeski and Gwilliam, 

2007), such as the hazard and vulnerability, which are enhanced by cost-related estimations that 

are critical for sustainable decision-making (Price et al., 2016). A comprehensive geohazard 

risk assessment tool was developed by exploring these components, using advanced (geohazard 

risk assessment) analyses and the power of BIM (to support this tool).  

The framework for this tool was successfully presented using the example of assessing ground 

settlement risk due to a tunnel construction. However, due to the variability of the ground 

(Griffiths, 2016), the aim (of this tool) was to be capable for assessing any type of urban 

geohazard, using the power of BIM. This key strength has provided an advance on relevant 

tools to date, which tended to focus on assessing specific geohazards (Kazakis et al., 2015; 

Papaioannou et al., 2015). More specifically, a framework was developed that was based on 

correlating information of several important criteria (for example the tunnel-induced settlement 

factors, using data taken from borehole records) to produce advanced geohazard risk assessment 
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analyses, which expanded on prior research (as noted earlier) by utilising BIM to process (and 

then visualise) this information. As presented in this research, this framework provided an 

integrated tool for the rigorous investigation of urban geohazard risk, where the criteria used 

could be adjusted to support any associated geohazard, as required. Hence, the proposed tool 

could also advance the fields of ground investigation and sustainable urban planning.  

In addition, the knowledge and understanding of the ground and ground-building interactions 

are important for the geohazard decision-making in urban areas (Aldiss et al., 2012, Price et al., 

2016). The proposed modelling system demonstrated that it could be used to obtain rigorous 

information on such geohazard decision-making. More specifically, the information for ground 

and ground-building interaction was based on the strength of BIM to combine geotechnical and 

structural information, using the proposed methodology. This integrated information improved 

previous relevant practice (applications) and research (such as in Jørgensen et al. (2015) and 

Vatcher et al. (2016)), which were lacking in providing a system to integrate this information. 

Hence, the proposed system allows the user to assess with time the geohazard effect on the area 

and buildings (and the impact of a new infrastructure construction on existing constructions), 

using advanced geohazard risk assessment analyses and integrated building damage 

assessments. As presented in the outcomes of this research, the integrated (geotechnical-

structural) information was important to provide the advanced analyses used. This aspect 

improved the current geohazard risk assessment analyses (for example in Papaioannou et al., 

2015 and Kim et al., 2019) by a powerful with a low computational cost analysis, which could 

be used, for example, at early construction stages. In addition, this was extended in the proposed 

approach by providing an economic risk assessment, which directly exhibited the relevant 

(damage) cost risk caused by a geohazard. Areas and buildings with (potential) higher costs of 

damage due to geohazard were shown. This could provide a useful ‘real-life’ application for 
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decision-makers by implementing a cost analysis within the proposed geohazard information 

system, enhancing previous assessments (Sundell et al., 2019). It is important to note that the 

integrated information that was used in the proposed system was provided by a unique method 

for integrating BIM building information with geohazard risk assessment analysis information, 

which enhanced relevant geotechnical applications associated with BIM (Svensson, 2016; 

Zhang et al., 2018). BIM supported this data integration, which is crucial for solving geohazard 

and ground-building problems. This integration could enhance urban geohazard assessments by 

including important BIM (structural) information and processing it to provide a corresponding 

analysis. In this case, for example, the ground-building interaction aspects (outcomes) in 

relation to geohazard risk were successfully provided using available BIM-building data, which 

was implemented in the corresponding building damage assessments.  

In terms of the role of BIM specifically, this was principal in providing this system. The 

proposed BIM-based assessment enhanced risk assessments, which were previously conducted 

using 2D maps and 3D ground models (Gakis et al., 2016; Bathrellos et al, 2017). This was 

achieved by BIM’s data integration (interaction) strengths of storing, managing, processing, 

linking together and multidimensionally visualising the data to build an information modelling 

system, as demonstrated in the proposed approach. These aspects extended the computer-aided 

geohazard risk assessment approaches available to date, by introducing an ‘interactive and 

automated’ framework to process the information (data). As demonstrated in the methodology, 

this framework could produce robust urban geohazard risk assessment outcomes, which is 

confirmed by the 3D visualisations of this research. 

More specifically, the integrated 3D visualisations using BIM (SketchUp) was a major strength 

provided by the data advances of this system. The integrated 3D geological, buildings and 

underground structures model was developed by an automated process using BIM, as described 
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in the methodology of this research (Chapter 3), which adds to previous modelling such as in 

Svensson (2016). The visualisations of the 3D models including the risk/costs assessments were 

presented successfully using the proposed approach to clearly exhibit potential construction 

areas or buildings at risk and at economic cost risk. These integrated visualisations were 

achieved by the data advances of the proposed framework, using the power of BIM. BIM 

processed the data needed to provide the risk assessment analysis, which was then employed in 

the multidimensional visualisations (on SketchUp). This improves the previous risk 

assessments using 3D ground models (Thornton et al., 2018) and previous BIM models (for 

example, from Kim et al. (2015)) by including integrated BIM-based risk assessment (i.e. 

attributed) information within the 3D (geology-buildings) models developed, while 

incorporating the advantages of BIM. This information advances geohazard and ground-related 

risk-based modelling visualisations. As a result, they reduced geological uncertainty and 

improved knowledge and understanding of the subsurface, because the 3D ground (geological) 

modelling is enhanced with ‘interactive’ (and dynamic) risk assessment predictions. The 

integrated 3D visualisations also demonstrated the importance of the impact factors, and their 

severity and alterations with time and tunnel location, broadening the previous findings (such 

as in Kim et al. (2015)). By way of example, 3D visualisations could then be used as ‘thematic’ 

3D maps of combinations of geohazards, which could affect an urban area, if required. Hence, 

this supports complex decision-making. In addition, the proposed approach could support the 

‘discussion’ of (complex) outcomes of geohazard risk (effects) and building response in relation 

to a corresponding risk assessment analysis between scientists/engineers, and clients, asset 

owners and authorities. 

An integration with other modelling tools (software) of the 3D models (including the risk-based 

assessment visualisations) is also provided using the data advantages of this system, which 
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could extend the power of the risk assessment developed. This was provided here using 

integrated tools that utilised, for example, spatial modelling tools, and hence extended the 

available 3D ground models to date, such as in Gakis et al. (2016). As a result, integration with 

applications that could support and enhance or be used in further investigation, is supported 

using the proposed framework. Hence, these aspects make this framework useful as a 

sustainable tool to support ground investigation, which is based on its compatibility advantages.  

An advantage of the proposed methodology is that it extended data sharing/integration aspects, 

which makes the model capable of handling different types of information (data) to produce 

successful outcomes. Therefore, key in the proposed framework was to efficiently model 

different scales of data. The scale of the different data used, such as the values of vulnerability 

factors, is provided via a normalisation method, as presented in Chapter 5. This makes the 

proposed system capable of processing any type of relevant data (such as 

geological/geotechnical data) required for the assessment analysis, and then presenting the 

resulting 3D models through BIM. It should be noted that the 3D visualisations presented 

outcomes of assessing geohazard risk, in this case of settlement risk, with a consequent building 

damage assessment, which focuses on exploring the settlement risk (i.e. the area and buildings 

at risk), and not on providing a detailed assessment of building damage and its components (for 

example, building cracks, damaged elements/parts of a building). Such a detailed assessment 

could be examined at a later stage, using the proposed approach (presented in the Future Work). 

However, the proposed model could be adjusted to be used in a wider or city scale due to the 

power of BIM and its data integration advantages. More specifically, this could be provided by 

employing specific analysis criteria and data (records) for a larger area in the 3D modelling. In 

terms of computational power, which is required for use in a city scale, this is generally 

increasing with the size of the area examined and the ‘detail’ of the assessment required, i.e. 
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the complexity of the ground and parameters investigated. The city-scale use and the relevant 

computing resources needed could be studied in detail in a future work, which is based on the 

current framework. 

In addition, the scarcity and distribution of (borehole) data is important for the relevant 

modelling (Wu et al., 2005). The proposed methodology considers the issues associated with 

data scarcity and different density of data in the model in a similar fashion with typical 

modelling in the field, i.e. the detail of the resulting 3D risk-based visualisations using BIM is 

decreasing with decreasing density of data. However, the proposed tool employs the BIM-based 

approach to easily share the data and handle this problem. 

In terms of the data uncertainty of the model, this has been considered via providing a method 

for estimating the cost of building damage due tunnel-induced settlements (geohazard). This 

provided more accurate outcomes through 3D visualisations. The uncertainty of data was 

explored through the actual probability of building-damage cost risk. More specifically, the 

resulting BIM-based models presented detailed risk outcomes, using probabilistic analyses and 

the Monte Carlo simulations. These analyses explored the probability for each category of risk 

to occur through a number of (possible) scenarios or runs, i.e. the proposed method used 1000 

scenarios. Hence, the increased number of simulated scenarios, which then provided increased 

estimates of risk, was key in the proposed approach. Therefore, a method for better knowledge 

and understanding of geohazard impact was presented (through assessing the economic risk), 

which could be extended in a future work that is based on the current framework.  

The proposed framework could help planners, engineers and scientists, clients, asset owners, 

local communities and authorities, and other people involved in decision-making via providing 

a tool for better the knowledge and understanding of the geohazards. More specifically, it could 
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be used as a ‘preliminary’ assessment tool, in early (design) phases of construction projects to 

show susceptible areas or buildings to urban geohazards. These have been presented in this 

research (in Figures 4.7-4.9, Figures 5.14-5.15 and Figures 6.15-6.19), using integrated risk-

based 3D visualisations of geological, structural and geohazard risk assessment (using risk-

based visualisations) models. 

These models could allow engineers/scientists to utilise this geohazard information and more 

easily identify risk-prone areas, and, for example, plan alternative tunnelling routes or 

construction, or focus on problematic areas with a higher risk for further assessment, if required. 

Likewise, in the case of an adjacent critical infrastructure to tunnelling, the effects of potential 

ground settlement that could make (a part of) it inaccessible or useless, could be avoided by 

utilising this tool. In addition, (building damage) cost risk indications (using integrated risk-

based 3D visualisations) would also be useful for decision-making. Essentially, these would 

mean knowing in real-time of subsequent geohazard risk or damage (and costs), which adds to 

current relevant thinking. This system could advice on the need for further or more detailed 

investigation or a ‘secondary’ assessment analysis (such as a FEM analysis) to be targeted at 

higher-risk areas, as presented in the results of this research. Therefore, a further or more 

detailed analysis could then be based on this system or could be based as part of a broader 

relevant monitoring regime. In addition, this tool enables easy and rapid use with low 

computational power needs and adjustable (to any urban geohazard) utilisation, which could 

expand current ground investigation, and decision-making to advance sustainability. Local 

communities and authorities could also use this information, as ‘urban geohazard risk maps’ to 

support decision-making in relation to various urban developments. Hence, such an information 

system could, for example, assist for planning wider (city) scale development schemes, or 

provide ‘safe’ areas for potential construction and sustainable urban expansion. 
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Finally, these aspects are achieved by an integrated system, where data integration/interactions 

are provided and linked together (using BIM), and advancing 3D models, such as the models 

developed by Gakis et al. (2016) and Thornton et al. (2018). Hence, complex decision-making 

is supported by allowing the information to be more directly accessible and comprehensible, as 

described in the proposed methodology and demonstrated in the model outcomes (3D 

visualisations). This system improves knowledge and understanding in relation to ground 

investigation and underground construction. Therefore, the proposed geohazard information 

modelling system supports relevant decision-making by advancing sustainable urban planning. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

A critical review of previous research demonstrated the need for sustainable urban planning 

tools which focus on the efficient access to knowledge and understanding of the subsurface. 

Hence, the information for (assessing) geohazard risk in an urban area would be important in 

relevant decision-making. However, a geohazard risk assessment tool that could provide this 

information efficiently does not exist. Hence, an integrated modelling system that could provide 

information for decision-making in relation to the subsurface needed to be developed, based on 

advanced (digital) data integration and 3D modelling visualisations. Such an integrated tool 

would be capable of assessing urban geohazards and supporting sustainable urban planning 

successfully. 

The aim of this research for creating an integrated modelling information system for urban 

geohazard risk assessment has been achieved. This system was based on developing a 

framework for a preliminary assessment tool to support geohazard decision-making and ground 

investigations. This tool used a tunnelling-induced settlement risk assessment, as a 

representative urban geohazard risk assessment to demonstrate the proposed methodology. 

More specifically, it employed a basic (geohazard) risk assessment to process the analysis of 

the geotechnical/geological information. The risk assessment analysis was based on exploring 

the subsequent risk assessment components, i.e. the Settlement Hazard and Vulnerability, and 

evaluating the uncertainty using probabilities. This allowed a complete risk assessment 

package, which could support any urban geohazard required and provide robust ground-

structure interaction information using building-damage and cost assessments. To provide this 

package, the idea was to integrate BIM with a (dynamic) geohazard risk assessment analysis, 

in this case for tunnel-induced settlements. BIM played an important role as the main 
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integration/interaction and visualisation ‘platform’. More specifically, beyond clearly 

visualising the 3D geology-tunnel-building model of the area investigated, the use of BIM 

enhanced 3D ground modelling by storing, managing, sharing and visualising in 3D the 

resulting tunnel-induced settlement risk assessment information (data). This information was 

provided using BIM-building data combined with geotechnical data. 

The tunnelling-induced settlement risk assessment analyses were undertaken in MATLAB. 

They combined analytical methods and building damage assessments, and advanced 

spatiotemporal analyses (using AHP and ARX) and probabilistic analyses/distributions using 

Monte Carlo simulations, using (factor) data taken from boreholes. The georeferenced 3D 

geology-tunnel-building model from the example study area in Birmingham, UK, was 

developed by integrated data processes (and conversions) using SketchUp (BIM). In addition, 

the resulting 3D visualisations of settlement risk and settlement economic risk assessments, 

confirmed the successful integration of the analysis and data processes used within the 

methodology adopted. 

Initially, the tunnel-induced settlement risk assessment was provided by exploring the 

settlement hazard via 3D visualisations using BIM. This was repeated for several tunnel 

locations to confirm the accuracy of the method adopted. Ground surface areas and buildings 

at risk were provided with corresponding risk-based colours successfully. The ones with high 

risk could be taken to further investigation or more detailed analysis. Further understanding 

was obtained by individual building damage assessments. 

The vulnerability of the study area due to tunnel-induced settlement was then explored, which 

was combined with the settlement hazard to provide a robust settlement risk assessment. This 

was produced by a spatiotemporal analysis which incorporated more criteria, i.e. geotechnical 
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and structural factors, to the settlement risk assessment using BIM. The risk assessment was 

successfully presented by multidimensional BIM visualisations and exhibited risk-prone areas 

and building damage. The proposed approach, which is adjustable to any urban geohazard, 

enhanced the relevant knowledge and understanding for sustainable decision-making by 

including a number of (settlement) vulnerability factors. 

A Settlement Economic Risk assessment due to a potential tunnel construction using BIM was 

finally generated to complete the present risk assessment. This was based on an uncertainty 

analysis, which was successfully undertaken by an integrated probabilistic approach (using 

Monte Carlo simulations). In this way, the building-damage costs risk was rigorously assessed 

and visualised in 3D using BIM, generating an efficient application for ground-structure 

interactions. The proposed approach provided useful outcomes for decision-making by 

exploring different tunnel diameter and location examples, which demonstrated the relation of 

the tunnel diameter and location from the built-up area. The accuracy of the proposed approach 

was also confirmed. 

The proposed integrated modelling system provided ‘real-time’ urban geohazard information 

with efficient outcomes, in this case of an advanced settlement risk assessment analysis due to 

tunnel construction. This system provided an advance on current geohazard risk assessments 

and knowledge and understanding of the subsurface, aligning with a sustainable urban planning 

tool. It is based on a framework which enhanced previous research and applications by: 

• providing a ‘preliminary’ assessment tool that could advance geohazard decision-

making and ground investigations; 

• involving an integrated ‘package’ of a geohazard risk assessment to be based, using the 

power of BIM; 
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• using advanced risk assessment analyses (including an uncertainty analysis), which was 

integrated with BIM; 

• enhancing relevant (geohazard) decision-making methods, i.e. the 3D ground models 

by integrating, visualising and linking together all aspects of a geohazard risk 

assessment (analysis), using BIM for the geohazard data storage, management 

(processes) and 3D visualisations. 

More specifically, this system involved a complete and integrated risk assessment tool, which 

could be used to assess any urban geohazard easily and rapidly by considering the ground 

variability. This could be used as a preliminary assessment tool, and hence enhance sustainable 

ground investigation and decision-making. It also combined BIM (building data) and geohazard 

risk assessment (data), which enhances geotechnical applications.  

This system was based on a framework for an advanced risk assessment ‘package’. This 

comprehensive framework explored important aspects of an urban geohazard risk assessment, 

such as hazard, vulnerability and associated costs (probability). These ‘components’ were 

estimated by advanced risk assessment analyses, using various criteria and their combinations, 

uncertainty and probability analyses and Building Damage Assessments including risk of 

building-damage costs. This integrated system of analyses provided efficient information for 

geohazard risk and ground-building interactions, using borehole data, and hence enhanced the 

relevant knowledge and understanding. An important aspect of this system which expanded on 

previous analyses was based on the data integration and communication that used the power of 

BIM. The integration of BIM with the risk assessment analysis was developed, which advanced 

the urban geohazard risk assessments. 
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BIM successfully collected, processed, managed and visualised the data needed in this research. 

It supported the (data) integration with the (time-dependent) risk assessment to form this 

system. This integration extended 3D ground modelling and computer-aided methods, by 

introducing a system that could effectively manage the data of this assessment and visualise it 

in 3D. The efficient 3D visualisations of 3D geology-tunnel-building models including 

complete geohazard risk assessment visualisations demonstrated the effect of specific criteria 

(factors) with time. These aspects successfully formed a framework for a preliminary 

assessment tool, which allows engineers/scientists to identify risk-prone ‘areas’, easily, early, 

with low computational power needs, and then advice for further or more detailed investigation 

or analysis. Therefore, this ‘multi-purpose’ tool improved knowledge and understanding of the 

underground associated with ground investigation and supported decision-making for 

sustainable urban land-use planning. 

The aim of this research was to create an integrated framework for an information system for 

assessing geohazard risk in an urban area. A framework for a ‘package’ which is capable of 

advancing relevant risk assessment and supporting decision-making in deterministic and 

uncertain conditions was provided, using a comprehensive geohazard risk assessment tool. To 

obtain such a complete tool, several important geohazard criteria and their effects, i.e. economic 

costs, were considered within advanced geohazard risk assessment analyses. This was carried 

out by a process of integrating BIM with these analyses. BIM played a key role in supporting 

this process. An integration of these ‘components’ was produced to extend 3D (geological) 

modelling aspects, using (conventional) borehole data, as a preliminary assessment tool. These 

provided important ground-building interactions information using 3D visualisations, which 

could enhance ground investigation. The user could easily identify hazardous areas and risk for 

building damage and costs, associated with any urban geohazard. Finally, important indications 
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were drawn for sustainable urban planning, using the resulting ground-related information 

taken from this BIM-based integrated system to advise for avoiding areas, which are susceptible 

to geohazards. 

 

8.2 Future work 

An integrated geohazard information system for assessing the risk in urban areas was 

developed. This provided a complete framework for an advanced risk assessment analysis tool 

using integrated data processes and three-dimensional visualisations for an urban geohazard. 

However, extensions based on the present framework could be made in future work to enhance 

it further. 

Initially, a new version of the reported framework in the future could use more or other 

geotechnical and/or structural factors in the corresponding geohazard risk assessment analysis, 

if required. In addition, other tunnelling-induced ground movements (such as subsurface 

settlements) could also be investigated using the proposed tool. This could also be extended to 

explore hard rocks. A questionnaire made by experts, which could indicate important factors to 

be selected, could also accompany a future (multi-criteria decision) geohazard risk assessment 

analysis (AHP) based on the proposed approach. A geohazard risk assessment analysis using 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), based on the proposed framework, could also be undertaken 

to obtain further results and test the use of ANN within the proposed methodology.  

In addition, an important aspect of the present framework is that it could work with the any 

other geohazard. Thus, in future work it could provide a risk assessment for different 

geohazards. For example, flood or contaminated land risk could be adopted, based on the 

current approach. However, the present system is designed to work with multiple geohazards, 
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and hence a comprehensive risk assessment that investigates the effect of a combination of a 

number of geohazards (Equation 3.2) could be explored. 

In a future version of the proposed methodology for the Settlement Economic Risk assessment, 

the particular geometrical parameters of BIM-based building element data (i.e. columns, beams, 

walls, doors and windows) could be integrated also within a subsequent ground-building 

interaction analysis due to (for example) settlements. Then, using the proposed approach 

(combination of the extracted probabilistic distributions of ground settlements and the particular 

building-damage cost probability curves) any given damage scenario (i.e. Damage Category) 

could be modelled. These extended models could then enable the prediction of damage costs 

per element, element-group, storey and building, using various Damage Categories. 

Additionally, regarding the economic value employed in the uncertainty analysis, in future work 

a comprehensive cost distribution rather than a mean value could be estimated. In addition, a 

potential integration with ground improvement techniques could also be based on the current 

framework, targeted in the higher-risk areas shown in the 3D visualisations. This is closely 

related to the corresponding Settlement Economic Risk (and the Settlement Risk) assessment 

visualisations, which could demonstrate if it is required. 

The level of detail of the proposed tool could also be adapted in the future with respect to the 

geohazard (geotechnics) and the features of the urban area (structures) investigated. Hence, a 

higher level of detail, such as the mesh grid analysis or using more complex structural 

components, could be adopted in the present models. As a result, future risk assessment 

visualisations based on the present framework could be extended, although a higher 

computational power would be needed. In addition, further use of more 3D models, i.e. 

buildings structures and/or other surface/ground features and alternative underground 

structures, such as pipes or extra tunnels, could be also adopted in the future. These applications 
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would be based on the current 3D modelling framework. More complex 3D geology (including 

more strata or other features) could also be explored in future work based on the current 

modelling. Further work based on the proposed system, could also be conducted on an enhanced 

version of the current model applied to a larger scale, i.e. a city (or regional) scale. This could 

allow more comprehensive investigations and relevant knowledge and understanding for a 

wider area. 

It should be noted that the proposed preliminary assessment tool for assessing urban geohazard 

risk is capable of being integrated with other more detailed analysis/modelling tools, if required. 

Therefore, for example, a FEM analysis could be adopted as a ‘secondary’ assessment tool, 

using the risk assessment information (data) required from the present tool. This information 

could focus (more) on high-risk areas to be further investigated. This integration is based on 

the mesh generated in the current framework. Likewise, an integration with other modelling 

tools/software is provided by the current framework using BIM, by the data processes and 

communication advantages of this concept. Additional integrated visualisation could be also 

integrated with the present framework to enhance knowledge and understanding of the 

underground. By way of example, the contourmaps used could be extended to include 

more/other factors. Likewise, the integrated visualisations of borehole locations could provide 

useful information for other applications.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Data integration (input/output) and management used throughout 

the research 

A.1 Utilising MATLAB 

MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., 2016) was employed throughout this study to provide the analysis 

(and the related aspects) and the set-up for the 3D modelling. The use of MATLAB was based 

on implementing custom-made scripts. To demonstrate its use in this research, the scripts 

(codes) developed are presented throughout the Appendices, with respect to the corresponding 

approach they were utilised for (using a stepwise approach). The corresponding comments of 

the scripts are written in boldface. 

A.2 API and Ruby API integration  

Ruby-based command lines (codes) defined the characteristics, such as the geometry and post-

analysis assessment features of the integrated 3D geology-tunnel-building models, which 

followed the steps (pattern) of: 

• extraction of the assessment resultant data; 

• categorising the previous data; 

• setting (generating) the model defined with this data. 

This code was produced for each corresponding ‘part’ of the 3D model, in MATLAB to align 

with an automated approach. By way of example, the following Ruby programming language 

script for setting a specific 3D object was typically used in this research: 

$group = Sketchup.active_model.entities.add_group 

$group.entities.add_faces_from_mesh(mesh) 

$group.material = "LightGrey"   

$group.material.alpha = 0.8  
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$mesh = Geom::PolygonMesh.new  

 

A.3 Creation of the 3D models 

In this section, the MATLAB custom-made scripts used to create the 3D geology-tunnel-

building models, are described in detail. In addition, MATLAB’s Iso2mesh toolbox by 

Qianqian Fang (Fang and Boas, 2009; Mathworks Inc., 2017) was adapted to generate the mesh 

of the 3D models used. Geom3d toolbox (Mathworks Inc., 2017) was also adapted, to visualise 

(and manage) 3D geometries and their mesh in MATLAB. 

A.3.1 Topography (ground surface) 

To generate the ground surface mesh, an interpolation process was used (with the 

corresponding comment text in bold): 

ntopo=200; The number of interpolation points in the 

longitude(LONG)-direction. 

mtopo=200; The number of interpolation points in the latitude(LAT)-

direction. 

xmin1=floor(min(Atopo1(:,1))); where Atopo1(:,1) is the array of 

ground surface (points) Ordnance Survey’s (OS)LONG-coordinates. 

xmax1=ceil(max(Atopo1(:,1))); 

ymin1=floor(min(Atopo1(:,2))); where Atopo1(:,2) is the array of 

ground surface (points) OS LAT-coordinates. 

ymax1=ceil(max(Atopo1(:,2))); 

F2=scatteredInterpolant(Atopo1(:,1),Atopo1(:,2), Atopo1(:,3), 

'linear','nearest'); 

[xq,yq] = meshgrid(xmin1:(xmax1-xmin1)/ntopo:xmax1,ymin1:(ymax1-

ymin1)/mtopo:ymax1); 

ztopo=F2(xq,yq); 

figure;plot3(Atopo1(:,1),Atopo1(:,2),Atopo1(:,3),'*'); The 3D plot 

of the ground surface. 

hold on 

mesh(xq,yq,ztopo); The 3D plot of ground surface mesh. 
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A.3.2 3D geology model 

Each geological layer is obtained by deriving the borehole (data) logs in different depths (in m 

Above Ordnance Datum (mAOD). To demonstrate how the 3D geological strata were created, 

the following MATLAB script of an example of a 3D stratum developed, is provided for the 

geological layer No.3 (weathered to clay sandstone layer), as shown in Figure A.1: 

VarName13=Atopo3(:,1); where Atopo3(:,1) is the array of layer No.3 

OS LONG-coordinates as extracted from the borehole log data. 

VarName14=Atopo3(:,2); where Atopo3(:,2) is the array of layer No.3 

OS LAT-coordinates as extracted from the borehole log data. 

VarName15=Atopo3(:,3); where Atopo3(:,1) is the array of layer No.3 

altitude(ALT)(in mAOD)-coordinates along its thickness direction as 

extracted from the borehole log data. 

Thick3=Atopo3(:,3)-Atopo4(:,3); The thickness of layer No.3. 

[faces_grdl_12, 

vertices_grdl_12]=surf2solid(VarName13,VarName14,VarName15,'thicknes

s',-Thick3'); The conversion of 3D surface geological object layer 

No.3 to a 3D volume geological solid object layer No.3. 

 

A.3.3 3D tunnel model 

p0=[404600 282900 120]; LONG – LAT – Tunnel DEPTH coordinates of the 

Tunnel starting point.  

p1=[405000 285300 120]; LONG – LAT – Tunnel DEPTH coordinates of the 

Tunnel ending point. 

DIAMt=10; The tunnel diameter used in this example.  

[Vcyl, Fcyl] = cylinderMesh([p0 p1 0.5*DIAMt]); Creation of 3D 

tunnel surface object and extraction of its 3D cell vertices 

coordinates (Vcyl) and interconnected 3D 4-noded cell faces (Fcyl).   

Tes120 = delaunayTriangulation(Vcyl(:,1),Vcyl(:,2),Vcyl(:,3)); 

Delaunay Triangulation of 3D cell vertices coordinates of the tunnel 

to 3D 3-noded cells as shown in Figure A.2. 

[K200,v200] = convexHull(Tes120); Convex hull creation of the 

extracted 3-noded 3D cells. 

vertg(:,1)=vertices_grdl_13(:,1); LONG-Coordinates of the specific 

geological layer which is the layer through which the tunnel is 

excavated. 
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vertg(:,2)=vertices_grdl_13(:,2); LAT-Coordinates of the specific 

geological layer which is the layer through which the tunnel is 

excavated. 

vertg(:,3)=vertices_grdl_13(:,3); ALT-Coordinates of the specific 

geological layer which is the layer through which the tunnel is 

excavated. 

[newnode802,newface801]=surfboolean(vertg,faces_grdl_131,'diff',Tes1

20.Points,K200); Boolean difference operation to create 3D cells as 

a simulation of space that was previously occupied by the geological 

layers, along the excavation, as shown in Figures A.1a and A.3. 

 

 

Figure A.1: A visualisation example of the (a) whole 3D geology model generated (including 

the tunnel) and (b) the alluvial stratum only, using BIM (SketchUp) (Chapter 4). 

 

a) 

b) 

Scale 1:3200 

Scale 1:1200 
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Figure A.2: An initial visualisation example using MATLAB, showing the tunnel (extracted) 

within the 3D geology model. 

 

 

Figure A.3: A resulting visualisation of the 3D geology-tunnel-building model using BIM 

(SketchUp) (Chapter 4). 

 

A.4 Integrated visualisations using geospatial tools 

An integration with spatial tools has been made to provide further visualisations. This mainly 

utilised Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018), using its advantages for further or more detailed 
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integrated visualisations. Custom-made MATLAB scripts were also used. In addition, 

GoogleEarth toolbox by Scott L. Davis (Mathworks Inc., 2017) was adapted to provide the 

Google Earth integrated (3D) visualisations. The data integration that took place developed the: 

• points within the study area; 

• contourlines within the study area (from the present analysis), and 

• locations of the borehole cylinders (and colourbars), 

extracted using Keyhole Markup Language (KML) (format), which is employed for visualising 

data in Google Earth Pro (Google Earth, 2015). In this way, the resulting visualisations/maps 

using Google Earth could be generated in the current study. An initial example of the approach 

used, presents a satellite image integrated with the 3D geology-building model and an initial 

settlement risk assessment, as shown in Figure A.4. This example demonstrates the power of 

the current framework to provide integrated visualisations (of assessments). 

 

 

Figure A.4: An extra 3D application of a risk assessment conducted using Google Earth Pro 

(Google Inc., 2015) in this research. 

 

Scale 1:600 

For 3D Geology and 
Building Risk 
Legends, refer to 
Figure 4.7 (page 133). 
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The information taken from borehole data can be derived and simulated into the Google Earth 

Pro (Google Earth, 2015) environment, by using 3D long thin cylinders, adjusted to the actual 

latitude and longitude (spatial) locations of the boreholes. To provide the cylinders and the 

contourmaps within the visualisations in Google Earth Pro (Google Earth, 2015), the process 

starts with the indication of the actual location x1, y1 of the boreholes. An example script for 

the creation of a cylinder taken from the current analysis follows: 

kmlStr11 = ge_cylinder(x1,y1,0.55,3*40, 'divisions',3, 'name',' 

Cylinder number 2, less divisions.','lineWidth',5.0, 

'lineColor','FFFFFF00','polyColor','FFFFFF00'); where 0.55 and 3*40 

are the horizontal and vertical scale factors, respectively, to 

adjust the geometrical size of each cylindrical model. 

 

Likewise, to locate and provide in Google Earth Pro (Google Earth, 2016) each borehole point: 

tmp = 

ge_point(Long,Latg,t*1e6,'iconURL',[iconStrBase,'/icon31.png'],'msgT

oScreen',true,'name','') 

 

To provide the contourlines (along which the same value of borehole data is shown): 

kmlStr = 

ge_contour(Lon1,flipud(Lat1),flipud(Largezii),'colorMap','jet','line

Values',lineValues,                

'cLimLow',cLimLow,'cLimHigh',cLimHigh,'lineWidth',3); 

 

An example presenting the process described and the integration of the 3D model with Google 

Earth (Google Inc., 2018) is provided in Figure A.5. 
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Figure A.5: An integrated visualisation using Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018), showing the 

borehole locations (cylinders) including their logs. 

 

A.5 Georeferencing  

An example process that was used, which provided georeferenced locations of features is 

described through the next scripts. A georeference transformation was conducted using these 

scripts, by providing the BIM local x/y coordinates, the OS longitude/latitude coordinates and 

the STL file information (for each building), then executing series of affine transformations 

from one coordinate system to the other, and extracting the information to STL: 

A=[107.013,69.188,-0; 17.529,87.207,-0; -38.504, 93.979, -0; -

41.325, -52.093, -0; -0.525, -48.146, -0]; The BIM local x/y 

coordinates of 5 specific control points at the investigated site. 

 
B=[404593.783845, 283422.14795, 0; 404487.244773, 283466.434606, 0; 

404425.192069, 283468.826924, 0; 404415.396708, 283323.434586, 0; 

404461.820388, 283319.693471, 0]; The OS LONG/LAT coordinates at the 

same 5 (as above) specific control points at the investigated site. 

 
[regParams,Bfit,ErrorStats]=absor(A',B','doScale','TRUE'); To find 

the rotation and also the scaling and translation affine 

transformation factors that best maps BIM Local coordinate system of 

control point coordinates to OS LONG/LAT coordinate system. 

Scale 1:10000 

For 3D Geology 
Legend, refer to 
Figure 4.6 (page 129).  
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fv = stlread('STL_test_pollaIFC_campus_refined_house_bin.stl'); To 

import an STL mesh for each building in the site, returning a PATCH-

compatible face-vertex structure. 

 

patch(fv1,'FaceColor',[0.8 0.8 1.0], 'EdgeColor','none', 

'FaceLighting','gouraud','AmbientStrength', 0.15); Provides the 

patch-compatible face vertex structure for each building. 

 
regParams.R(3,3)=1./regParams.s; 
TRANS=regParams.R*regParams.s; 
TRANS(:,4)=regParams.t; Computes the affine transformation matrix 

using the previously evaluated transformation factors that best maps 

the two coordinated systems.  

 
PT = transformPoint3d(fv.vertices(:,1), fv.vertices(:,2), 

fv.vertices(:,3), TRANS); Estimates the actual OS LONG/LAT 

coordinates of all points that draw each building.   
 

stlwrite('testres1.stl', fv.faces,PT); To save the resulting OS 

LONG/LAT coordinates for subsequent analysis. 

Resulting 3D geology-tunnel-building models and risk assessments were properly located using 

the previous MATLAB scripts, as shown in the initial example in Figures A.3, A.4 and A.6. 

 

 

Figure A.6: An integrated visualisation including an initial settlement assessment used, which 

demonstrates the integration capabilities of the adopted framework using BIM (SketchUp). 

 

Scale 1:650 

For 3D Geology and 
Building Risk 
Legends, refer to 
Figure 4.7 (page 133). 
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Appendix B: Estimation of the tunnelling-induced settlement hazard using 

analytical models and BIM 

B.1 3D tunnelling-induced settlement risk: Building damage assessments 

By way of example, a script to present the damage assessment for a particular building, is 

described next. Initially, the mesh should be extracted from the STL model: 

Tes120yyy = 

delaunayTriangulation(fv.vertices(:,1),fv.vertices(:,2),fv.vertices(

:,3)); Creates the Delaunay triangulations for each building model 

transformed to the actual OS LONG/LAT coordinate system. 

C201=polyhedronCentroid(Tes120yyy.Points, Tes120yyy.convexHull); 

Computes the OS LONG/LAT coordinates for the centroid of the volume 

of each building model.  

 

Considering the actual location of each centroid of each building, the damage is investigated 

by two planes (which cut perpendicularly each building) for each building. The first plane is 

parallel to the length (longest building dimension) and passes through its centroid, while the 

second is perpendicular to the previous (first) plane (and extending along the width). Thus, for 

the first building: 

px1 = sliceDelaunay(Tes120yyy, [1.0707 -0.1103 0], [C201(1,1) 

C201(1,2) C201(1,3)]); Returns the cross-section points of a plane 

cutting the Delaunay triangulated building model with normal 

[1.0707, -0.1103, 0]. 

 
px2 = sliceDelaunay(Tes120yyy, [0.1103 1.0707 0], [C201(1,1) 

C201(1,2) C201(1,3)]); Returns the cross-section points of a plane 

cutting the Delaunay triangulated building model with normal 

[0.1103, 1.0707, 0]. This plane is vertical to the previously 

defined plane with normal [1.0707, -0.1103, 0]. 

 
px3 = sliceDelaunay(Tes120yyy, [0 0 1], [C201(1,1) C201(1,2) 

C201(1,3)]); 

To check the damage along px1 plane: 

d = px1(1,:).^2 + px1(2,:).^2 + px1(3,:).^2; 

[dmax, maxidx] = max(d); 
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[dmin, minidx] = min(d); 

xmin = px1(1,minidx); ymin = px1(2,minidx); zmin = px1(3,minidx); 

xmax = px1(1,maxidx); ymax = px1(2,maxidx); zmax = px1(3,maxidx); 

d1 = (px1(1,:)-xmax).^2 + (px1(2,:)-ymax).^2 + (px1(3,:)-zmax).^2; 

[dmax1, maxidx1] = max(d1); 

[dmin1, minidx1] = min(d1); 

xmin1 = px1(1,minidx1); ymin1 = px1(2,minidx1); zmin1 = 

px1(3,minidx1); 

xmax1 = px1(1,maxidx1); ymax1 = px1(2,maxidx1); zmax1 = 

px1(3,maxidx1); 

The results were obtained as points generated across the whole px1 plane, parameterised by a 

variable t. To provide more points the spacing of t was required to be reduced. 

point1=[xmax1 ymax1 zmax1]; 

point2=[xmin1 ymin1 zmin1]; 

tseg=0:0.1:1; 

Cseg=repmat(point1,length(tseg),1)'+(point2-point1)'*tseg; 

dCseg = sqrt((Cseg(1,:)-Cseg(1,1)).^2 + (Cseg(2,:)-Cseg(2,1)).^2 + 

(Cseg(3,:)-Cseg(3,1)).^2); 

Lengthbuild=0; 

for i=1:length(Cseg(1,:)); 

    iminus1=i-1; 

    if i==1 

        iminus1=1; 

    end 

        Lengthbuild=Lengthbuild+(dCseg(1,i)-dCseg(1,iminus1)); To 

search for the longest distance between points generated across the 

whole px1 plane.  

    End 

To register the OS LONG/LAT coordinates for each point of the px1 cutting plane: 

zcentros1=Fdepth1(Cseg(1,:),Cseg(2,:)); 

Pcentros1(:,1)=Cseg(1,:); 

Pcentros1(:,2)=Cseg(2,:); 

Pcentros1(:,3)=Cseg(3,:)'+zcentros1'; 
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To create a plane (planep) which contains the tunnel centreline starting from the point (p1x0) 

and ending to the point (p1y0), and has a third point (p1z0) located at the cross section of the 

vertical plane which passes through the tunnel centreline and the ground surface. DEPTHt is 

the altitude (in mAOD) of the tunnel centreline.    

ztopop1=Fdepth1(405000, 285300); 

p1x0=[404400, 282900, DEPTHt]; 

p1y0=[405000, 285300, DEPTHt]; 

p1z0=[405000, 285300, ztopop1]; 

planep=createPlane(p1x0, p1y0, p1z0); 

 

For each point located in the previously defined plane px1 of each building, its distance to the 

plane (planep) is estimated (which is the distance to the tunnel centreline). Thus, by applying 

this distance within closed-form equations for estimating ground settlements (Equations (4.5) 

and (4.6)), these ground movements can be provided for every point on a plane px1:     

POINTP1P=projPointOnPlane(Pcentros1,planep);The altitude in mAOD of 

surface points.  

DISTP1P=(distancePoints3d(Pcentros1,POINTP1P)); 

DIAM=DIAMt; 

The closed-form Equation (4.5) was used to estimate the ground (surface) settlements: 

SURF200P=Fdepth1(POINTP1P(:,1),POINTP1P(:,2))-DEPTHt; To provide the 

depth H of tunnel axis from ground surface.  
SURFC0P=VL*0.5*DIAM*0.5*DIAM*(4*SURF200P.*(1-pois)); 
SURFC2P=(1./(SURF200P.^2+DISTP1P.^2)); 
SURFC02P=SURFC0P.*SURFC2P; 
SURFC03P=1./(SURF200P.*cot(45+0.5*phiB)+0.5*DIAM).^2; 
SURFC1P=exp(-1.38*SURFC03P.*DISTP1P.^2); 
SURFC01P=SURFC02P.*SURFC1P; To estimate the ground surface 

settlements. 

 

In addition, the closed-form Equation (4.6) was employed to estimate the horizontal ground 

movement (Δh) (on the ground surface), and is described as: 
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SURFC0PZ=-VL*0.5*DIAM*0.5*DIAM*(1+(3-4*pois)).*DISTP1P; 
SURFC2PZ=(1./(SURF200P.^2+DISTP1P.^2)); 
SURFC02PZ=SURFC0PZ.*SURFC2PZ; 
SURFC03PZ=1./(SURF200P.*cot(45+0.5*phiB)+0.5*DIAM).^2; 
SURFC1P=exp(-1.38*SURFC03PZ.*DISTP1P.^2); 
SURFC01PZ=SURFC02PZ.*SURFC1P; To provide the horizontal ground 

movement. 
DIFF_HOR=abs(SURFC01PZ(1)-SURFC01PZ(length(Cseg))); To estimate the 

relative settlement at different spans between the points of the 

cutting plane px1. 
 

Then, to search for the location of inflection point across the settlement curve of px1 cutting 

plane and compute the length of hogging and sagging zone at cutting plane px1: 

ysetl=-SURFC01P(:,1)'; 

xx=log10(dCseg(1,:)); 

df1=gradient(ysetl,xx); 

df2=gradient(df1,xx); 

id=sign(df2); 

idx=strfind(id,[-1 1]); 

inflexionP=xx(idx+1); To find the inflection point. 

LengthHog=0; 

LengthSag=0; 

setlhog=0; 

setlsag=0; 

for i=1:length(Cseg(1,:)); 

    iminus1=i-1; 

    if i==1 

        iminus1=1; 

    end 

    if id(i) <= 0 

        LengthHog=LengthHog+(dCseg(1,i)-dCseg(1,iminus1)); 

        setlhog(i)=SURFC01P(i,1);To obtain the hogging zone length. 

    else 

        LengthSag=LengthSag+(dCseg(1,i)-dCseg(1,iminus1)); 

        setlsag(i)=SURFC01P(i,1);To find the length of sagging zone. 

    end 
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end 

Then, the estimation of the maximum bending strain (strbH), diagonal strain (diagstrH), 

horizontal strain (horstrH), the total bending strain (strbsH) and critical strain (strcritH) for the 

hogging zone below each building follows: 

Height=max(px1(3,:)); The height of the building used. 

pois=(Emod-2)/2; The Poisson’s ratio. 

MOM=Height^3/3; The section moment of area of the equivalent beam 

height of the building at the hogging zone. 

TAU=Height; The furthest distance from the neutral axis to the edge 

of the equivalent beam for the hogging zone. 

strbH=((max(setlhog)-

min(setlhog))/LengthHog)/(LengthHog/(12*TAU)+... 

    (3*MOM*Emod/(2*TAU*LengthHog*Height))); To provide the max 

bending strain at the hogging zone. 

diagstrH=((max(setlhog)-

min(setlhog))/LengthHog)/((Height*LengthHog*LengthHog)/(18*MOM*Emod)

+1); To provide the diagonal strain at the hogging part. 

horstrH=DIFF_HOR/(LengthHog+LengthSag); To provide the horizontal 

strain at the hogging part, taking into account the maximum of 

relative settlements under each building across the plane px1. 

strbsH=strbH+horstrH; To provide the total bending strain at the 

hogging part. 

strdsH=horstrH*(1-pois)*0.5+sqrt(horstrH*horstrH*0.5*(1-

pois)*0.5*(1-pois)+diagstrH*diagstrH); To provide the total diagonal 

strain at the hogging part.  

strcritH=max(strbsH,strdsH); To provide the critical strain at the 

hogging part. 

In addition, the maximum bending strain (strbS), the diagonal strain (diagstrS), horizontal strain 

(horstrS), the total bending strain (strbsS) and the critical strain (strcritS) for the sagging zone 

below each building are estimated by: 

MOM=Height^3/12; The section moment of area of the equivalent beam 

height of the building at the sagging zone 

TAU=Height/2; The longest distance from the neutral axis to the edge 

of the equivalent beam for the sagging zone. 

strbS=((max(setlsag)-

min(setlsag))/LengthSag)/(LengthSag/(12*TAU)+... 
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    (3*MOM*Emod/(2*TAU*LengthSag*Height))); To estimate the maximum 

bending strain at the sagging zone. 

diagstrS=((max(setlsag)-

min(setlsag))/LengthSag)/((Height*LengthSag*LengthSag)/(18*MOM*Emod)

+1); To estimate the diagonal strain at the sagging part. 

end 

horstrS=DIFF_HOR/(LengthHog+LengthSag); To estimate the horizontal 

strain at the sagging part considering the maximum of relative 

settlements under each building across the plane px1. 

strbsS=strbS+horstrS; To provide the total bending strain at the 

sagging part. 

strdsS=horstrS*(1-pois)*0.5+sqrt(horstrS*horstrS*0.5*(1-

pois)*0.5*(1-pois)+diagstrS*diagstrS); To provide the total diagonal 

strain at the sagging part. 

strcritS=max(strbsS,strdsS); To provide the critical strain at the 

sagging part. 

The estimated maximum critical strains for the hogging and sagging zone are correlated with 

the appropriate damage criterion, using Table 4.5 (Burland, 1995; Mair et al., 1996): 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005; To indicate if maximum 

tensile strain is less than 0.05% damage category exists. 

    hold on; 

plotmesh(fv01.vertices,fv01.faces,'FaceAlpha',0.3,'FaceColor','b'); 

To colour the building in blue if max tensile strain <0.05%.  

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075; To indicate if maximum tensile strain is less than 0.075% 

and greater than 0.05% damage category exists. 

    hold on; 

plotmesh(fv01.vertices,fv01.faces,'FaceAlpha',0.3,'FaceColor','c'); 

To colour the building cyan if max tensile strain <0.075% or >0.05% 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015; To indicate if maximum tensile strain is less than 0.15% 

and greater than 0.0075% damage category exists. 

    hold on; 

plotmesh(fv01.vertices,fv01.faces,'FaceAlpha',0.3,'FaceColor','m'); 

Colour of the building in magenta if max tensile strain <0.15% or 

>0.0075% 

    end 
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    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003; Indicates if maximum tensile strain less than 0.3% and 

greater than 0.15% damage category exists. 

    hold on; 

plotmesh(fv01.vertices,fv01.faces,'FaceAlpha',0.3,'FaceColor','y'); 

Colours the building yellow if max tensile strain <0.3% or >0.15% 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003; To indicate if maximum 

tensile strain is greater than 0.15% damage category exists. 

    hold on; 

plotmesh(fv01.vertices,fv01.faces,'FaceAlpha',0.3,'FaceColor','r'); 

To colour the building red if maximum tensile strain >0.3%. 

    end 

The same process is done for the plane px2. Finally, using the previous MATLAB codes the 

3D visualisations could then be provided, as shown in sections B.1.1 and B.1.2. 

B.1.1 Phase 1 Building Damage Assessment visualisations 

Further visualisations showing a wider view of the (Phase 1) damage extent are provided in 

Figures B.1, B2 and B.3. 

 

 

Figure B.1: Settlement risk assessment for a tunnel 30m away (Providakis et al., 2019). 

 

Scale 1:3000 

For 3D Geology and 
Building Risk 
Legends, refer to 
Figure 4.7 (page 133). 
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Figure B.2: Settlement risk assessment for a tunnel 10m away (Providakis et al., 2019). 

 

 

Figure B.3: Settlement risk assessment for a tunnel below the building block (Providakis et 

al., 2019). 

 

B.1.2 Phase 2 Building Damage Assessment visualisations 

Results were demonstrated in Figures 4.13 to 4.16 in Chapter 4. 
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Appendix C: Estimation of the tunnelling-induced settlement vulnerability using a 

3D spatiotemporal analysis and BIM 

C.1 Spatial analysis using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Initially, the settlement vulnerability factors are extracted in the MATLAB analysis. These are 

given an appropriate corresponding range, as shown in Table 5.1. An algorithm to test each one 

of them was produced. Table 5.1 also shows the weights of the vulnerability factors used. Then 

the Settlement Vulnerability Index could be obtained by Equation (5.9), using the values 

adopted from the previous script. Then the Building Damage Assessments could be conducted 

similarly to the previous Chapter 4, using the analytical methods in combination with the 

Damage extent and severity. Details of the previous steps of the MATLAB analysis follow. 

 

C.1.1 Estimation of the risk ranges/ratings of the settlement vulnerability factors 

(AHP) and the Settlement Vulnerability Index 

The settlement vulnerability factors taken from each borehole measurements (logs) are 

estimated in a predefined grid of points distributed in the investigated area, as in the following 

scripts using MATLAB: 

  

for i=1:length(Atopo1(:,1))  

    iop=iop+1; 

 

To set the risk ranges and ratings of the undrained shear strength factor (newE111) by: 

 

    if( newE111(iop) <=50 )  

        P111(iop)=3; 

    end 

    if( newE111(iop) <=100 && newE111(iop) > 50 )  

        P111(iop)=2; 

    end 

    if( newE111(iop) <=150 && newE111(iop) > 100 )  

        P111(iop)=1; 

    end 
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    if( newE111(iop) > 150 ) 

        P111(iop)=0; 

    end 

 

To set the risk ranges and ratings of the soil density factor (newE222): 

 

    if( newE222(iop) <=1800 )  

        P222(iop)=3; 

    end 

    if( newE222(iop) <=2000 && newE222(iop) > 1800 )  

        P222(iop)=2; 

    end 

    if( newE222(iop) <=2100 && newE222(iop) > 2000 ) 

        P222(iop)=1; 

    end 

    if( newE222(iop) > 2100 )  

        P222(iop)=0;     

    End 

 

To set the risk ranges and ratings of the unit weight factor (newE333): 

 

    if( newE333(iop) <=18 )  

        P333(iop)=3; 

    end 

    if( newE333(iop) <=20 && newE333(iop) > 18 )  

        P333(iop)=2; 

    end 

    if( newE333(iop) <=24 && newE333(iop) > 20 )  

        P333(iop)=1; 

    end 

    if( newE333(iop) > 24 ) 

        P333(iop)=0; 

    End 

 

To set the risk ranges and ratings of groundwater table fluctuation (ratio) factor (newE444): 

    if( newE444(iop) <0 )  

        P444(iop)=0; 

    end 

    if( newE444(iop) < 1 && newE444(iop) >= 0 )  

        P444(iop)=2; 

    end 

    if( newE444(iop) < 5 && newE444(iop) >= 1 )  

        P444(iop)=4; 

    end 

    if( newE444(iop) < 10 && newE444(iop) >= 5 ) 

        P444(iop)=6; 

    end 

    if( newE444(iop) < 20 && newE444(iop) >= 10 ) 

        P444(iop)=8; 

    end 
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    if( newE444(iop) > 20 )  

        P444(iop)=10;     

    End 

To set the risk ranges and ratings of the Young’s modulus factor (newE555): 

 

    if( newE555(iop) <=10 )  

        P555(iop)=3; 

    end 

    if( newE555(iop) <=100 && newE555(iop) > 10 )  

        P555(iop)=2; 

    end 

    if( newE555(iop) <=200 && newE555(iop) > 100 )  

        P555(iop)=1; 

    end 

    if( newE555(iop) > 200 ) 

        P555(iop)=0; 

    End 

 

To set the risk ranges and ratings of the hydraulic conductivity factor (newE777): 

 

    if( newE777(i) <=10e-8 )  

        P777a(i)=0; 

    end 

    if( newE777(i) <=1e-4 && newE777(i) > 10e-8 )  

        P777a(i)=1; 

    end 

    if( newE777(i) <=10e-2 && newE777(i) > 1e-4 )  

        P777a(iop)=2; 

    end 

    if( newE777(i) > 10e-2 ) 

        P777a(iop)=3; 

    End 

 

 
Then, to use a normalisation process for (between) these settlement vulnerability factors: 

 

for ikl=1:length(Atopo1(:,1)) 

    iop1=iop1+1; 

VIA1(iop1)=P111(iop1)/3; 

VIA2(iop1)=P222(iop1)/3; 

VIA3(iop1)=P333(iop1)/3; 

VIA4(iop1)=P444(iop1)/10; 

VIA5(iop1)=P555(iop1)/3;  

VIA7(iop1)=P777a(iop1)/3; 

end 

 

To provide the Damage Severity Index of the buildings and set their ranges as a function of 

critical strain, which is extracted for each building from the LTSM approach: 
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    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(1)=0.01; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(1)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(1)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(1)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(1)=4; 

    End 

 

To implement a normalisation process for the Damage Severity Index: 

 
    iop=0; 

for i=1:length(B11) 

    iop=iop+1; 

    VIB(iop)=B11(iop)/4; 

end 

 

To use interpolation for each settlement (geotechnical) vulnerability factor, to provide their 

values at the specified borehole locations: 

 

FVIA1=scatteredInterpolant(Atopo1(:,1),Atopo1(:,2),VIA1', 

'linear','nearest'); 

 

Then, to use interpolation for each building’s Damage Severity Index to provide their values 

at the borehole locations: 

 

FVIB=scatteredInterpolant(AtopoB(:,1),AtopoB(:,2),VIB', 'linear', 

'nearest'); 

 

To set a predefined grid of points to provide the Settlement Vulnerability Index, considering 

both settlement vulnerability factors and the Damage Severity Index of the buildings: 

 

      mtopo=50; 

      ntopo=50; 
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      xmin1A=floor(min(Atopo1(:,1))); 

      xmin1B=floor(min(AtopoB(:,1))); 

      xmin1=min(xmin1A,xmin1B); 

% xmax1=4.05e5; 

      xmax1A=ceil(max(Atopo1(:,1))); 

      xmax1B=ceil(max(AtopoB(:,1))); 

      xmax1=max(xmax1A,xmax1B); 

      ymin1A=floor(min(Atopo1(:,2))); 

      ymin1B=floor(min(AtopoB(:,2))); 

      ymin1=min(ymin1A,ymin1B); 

% ymax1=2.84e5; 

      ymax1A=ceil(max(Atopo1(:,2))); 

      ymax1B=ceil(max(AtopoB(:,2))); 

      ymax1=max(ymax1A,ymax1B); 

      [xval,yval] = meshgrid(xmin1:(xmax1-

xmin1)/ntopo:xmax1,ymin1:(ymax1-ymin1)/mtopo:ymax1); 

      xval1=xmin1:(xmax1-xmin1)/ntopo:xmax1; 

      yval1=ymin1:(ymax1-ymin1)/ntopo:ymax1; 

 

For each point of the predefined grid, a kriging (interpolation) approach is adopted to evaluate 

the distribution of each settlement vulnerability factor in the investigated area. The evaluation 

of undrained shear strength factor (here as Zhat1) is adopted as follows: 

 

    x=Atopo1(:,1); 

    y=Atopo1(:,2); 

    z=VIA1'; 

    v = variogram([x y],z,'plotit',false); 

    [dum,dum,dum,vstruct1] = 

variogramfit(v.distance,v.val,[],[],[],'model','stable','plotit',fal

se); 

    [Zhat1,Zvar1] = kriging(vstruct1,x,y,z,xval,yval); 

 

 
The same method is adopted for the rest of the settlement vulnerability factors. Hence, to 

provide the (distribution of the) Damage Extent Index within the area investigated: 

 

szset=size(settl1103); 

iko1=0; 

for iko=1:szset 

    iko1=iko1+1; 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=0.01 && settl1103(iko1,1) >= 0 )  

        Psz(iko1)=0; 

    end 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=0.05 && settl1103(iko1,1) > 0.01 )  

        Psz(iko1)=1; 

    end 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=0.075 && settl1103(iko,1) > 0.05 ) 
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        Psz(iko1)=2; 

    end 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=100 && settl1103(iko1,1) > 0.075 )  

        Psz(iko1)=3;     

    End 

 
To implement a normalisation process for the Damage Extent Index (as a factor): 
 

    VIA1103m(iko1)=Psz(iko1)/3; 

End 

 

 

For every point of the predefined grid, a kriging approach is adopted to provide the (distribution 

of the) Damage Extent Index as an impact factor (here as Zhat99) causing ground settlements 

in the study area. This is carried out using the following lines: 

    zm=VIA1103m'; 

    v103m = variogram([centros103(:,1) 

centros103(:,2)],zm,'plotit',false); 

    [dum,dum,dum,vstruct1103m] = 

variogramfit(v103m.distance,v103m.val,[],[],[],'model','stable','plo

tit',false); 

    [Zhat99,Zvar99] = 

kriging(vstruct1103m,centros103(:,1),centros103(:,2),zm,xval,yval); 

 

 
For every point of the predefined grid, the Settlement Vulnerability Index (ZhatAll) is obtained 

by the sum of the weighted effects of each settlement vulnerability factors in the study area – 

here to provide the settlement distributions, the building Damage Extent Index (acting as a 

factor) was multiplied by the Settlement Vulnerability Index, as described in the following: 

 

for iok=1:mtopo+1 

    for jok=1:ntopo+1 

ZhatAll(iok,jok)=(24.49*(Zhat1(iok,jok)-newZhat1min)/(newZhat1max-

newZhat1min)+... 

    13.2*(Zhat2(iok,jok)-newZhat2min)/(newZhat2max-newZhat2min)+... 

    8.2*(Zhat3(iok,jok)-newZhat3min)/(newZhat3max-newZhat3min)+... 

    24.5*(Zhat4(iok,jok)-newZhat4min)/(newZhat4max-newZhat4min)+... 

    24.5*(Zhat5(iok,jok)-newZhat5min)/(newZhat5max-newZhat5min)+... 

    5.2*(Zhat7(iok,jok)-newZhat7min)/(newZhat7max-newZhat7min))*... 

    (Zhat99(iok,jok)-newZhat99min)/(newZhat99max-newZhat99min); 

    end 

end 

close all; 

delete(findall(0)); 

end 
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C.2 Temporal analysis using ARX 

The temporal analysis of the tunnel-induced settlement is based on using the System 

Identification process (using MATLAB) with an output analysis of groundwater table level 

time-variation using the ARX modelling (using MATLAB). Initially, the OS coordinates 

(LONG/LAT/ALT) of 16 borehole (well) locations are imported from spreadsheet (data) files: 

 [Atopo1w_old(:,1),Atopo1w_old(:,2),Atopo1w_old(:,3)] = 

importfile7('wde_16topo_and_9wells_bham_LatLonmeters_OS_2_startingva

lues_geosmooth.xlsx','path_over_landf',2,17); 

F2topow=scatteredInterpolant(Atopo1(:,1),Atopo1(:,2),Atopo1(:,3)); 

Atopo1w_new(:,3)=F2topow(Atopo1w_old(:,1),Atopo1w_old(:,2)); 

Atopo1w_new(:,2)=Atopo1w_old(:,2); 

Atopo1w_new(:,1)=Atopo1w_old(:,1); 

 

The time-history of the depths of the groundwater head are imported using a spreadsheet file 

with 2 columns. The first column is the monitoring time-step, and the second is the groundwater 

head value monitored at this specific time for each of the 16 borehole (well) locations: 

GWmat1 = importfile('GW_WS_R03_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat2 = importfile('GW_WS_R04_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat3 = importfile('GW_BHR_100_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat4 = importfile('GW_BHR_101_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat5 = importfile('GW_BHR_102_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat6 = importfile('GW_BHR_103_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat7 = importfile('GW_BHR_104_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat8 = importfile('GW_BHR_105_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat9 = importfile('GW_BHR_106_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat10 = importfile('GW_WS_01_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat11 = importfile('GW_WS_02_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat12 = importfile('GW_OP_01_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat13 = importfile('GW_OP_02_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat14 = importfile('GW_TP_01_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat15 = importfile('GW_TP_02_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

GWmat16 = importfile('GW_TP_03_t.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:B36'); 

 

 

A fitting process was then applied between the discrete monitoring time-steps, to generate 

continuous time series of data for each of the 16 borehole (well) locations:  

GWafx1=createFit(GWmat1(:,1),GWmat1(:,2)); 

GWafx2=createFit(GWmat2(:,1),GWmat2(:,2)); 

GWafx3=createFit(GWmat3(:,1),GWmat3(:,2)); 

GWafx4=createFit(GWmat4(:,1),GWmat4(:,2)); 
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GWafx5=createFit(GWmat5(:,1),GWmat5(:,2)); 

GWafx6=createFit(GWmat6(:,1),GWmat6(:,2)); 

GWafx7=createFit(GWmat7(:,1),GWmat7(:,2)); 

GWafx8=createFit(GWmat8(:,1),GWmat8(:,2)); 

GWafx9=createFit(GWmat9(:,1),GWmat9(:,2)); 

GWafx10=createFit(GWmat10(:,1),GWmat10(:,2)); 

GWafx11=createFit(GWmat11(:,1),GWmat11(:,2)); 

GWafx12=createFit(GWmat12(:,1),GWmat12(:,2)); 

GWafx13=createFit(GWmat13(:,1),GWmat13(:,2)); 

GWafx14=createFit(GWmat14(:,1),GWmat14(:,2)); 

GWafx15=createFit(GWmat15(:,1),GWmat15(:,2)); 

GWafx16=createFit(GWmat16(:,1),GWmat16(:,2)); 

  

To provide a time window for estimating the time variation of groundwater level depth, using 

the previously produced fitting curve, i.e. between 23-April-2017 and 02-February-2019: 

Datestring1 = '23-April-2017 10:00:00'; 

Datestring2 = '02-February-2019 10:00:00'; 

formatIn = 'dd-mmm-yyyy'; 

datenumber1=datenum(Datestring1,formatIn); 

datenumber2=datenum(Datestring2,formatIn); 

Askdate=[datenumber1:0.5:datenumber2]; 

 

To evaluate the time-history of the groundwater level depths (e.g. GRDL1) at the time window 

used: 

GRDL1=feval(GWafx1,Askdate); 

GRDL2=feval(GWafx2,Askdate); 

GRDL3=feval(GWafx3,Askdate); 

GRDL4=feval(GWafx4,Askdate); 

GRDL5=feval(GWafx5,Askdate); 

GRDL6=feval(GWafx6,Askdate); 

GRDL7=feval(GWafx7,Askdate); 

GRDL8=feval(GWafx8,Askdate); 

GRDL9=feval(GWafx9,Askdate); 

GRDL10=feval(GWafx10,Askdate); 

GRDL11=feval(GWafx11,Askdate); 

GRDL12=feval(GWafx12,Askdate); 

GRDL13=feval(GWafx13,Askdate); 

GRDL14=feval(GWafx14,Askdate); 

GRDL15=feval(GWafx15,Askdate); 

GRDL16=feval(GWafx16,Askdate); 

 

To create the ARX models, GWMeasuredData1 to GWMeasureddata16 was used as the object 

data produced for the values of groundwater head arrays, using the following:  

GWMeasuredData1 = iddata(GRDL1, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData2 = iddata(GRDL2, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData3 = iddata(GRDL3, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 
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GWMeasuredData4 = iddata(GRDL4, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData5 = iddata(GRDL5, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData6 = iddata(GRDL6, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData7 = iddata(GRDL7, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData8 = iddata(GRDL8, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData9 = iddata(GRDL9, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData10 = iddata(GRDL10, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData11 = iddata(GRDL11, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData12 = iddata(GRDL12, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData13 = iddata(GRDL13, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData14 = iddata(GRDL14, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData15 = iddata(GRDL15, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

GWMeasuredData16 = iddata(GRDL16, [], 0.5, 'Tstart', datenumber1); 

 

To estimate the time (date) sampling instants (GWt1) according to the time windows used: 

GWt1 = GWMeasuredData1.SamplingInstants; 

 

Then, to apply the ARX modelling: 

GWm1=arx(GWMeasuredData1,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm2=arx(GWMeasuredData2,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm3=arx(GWMeasuredData3,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm4=arx(GWMeasuredData4,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm5=arx(GWMeasuredData5,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm6=arx(GWMeasuredData6,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm7=arx(GWMeasuredData7,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm8=arx(GWMeasuredData8,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm9=arx(GWMeasuredData9,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm10=arx(GWMeasuredData10,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm11=arx(GWMeasuredData11,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm12=arx(GWMeasuredData12,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm13=arx(GWMeasuredData13,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm14=arx(GWMeasuredData14,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm15=arx(GWMeasuredData15,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

GWm16=arx(GWMeasuredData16,[5], 'InitialState', 'Estimate'); 

 

To predict the groundwater level time-history for the specified time window steps: 

GWyF1 = predict(GWm1, GWMeasuredData1, Horizon); 

GWyF2 = predict(GWm2, GWMeasuredData2, Horizon); 

GWyF3 = predict(GWm3, GWMeasuredData3, Horizon); 

GWyF4 = predict(GWm4, GWMeasuredData4, Horizon); 

GWyF5 = predict(GWm5, GWMeasuredData5, Horizon); 

GWyF6 = predict(GWm6, GWMeasuredData6, Horizon); 

GWyF7 = predict(GWm7, GWMeasuredData7, Horizon); 

GWyF8 = predict(GWm8, GWMeasuredData8, Horizon); 

GWyF9 = predict(GWm9, GWMeasuredData9, Horizon); 

GWyF10 = predict(GWm10, GWMeasuredData10, Horizon); 

GWyF11 = predict(GWm11, GWMeasuredData11, Horizon); 

GWyF12 = predict(GWm12, GWMeasuredData12, Horizon); 

GWyF13 = predict(GWm13, GWMeasuredData13, Horizon); 

GWyF14 = predict(GWm14, GWMeasuredData14, Horizon); 
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GWyF15 = predict(GWm15, GWMeasuredData15, Horizon); 

GWyF16 = predict(GWm16, GWMeasuredData16, Horizon); 

 

To extract the groundwater (GW) head level time response at 16 predefined borehole (well) 

locations as an output vector of the predicted values: 

GWyFData1 = GWyF1.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 1 

GWyFData2 = GWyF2.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 2 

GWyFData3 = GWyF3.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 3 

GWyFData4 = GWyF4.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 4 

GWyFData5 = GWyF5.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 5 

GWyFData6 = GWyF6.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 6 

GWyFData7 = GWyF7.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 7 

GWyFData8 = GWyF8.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 8 

GWyFData9 = GWyF9.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 9 

GWyFData10 = GWyF10.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 10 

GWyFData11 = GWyF11.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 11 

GWyFData12 = GWyF12.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 12 

GWyFData13 = GWyF13.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 13 

GWyFData14 = GWyF14.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 14 

GWyFData15 = GWyF15.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 15 

GWyFData16 = GWyF16.OutputData;      % extracts GW head response of 

monitoring well number 16 

 

To provide the groundwater table level response of for example the WS-R03 well over the time 

window steps of the predefined data (example Figure C.1a): 

plot(GWt1, GWyFData1, 'r.-') 

title('Predicted GW response for WS-R03 monitoring well over a 

data's time span') 
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The following lines provided the groundwater table contourmap (of the groundwater head data), 

and it also called the function gridfit to model the scattered data with a smooth surface of the 

form z=f(x,y):  

n=200; m=200; % n+1 and m+1 nodes of the x and y grid respectively. 

  

 [Atopo1w_old(:,1),Atopo1w_old(:,2),Atopo1w_old(:,3)] = 

importfile7('wde_16topo_and_9wells_bham_LatLonmeters_OS_2_startingva

lues_geosmooth.xlsx','path_over_landf',2,17); 

F2topow=scatteredInterpolant(Atopo1(:,1),Atopo1(:,2),Atopo1(:,3)); 

Atopo1w_new(:,3)=F2topow(Atopo1w_old(:,1),Atopo1w_old(:,2)); 

Atopo1w_new(:,2)=Atopo1w_old(:,2); 

Atopo1w_new(:,1)=Atopo1w_old(:,1); 

 

To set the spatial grid: 

A=Atopo1w_new(1:9,:); 

xmin=floor(min(A(:,1))); 

xmax=ceil(max(A(:,1))); 

ymin=floor(min(A(:,2))); 

ymax=ceil(max(A(:,2))); 

xi=linspace(xmin,xmax,n+1); % n+1 x-nodes  

yi=linspace(ymin,ymax,m+1); % m+1 y-nodes  

 

The 3rd column of an array, A, contains the values of GW head depth at a chosen time step 

(date) of monitoring, e.g. 09 February 2018, as described in the following: 

DateString = '09-February-2018'; 

formatIn = 'dd-mmm-yyyy'; 

datenumber=datenum(DateString,formatIn); 

 

datestr(datenumber,1) 

inx=min(find(GWt1(:,1)>=datenumber)); 

A(1,3)=GWyFData1(inx); 

A(2,3)=GWyFData2(inx); 

A(3,3)=GWyFData3(inx); 

A(4,3)=GWyFData4(inx); 

A(5,3)=GWyFData5(inx); 

A(6,3)=GWyFData6(inx); 

A(7,3)=GWyFData7(inx); 

A(8,3)=GWyFData8(inx); 

A(9,3)=GWyFData9(inx); 

 

To fit a smooth surface to the scattered data of the 16 borehole (wells) using the vectors A(:,1), 

A(:,2) and A(:,3), an interpolation is employed, which significantly reduces the error 

(estimations), as described in the following lines in MATLAB: 
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xmin2=floor(min(A2(:,1))); 

xmax2=ceil(max(A2(:,1))); 

ymin2=floor(min(A2(:,2))); 

ymax2=ceil(max(A2(:,2))); 

xi=linspace(xmin2,xmax2,n+1);  

yi=linspace(ymin2,ymax2,m+1);  

ziii = 

gridfit(A2(:,1),A2(:,2),A2(:,3),xi,yi,'smoothness',5,'interp','neare

st'); 

 

To make the contours for the groundwater head values at specific time-steps: 

[C3,h3]=contour(xi,yi,ziii,6); 

    set(h3,'ShowText','on','TextStep',get(h3,'LevelStep')*2, 

'LineWidth', 4); 

hold on 

    colormap bone 

    colormap(flipud(colormap)) 

xlim([xmin2-.01*(xmax2-xmin2) xmax2+.01*(xmax2-xmin2)]); 

ylim([ymin2-.01*(ymax2-ymin2) ymax2+.01*(ymax2-ymin2)]); 

hold on 

hold on 

for mm=1:length(A2(:,1))  

nx=min(find(xi>=A2(mm,1))); 

ny=min(find(yi>=A2(mm,2))); 

xi(nx); 

yi(ny); 

ziii(ny,nx); 

[delx dely]=gradient(-ziii,0.2,0.2); 

delx(ny,nx); 

dely(ny,nx); 

G=sqrt(delx(ny,nx)^2+dely(ny,nx)^2); 

A=atan(abs(dely(ny,nx)/delx(ny,nx))); 

hold on 

quiver(xi(nx),yi(ny),delx(ny,nx),dely(ny,nx),'LineWidth', 

2,'AutoScaleFactor',15,'MaxHeadSize',0.8, 'Color','r') 

 

 

An example of an initial ARX analysis of groundwater table level fluctuation is provided, to 

show how steps of this framework were developed and demonstrate its efficiency. This 

application focused on a particular area in the campus of the University of Birmingham 

(Southwestern part), providing the corresponding groundwater table fluctuations. Figure C.1a 

shows these fluctuations, taken from a specified borehole of the groundwater with time. Then, 
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a contourmap of the area is demonstrated in Figure C.1b, showing the fluctuations of the 

groundwater table within the area and the borehole spots used. In the same figure the potential 

move of the groundwater is demonstrated using arrows. This was extended to the integrated 

visualisation of Figure C.2, which shows the contours within a Google Earth (Google Inc., 

2018) environment. This was included to extend the relevant understanding and show the 

potential for integrated applications using the current framework. By way of example, this 

framework could also work with contamination aspects, as the move of the groundwater could 

be indicative for contaminant move, which could provide further support for land contamination 

and decision-making. 
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Figure C.1: The resulting groundwater head (GW) (a) fluctuation (graph) and (b) contourlines, 

using ARX in MATLAB. WS-R03 well is marked with a blue arrow. 
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Figure C.2: An integrated contourmap (Figure C.1b) using Google Earth (Google Inc., 2018). 

 

 

C.3 Settlement Risk Assessment visualisations 

C.3.1 Settlement risk distributions 

The settlement risk distributions were produced by kriging interpolation using (MATLAB): 

[Zhat2,Zvar2] = kriging(vstruct2,x,y,z,xval,yval); 

 

C.3.2 Settlement risk assessment using BIM 

The settlement risk assessment using the Settlement Vulnerability Index estimated by the 

process described (using AHP and ARX) is shown in Figure C.3. 

Scale 1:600 
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Figure C.3: 3D visualisations of the temporal changes using BIM of the settlement risk 

assessment, estimated at times (a) at t1: 25.08.2017, and (b) t2: 15.10.2017. 
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Figure 5.15 (page 181). 
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Appendix D: Estimation of the tunnelling-induced settlement economic risk of 

building damage through an uncertainty analysis using BIM 

D.1 Probability distribution of building damage 

For each uncertain factor the following MATLAB scripts were used to return randomly 

distributed values (new_E111, new_E333, new_E444), by considering their mean values and 

standard deviations, and keeping them within appropriate limits (mean value ± 3 * standard 

deviation values). 

function [new_E111] = elasticmodulusrng_1_2_eco(); To provide the 

values of ground loss (mean=0.175 and standard deviation: std=0.04). 

  mean11 = 0.175; 

  stdv11 = 0.04; 

   

To estimate the values: 

  new_E11 = normRandLimit(mean11, stdv11, [-3 3]); 

function rr = normRandLimit(m, s, b) 

  while true  

    rr = randn(1);  

    if( rr > b(1) && rr < b(2) ) 

      break; 

    end 

  end 

  

and to apply the limits: 

  rr = rr * s + m; 

 

function [new_E333, new_E444] = elasticmodulusrng_3_4_eco(); To 

estimate the values of the (soil’s) Poisson’s ratio (mean=0.25 and 

std=0.03). 

  mean33 = 0.25; 

  stdv33 = 0.03; 

   

To provide the values of friction angle (mean=35 and std=4): 

  Mean44 = 35; 

  Stdv44 = 4;  

 

To provide the values: 

  new_E333 = normRandLimit(mean333, stdv333, [-3 3]); 

  new_E444 = normRandLimit(mean444, stdv444, [-3 3]); 

 function rr = normRandLimit(m, s, b) 

  while true  
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    rr = randn(1); 

    if( rr > b(1) && rr < b(2) ) 

      break; 

    end 

  end 

  % now apply the limits: 

  rr = rr * s + m; 

 

function [new_E555] = elasticmodulusrng_5_6_eco(); To provide the 

values of E/G ratio (mean=2.7 and std=0.03) for building No. 1. 

  mean11 = 2.7; 

  stdv11 = 0.03; 

   

To provide the values: 

  new_E11 = normRandLimit(mean11, stdv11, [-3 3]); 

function rr = normRandLimit(m, s, b) 

  while true  

    rr = randn(1);  

    if( rr > b(1) && rr < b(2) ) 

      break; 

    end 

  end 

 

To apply the limits: 

  rr = rr * s + m; 

 

To execute the Monte Carlo simulations, the randomly distributed values of the selected 

uncertain factors were applied for 100 runs (i.e. nmonte=1000) to provide the statistical 

distribution of ground settlements and the subsequent economic risk for each building 

investigated (adjacent to the tunnel). This is carried out using the following (MATLAB):  

nmonte=1000; 

for imonte=1:nmonte; 

[newE111(imonte)]=elasticmodulusrng_1_2_eco(); 

newE111max=0; 

newE111min=1e50; 

iop=0; 

for i=1:length(Atopo1(:,1)) 

    iop=iop+1; 

    [newE333(i) newE444(i)]=elasticmodulusrng_3_4_eco(); 

if newE333(iop) >= newE333max  

    newE333max=newE333(iop); 

end 

if newE444(iop) >= newE444max  

    newE444max=newE444(iop); 

end 
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if newE333(iop) <= newE333min  

    newE333min=newE333(iop); 

end 

if newE444(iop) <= newE444min  

    newE444min=newE444(iop); 

end 

end 

iop1=0; 

iop2=0; 

for ikl=1:length(Atopo1(:,1)) 

    iop1=iop1+1; 

    iop2=iop2+1; 

VIA3(iop1)=newE333(iop1); 

VIA4(iop1)=newE444(iop1); 

End 

 

VL=newE111(imonte); The first uncertain factor (ground loss) used. 

    x3001=Atopo1(:,1); 

    y3001=Atopo1(:,2); 

    z3001=VIA3'; 

    v3001 = variogram([x3001 y3001],z3001,'plotit',false); 

    [dum,dum,dum,vstruct3001] = 

variogramfit(v3001.distance,v3001.val,[],[],[],'model','blinear','pl

otit',false); 

    [Zhat3001,Zvar3001] = 

kriging(vstruct3001,x3001,y3001,z3001,centros103(:,1),centros103(:,2

)); 

pois=Zhat3001; The second uncertain factor (soil Poisson’s ratio) 

used. 

    x3002=Atopo1(:,1); 

    y3002=Atopo1(:,2); 

    z3002=VIA4'; 

    v3002 = variogram([x3001 y3001],z3001,'plotit',false); 

    [dum,dum,dum,vstruct3002] = 

variogramfit(v3002.distance,v3002.val,[],[],[],'model','blinear','pl

otit',false); 

    [Zhat3002,Zvar3002] = 

kriging(vstruct3002,x3002,y3002,z3002,centros103(:,1),centros103(:,2

)); 

toc; 

phiB=Zhat3002; The third uncertain factor (friction angle) used. 

 

DISTP1P103=DISTP103; 

SURF200P103=Fdepth1(POINTP103(:,1),POINTP103(:,2))-DEPTHt; 

SURFC0P103=VL*0.5*DIAM*0.5*DIAM*(4*SURF200P103.*(1-pois)); 

SURFC2P103=(1./(SURF200P103.^2+DISTP1P103.^2)); 

SURFC02P103=SURFC0P103.*SURFC2P103; 

SURFC03P103=1./(SURF200P103.*cot(45+0.5*phiB)+0.5*DIAM).^2; 

SURFC1P103=exp(-1.38*SURFC03P103.*DISTP1P103.^2); 

SURFC01P103=SURFC02P103.*SURFC1P103; 

settl1103=SURFC01P103; 

vq21risk103=settl1103; 
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Emod=newE555(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.1. 

GG1(imonte,1)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b1_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(1,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(1,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(1,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b1(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b1(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(1,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(1,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(1,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(1)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(1,imonte)=4; 

    End 

Emod=newE666(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.2. 

GG1(imonte,2)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b2_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(2,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(2,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(2,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b2(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b2(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(2,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(2,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(2,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(2,imonte)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(2,imonte)=4; 
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    end 

Emod=newE777(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.3. 

    GG1(imonte,3)=Emod; 

    Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b3_muchcloser_eco3 

    AtopoB(3,1)=C201(1,1); 

    AtopoB(3,2)=C201(1,2); 

    AtopoB(3,3)=C201(1,3); 

    px3b3(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

    px3b3(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(3,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(3,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(3,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(3,imonte)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(3,imonte)=4; 

    end 

Emod=newE888(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.4. 

GG1(imonte,4)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b4_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(4,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(4,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(4,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b4(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b4(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(4,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(4,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(4,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(4,imonte)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 
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    B11(4,imonte)=4; 

    end 

Emod=newE999(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.5. 

GG1(imonte,5)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b5_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(5,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(5,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(5,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b5(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b5(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(5,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(5,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(5,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(5,imonte)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(5,imonte)=4; 

    end 

Emod=newE101010(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.6. 

GG1(imonte,6)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b6_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(6,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(6,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(6,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b6(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b6(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(6,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(6,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(6,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(6,imonte)=3; 

    end 
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    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(6,imonte)=4; 

    end 

Emod=newE111111(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.7. 

GG1(imonte,7)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b7_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(7,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(7,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(7,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b7(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b7(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(7,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(7,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(7,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(7,imonte)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(7,imonte)=4; 

    end 

Emod=newE121212(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.8. 

GG1(imonte,8)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b8_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(8,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(8,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(8,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b8(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b8(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(8,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(8,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(8,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(8,imonte)=3; 
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    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(8,imonte)=4; 

    end 

Emod=newE131313(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.9. 

GG1(imonte,9)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assment_Stage2_b9_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(9,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(9,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(9,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b9(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b9(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(9,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(9,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(9,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 

    B11(9,imonte)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(9,imonte)=4; 

    end 

Emod=newE141414(imonte); The fourth uncertain factor (E/G ratio) for 

Building No.10. 

GG1(imonte,10)=Emod; 

Building_damage_assessment_Stage2_b10_muchcloser_eco3 

AtopoB(10,1)=C201(1,1); 

AtopoB(10,2)=C201(1,2); 

AtopoB(10,3)=C201(1,3); 

px3b10(1,:)=px3(1,:); 

px3b10(2,:)=px3(2,:); 

    if max(strcritH,strcritS) < 0.0005  

    B11(10,imonte)=0; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0005 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.00075 

    B11(10,imonte)=1; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.00075 && max(strcritH, strcritS) 

< 0.0015 

    B11(10,imonte)=2; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.0015 && max(strcritH, strcritS) < 

0.003 
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    B11(10,imonte)=3; 

    end 

    if max(strcritH, strcritS) >=0.003 

    B11(10,imonte)=4; 

    end 

iko1=0; 

for iko=1:szset 

    iko1=iko1+1; 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=0.01 && settl1103(iko1,1) >= 0 )  

        Psz(iko1)=0; 

    end 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=0.05 && settl1103(iko1,1) > 0.01 )  

        Psz(iko1)=1; 

    end 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=0.075 && settl1103(iko,1) > 0.05 ) 

        Psz(iko1)=2; 

    end 

    if( settl1103(iko1,1) <=100 && settl1103(iko1,1) > 0.075 )  

        Psz(iko1)=3;     

    end 

    VIA1103mc(iko1,imonte)=Psz(iko1); 

end 

clear ZhatAll; 

clear ZvarAll; 

for iok=1:length(B11(:,imonte)) 

ZhatAll(iok,imonte)=B11(iok,imonte); 

VImc(iok,imonte)=ZhatAll(iok,imonte); 

end 

close all; 

delete(findall(0)); 

end 

for ijol=1:szset 

    z1111(ijol,1)=sum(VIA1103mc(ijol,:)==0,2); 

    z1111(ijol,2)=sum(VIA1103mc(ijol,:)==1,2); 

    z1111(ijol,3)=sum(VIA1103mc(ijol,:)==2,2); 

    z1111(ijol,4)=sum(VIA1103mc(ijol,:)==3,2); 

end 

y1111(1,1) = sum(VImc(1,:)==0,2); 

y1111(1,2) = sum(VImc(1,:)==1,2); 

y1111(1,3) = sum(VImc(1,:)==2,2); 

y1111(1,4) = sum(VImc(1,:)==3,2); 

y1111(1,5) = sum(VImc(1,:)==4,2); 

y1111(2,1) = sum(VImc(2,:)==0,2); 

y1111(2,2) = sum(VImc(2,:)==1,2); 

y1111(2,3) = sum(VImc(2,:)==2,2); 

y1111(2,4) = sum(VImc(2,:)==3,2); 

y1111(2,5) = sum(VImc(2,:)==4,2); 

y1111(3,1) = sum(VImc(3,:)==0,2); 

y1111(3,2) = sum(VImc(3,:)==1,2); 

y1111(3,3) = sum(VImc(3,:)==2,2); 

y1111(3,4) = sum(VImc(3,:)==3,2); 

y1111(3,5) = sum(VImc(3,:)==4,2); 

y1111(4,1) = sum(VImc(4,:)==0,2); 
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y1111(4,2) = sum(VImc(4,:)==1,2); 

y1111(4,3) = sum(VImc(4,:)==2,2); 

y1111(4,4) = sum(VImc(4,:)==3,2); 

y1111(4,5) = sum(VImc(4,:)==4,2); 

y1111(5,1) = sum(VImc(5,:)==0,2); 

y1111(5,2) = sum(VImc(5,:)==1,2); 

y1111(5,3) = sum(VImc(5,:)==2,2); 

y1111(5,4) = sum(VImc(5,:)==3,2); 

y1111(5,5) = sum(VImc(5,:)==4,2); 

y1111(6,1) = sum(VImc(6,:)==0,2); 

y1111(6,2) = sum(VImc(6,:)==1,2); 

y1111(6,3) = sum(VImc(6,:)==2,2); 

y1111(6,4) = sum(VImc(6,:)==3,2); 

y1111(6,5) = sum(VImc(6,:)==4,2); 

y1111(7,1) = sum(VImc(7,:)==0,2); 

y1111(7,2) = sum(VImc(7,:)==1,2); 

y1111(7,3) = sum(VImc(7,:)==2,2); 

y1111(7,4) = sum(VImc(7,:)==3,2); 

y1111(7,5) = sum(VImc(7,:)==4,2); 

y1111(8,1) = sum(VImc(8,:)==0,2); 

y1111(8,2) = sum(VImc(8,:)==1,2); 

y1111(8,3) = sum(VImc(8,:)==2,2); 

y1111(8,4) = sum(VImc(8,:)==3,2); 

y1111(8,5) = sum(VImc(8,:)==4,2); 

y1111(9,1) = sum(VImc(9,:)==0,2); 

y1111(9,2) = sum(VImc(9,:)==1,2); 

y1111(9,3) = sum(VImc(9,:)==2,2); 

y1111(9,4) = sum(VImc(9,:)==3,2); 

y1111(9,5) = sum(VImc(9,:)==4,2); 

y1111(10,1) = sum(VImc(10,:)==0,2); 

y1111(10,2) = sum(VImc(10,:)==1,2); 

y1111(10,3) = sum(VImc(10,:)==2,2); 

y1111(10,4) = sum(VImc(10,:)==3,2); 

y1111(10,5) = sum(VImc(10,:)==4,2); 

for lol=1:szset 

    count_nums=z1111(lol,:); 

    adds(lol,:,1)=count_nums./sum(count_nums); 

end 

count_num1=y1111(1,:); 

add1(:,1)=count_num1(1,1:5)./sum(count_num1(1,1:5)); 

count_num2=y1111(2,:); 

add2(:,1)=count_num2(1,1:5)./sum(count_num2(1,1:5)); 

count_num3=y1111(3,:); 

add3(:,1)=count_num3(1,1:5)./sum(count_num3(1,1:5)); 

count_num4=y1111(4,:); 

add4(:,1)=count_num4(1,1:5)./sum(count_num4(1,1:5)); 

count_num5=y1111(5,:); 

add5(:,1)=count_num5(1,1:5)./sum(count_num5(1,1:5)); 

count_num6=y1111(6,:); 

add6(:,1)=count_num6(1,1:5)./sum(count_num6(1,1:5)); 

count_num7=y1111(7,:); 

add7(:,1)=count_num7(1,1:5)./sum(count_num7(1,1:5)); 

count_num8=y1111(8,:); 
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add8(:,1)=count_num8(1,1:5)./sum(count_num8(1,1:5)); 

count_num9=y1111(9,:); 

add9(:,1)=count_num9(1,1:5)./sum(count_num9(1,1:5)); 

count_num10=y1111(10,:); 

add10(:,1)=count_num10(1,1:5)./sum(count_num10(1,1:5)); 

str = {'[0 0.05%]'; '[0.05% 0.075%]';'[0.075% 0.15%]'; '[0.15% 

0.3%]';'[0.3% >0.3%]';}; 

str1 = {'[0 0.01]'; '[0.01 0.05]'; '[0.05 0.075]'; '[0.075 

>0.075]'}; 

 

h0=figure; 

ino=1; 

bar(adds(ino,:,1),'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram 

for the soil vulnerability. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str1, 'XTick',1:numel(str1)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str1); 

saveas(h0, 'probability0.png'); 

h1=figure; 

bar(add1,'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram for 

Building No. 1. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h1, 'probability1.png'); 

h2=figure; 

bar(add2,'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram for 

Building No. 2. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h2, 'probability2.png'); 

h3=figure; 

bar(add3,'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram for 

Building No. 3. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h3, 'probability3.png'); 

h4=figure; 

bar(add4,'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram for 

Building No. 4. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h4, 'probability4.png'); 

h5=figure; 

bar(add5,'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram for 

Building No. 5. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h5, 'probability5.png'); 

h6=figure; 

bar(add6,'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram for 

Building No. 6. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h6, 'probability6.png'); 
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h7=figure; 

bar(add7,'EdgeColor','g') To plot the probability histogram for 

Building No. 7. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h7, 'probability7.png'); 

h8=figure; 

bar(add8,'EdgeColor','g') Plots the probability histogram for 

Building No. 8. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h8, 'probability8.png'); 

h9=figure; 

bar(add9,'EdgeColor','g') Plots the probability histogram for 

Building No. 9. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h9, 'probability9.png'); 

h10=figure; 

bar(add10,'EdgeColor','g') Plots the probability histogram for 

Building No.10. 

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',str, 'XTick',1:numel(str)) 

xticklabel_rotate([],90,str); 

saveas(h10, 'probability10.png'); 

 

 

The resulting MATLAB histograms showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur, 

for each building, follow.  

Initially, a tunnel with a diameter of 8m placed below the built-up area was used (corresponding 

to the BIM visualisations in Chapter 6), as shown in Figures D.1 – D.5: 
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Figure D.1: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 1 and (b) No. 2. 

 

 

Figure D.2: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 3 and (b) No. 4. 
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Figure D.3: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 5 and (b) No. 6. 

 

 

Figure D.4: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 7 and (b) No. 8. 
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Figure D.5: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 9 and (b) No. 10. 

 

Then, in the case of a tunnel with an 8m diameter placed at approximately 200m away from 

the built-up area, the graphs are shown in Figures D.6 – D.10: 

 

 

Figure D.6: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 1 and (b) No. 2. 
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Figure D.7: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 3 and (b) No. 4. 

 

Figure D.8: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 5 and (b) No. 6. 

 

Figure D.9: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 7 and (b) No. 8. 
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Figure D.10: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 9 and (b) No. 10. 

 

For a tunnel with a diameter of 10.5m, placed below the built-up area, the graphs are shown in 

Figures D.11 – D.15: 

 

 

Figure D.11: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 1 and (b) No. 2. 
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Figure D.12: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 3 and (b) No. 4. 

 

 

Figure D.13: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 5 and (b) No. 6. 
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Figure D.14: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 7 and (b) No. 8. 

 

 

Figure D.15: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 9 and (b) No. 10. 

 

In the case of a tunnel with a diameter of 10.5m, placed around 200m away from the built-up 

area, the graphs are shown in Figures D.16 – D.20: 
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Figure D.16: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 1 and (b) No. 2. 

 

Figure D.17: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 3 and (b) No. 4. 

 

Figure D.18: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 5 and (b) No. 6. 
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Figure D.19: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 7 and (b) No. 8. 

 

Figure D.20: The graphs showing the probability of a Damage Category to occur for building 

(a) No. 9 and (b) No. 10. 
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mu_test5=2400; 
xa_test1=70; 
xa_test2=900; 
xa_test3=2000; 
xa_test4=2300; 
xa_test5=4000; 
sigma1_test1=1.645-sqrt(1.645^2+2*log(mu_test1/xa_test1)); To 

extract the first solution of lognormal sigma for Damage Category 

No.1. 
sigma2_test1=1.645+sqrt(1.645^2+2*log(mu_test1/xa_test1)); To 

extract the second solution of lognormal sigma for Damage Category 

No.1. 
mu1_test1=log(xa_test1)-1.645*sigma1_test1; To extract the first 

lognormal mu (z0.95=1.645) for Damage Category No.1. 
mu2_test1=log(xa_test1)-1.645*sigma2_test1; To extract the second 

lognormal mu for Damage Category No.1. 

 

The same is carried out for the rest of building Damage Categories. 

To consider then the probability of each Damage Category to occur, for each building: 

prob1=add1(1,1); 
prob2=add1(2,1); 
prob3=add1(3,1); 
prob4=add1(4,1); 
prob5=add1(5,1); 
 

mu1=mu1_test1; 
mu2=mu1_test2; 
mu3=mu1_test3; 
mu4=mu1_test4; 
mu5=mu1_test5; 
sigma1=sigma1_test1; 
sigma2=sigma1_test2; 
sigma3=sigma1_test3; 
sigma4=sigma1_test4; 
sigma5=sigma1_test5; 

 

To provide the PDF of damage costs due to tunnel-induced settlements for Damage Category 

No.1 (negligible), in the case of Building No.1: 

pd1 = makedist('Lognormal','mu',mu1,'sigma',sigma1); 
ytxt=currSym('GBP'); 
x = (0:10:1000)'; 
y = pdf(pd1,x);  
pctvala = prctile(y,95); 
xa = logninv(0.95,mu1,sigma1); where xa is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.1. 
xa1 = logninv(prob1,mu1,sigma1); where xa1 is the prob1*100% 

quantile of lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.1. 
ya1 = pdf(pd1,xa1); 
y1= cdf(pd1,xa); 
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plot(x,y) 
h = gca; 
h.XTick = [0 500 1000 1500 2000]; 
h.XTickLabel = {'0',['1.000,00' num2str(ytxt)],['2.000,00' 

num2str(ytxt)],... 
['3.000,00' num2str(ytxt)],['4.000,00' num2str(ytxt)]}; 
vline(xa,'-.or','C1') 

 

Likewise, for the Damage Category No.2 (very slight) of Building No. 1: 

pd2= makedist('Lognormal','mu',mu2,'sigma',sigma2); 
x = (0:10:3000)'; 
y = pdf(pd2,x); 
pctvalb = prctile(y,95); 
xb = logninv(0.95,mu2,sigma2); where xb is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.2. 
y2= cdf(pd2,xb); 
xa2 = logninv(prob2,mu2,sigma2); where xa2 is the prob1*100% 

quantile of lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.2. 
ya2 = pdf(pd2,xa2); 
figure; plot(x,y) 
h = gca; 
h.XTick = [0 1000 2000 3000 4000]; 
h.XTickLabel = {'0',['1.000' num2str(ytxt)],['2.000' 

num2str(ytxt)],... 
['3.000' num2str(ytxt)],['4.000' num2str(ytxt)]}; 
vline(xb,'-.or','C2') 

 

Likewise, for Damage Category No. 3 (slight) of building No. 1: 

pd3 = makedist('Lognormal','mu',mu3,'sigma',sigma3); 
x = (0:50:5000)'; 
y = pdf(pd3,x); 
pctvalc = prctile(y,95); 
xc = logninv(0.95,mu3,sigma3); where xc is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.3. 
y3= cdf(pd3,xc); 
xa3 = logninv(prob3,mu3,sigma3); where xa3 is the prob1*100% 

quantile of lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.3. 
ya3 = pdf(pd3,xa3); 
figure; plot(x,y) 
 

h = gca; 
h.XTick = [0 1000 2000 3000 4000]; 
h.XTickLabel = {'0',['1.000' num2str(ytxt)],['2.000' 

num2str(ytxt)],... 
['3.000' num2str(ytxt)],['4.000' num2str(ytxt)]}; 
vline(xc,'-.or','C3') 
pctval = prctile(y,95); 

 

Likewise, for Damage Category No.4 (moderate) of Building No. 1: 

pd4 = makedist('Lognormal','mu',mu4,'sigma',sigma4); 
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x = (0:50:5000)'; 
y = pdf(pd4,x); 
pctvalc = prctile(y,95); 
xd = logninv(0.95,mu4,sigma4); where xd is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.4. 
y4= cdf(pd4,xd); 
xa4 = logninv(prob4,mu4,sigma4); where xa4 is the prob1*100% 

quantile of lognormal distribution for Damage Category No 4. 
ya4 = pdf(pd4,xa4); 
figure; plot(x,y) 
h = gca; 
h.XTick = [0 1000 2000 3000 4000]; 
h.XTickLabel = {'0',['1.000' num2str(ytxt)],['2.000' 

num2str(ytxt)],... 
['3.000' num2str(ytxt)],['4.000' num2str(ytxt)]}; 
vline(xd,'-.or','C4') 
pctval = prctile(y,95); 

 

Likewise, for Damage Category No.5 of Building No. 1: 
pd5 = makedist('Lognormal','mu',mu5,'sigma',sigma5); 
x = (0:50:5000)'; 
y = pdf(pd5,x); 
pctvalc = prctile(y,95); 
xe = logninv(0.95,mu5,sigma5); where xe is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.5. 
xmue=logninv(0.5,mu5,sigma5); 
y5= cdf(pd5,xe); 
xa5 = logninv(prob5,mu5,sigma5); where xa5 is the prob1*100% 

quantile of lognormal distribution for Damage Category No.5. 
ya5 = pdf(pd5,xa5); 
figure; plot(x,y) 
h = gca; 
h.XTick = [0 1000 2000 3000 4000]; 
h.XTickLabel = {'0',['1.000' num2str(ytxt)],['2.000' 

num2str(ytxt)],... 
['3.000' num2str(ytxt)],['4.000' num2str(ytxt)]}; 
vline(xe,'-.or','C5') 
vline(xmue,'-.or','C4') 
figure 
pctval = prctile(y,95); 

 

Finally, the Settlement Economic Risk per m2 (TRisk1) for the Building No.1, considering the 

probability for all the Damage Categories to occur, can then be estimated using the following:   
prob1=add1(1,1); 

prob2=add1(2,1); 

prob3=add1(3,1); 

prob4=add1(4,1); 

prob5=add1(5,1); 

xa1 = logninv(prob1,mu1,sigma1); %% xa is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution 
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ya1 = pdf(pd1,xa1); 

xa2 = logninv(prob2,mu2,sigma2); %% xa is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution 

ya2 = pdf(pd2,xa2); 

xa3 = logninv(prob3,mu3,sigma3); %% xa is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution 

ya3 = pdf(pd3,xa3); 

xa4 = logninv(prob4,mu4,sigma4); %% xa is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution 

ya4 = pdf(pd4,xa4); 

xa5 = logninv(prob5,mu5,sigma5); %% xa is the 0.95 quantile of 

lognormal distribution 

ya5 = pdf(pd5,xa5); 

yProb=[ya1; ya1; ya2; ya2; ya3; ya3; ya4; ya4; ya5; ya5; 0]; 

xCost=[0; xa; xa; xb; xb; xc; xc; xd; xd; xe; xe]; 

plot(xCost,yProb); 

yProb=[prob1; prob1; prob2; prob2; prob3; prob3; prob4; prob4; 

prob5; prob5; 0]; 

xCost=[0; xa; xa; xb; xb; xc; xc; xd; xd; xe; xe]; 

ERisk1(1)=0; 

ERisk1(2)=0; 

ERisk1(3)=0; 

ERisk1(4)=0; 

ERisk1(5)=0; 

if(prob1~=1) xCost1_interval=(0:1:xa1)'; end; 

if(prob1==1) xCost1_interval=(0:1:70)';end; 

yPDF1_interval=pdf(pd1,xCost1_interval); 

yPDF1p=yPDF1_interval.*xCost1_interval; 

if(prob1~=0) ERisk1(1)=trapz(xCost1_interval,yPDF1p); end; 

xCost2_interval=(0:1:xa2)'; 

yPDF2_interval=pdf(pd2,xCost2_interval); 

yPDF2p=yPDF2_interval.*xCost2_interval; 

if(prob2~=0) ERisk1(2)=trapz(xCost2_interval,yPDF2p); end; 

xCost3_interval=(0:1:xa3)'; 

yPDF3_interval=pdf(pd3,xCost3_interval); 

yPDF3p=yPDF3_interval.*xCost3_interval; 

if(prob3~=0) ERisk1(3)=trapz(xCost3_interval,yPDF3p); end; 

xCost4_interval=(0:1:xa4)'; 

yPDF4_interval=pdf(pd4,xCost4_interval); 

yPDF4p=yPDF4_interval.*xCost4_interval; 

if(prob4~=0) ERisk1(4)=trapz(xCost4_interval,yPDF4p); end; 

xCost5_interval=(0:1:xa5)'; 

yPDF5_interval=pdf(pd5,xCost5_interval); 

yPDF5p=yPDF5_interval.*xCost5_interval; 

if(prob5~=0) ERisk1(5)=trapz(xCost5_interval,yPDF5p); end; 

ERiskTotal1=ERisk1(1)+ERisk1(2)+ERisk1(3)+ERisk1(4)+ERisk1(5); 

TRisk1=ERiskTotal1*2*polyarea(px3b1(1,:),px3b1(2,:)); 

hold on 

yProbb1=[ya2+(ya1-ya2)/2; ya3+(ya2-ya3)/2; ya4+(ya3-ya4)/2; 

ya5+(ya4-ya5)/2; ya5/2]; 

xCostb1=[xa; xb; xc; xd; xe]; 

yProbb11=[ya1; ya2; ya3; ya4; ya5]; 
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xCostb11=[xa/2; xa+(xb-xa)/2; xb+(xc-xb)/2; xc+(xd-xc)/2; xd+(xe-

xd)/2]; 

Area1=2*polyarea(px3b1(1,:),px3b1(2,:)); 

Economic_Risk_b1=trapz(xCost,yProb); 

Economic_Total_b1=Economic_Risk_b1*Area1; The Settlement Economic 

Risk (per m2). 

 

The Settlement Economic Risk (per m2) is provided similarly for each building. 

The graphs of the cost variations of the buildings due to settlements for each damage category, 

follow. Hence, for a tunnel with an 8m diameter, placed below the built-up area, the graphs are 

shown in Figures D.21 – D.23: 

 

 

Figure D.21: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 1 (negligible) 

and (b) Damage Category No. 2 (very slight). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile 

cost. 
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Figure D.22: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 3 (slight) and 

(b) Damage Category No. 4 (moderate). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

 

Figure D.23: The PDF of building damage costs, for Damage Category No. 5 (severe). The 

red dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

Then, for a tunnel with an 8m diameter placed approximately 200m away from the built-up 

area, the graphs are shown in Figures D.24–D.26: 
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Figure D.24: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 1 (negligible) 

and (b) Damage Category No. 2 (very slight). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile 

cost. 

 

 

Figure D.25: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 3 (slight) and 

(b) Damage Category No. 4 (moderate). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 
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Figure D.26: The PDF of building damage costs, for Damage Category No. 5 (severe). The red 

dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

For a tunnel with a diameter of 10.5m, placed below the built-up area, the graphs are shown in 

Figures D.27 – D.29: 

 

 

Figure D.27: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 1 (negligible) 

and (b) Damage Category No. 2 (very slight). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile 

cost. 
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Figure D.28: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 3 (slight) and 

(b) Damage Category No. 4 (moderate). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

 

Figure D.29: The PDF of building damage costs, for Damage Category No. 5 (severe). The red 

dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

Finally, in the case of a tunnel with a diameter of 10.5m, placed around 200m away from the 

built-up area, the graphs are shown in Figures D.30 – D.32: 
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Figure D.30: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 1 (negligible) 

and (b) Damage Category No. 2 (very slight). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile 

cost. 

 

 

Figure D.31: The PDFs of building damage costs, for (a) Damage Category No. 3 (slight) and 

(b) Damage Category No. 4 (moderate). The red dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 
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Figure D.32: The PDF of building damage costs, for Damage Category No. 5 (severe). The red 

dotted line shows the 95% percentile cost. 

 

D.3 Settlement Economic Risk assessment visualisations using BIM. 

Further resulting visualisations of the Settlement Economic Risk are presented in the Figures 

D.33, D34 and D.35, for a diameter of 10m, 8m and 10.5m, respectively. 

 

 

Figure D.33: 3D visualisations (SketchUp) of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused 

by ground settlement due to tunnelling (with a diameter of 10m). 
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Figure D.34: 3D visualisations (SketchUp) of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused 

by ground settlements due to a tunnel construction with a diameter of 8m, (a) below the built-

up area and (b) 200m away from the built-up area. 
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Figure D.35: 3D visualisations (SketchUp) of the resulting Settlement Economic Risk caused 

by ground settlements due to a tunnel construction with a diameter of 10.5m, (a) below the 

built-up area and (b) 200m away from the built-up area. 
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